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Electro
THERE is general agreement that the Instruments,
Electronics and Automation Exhibition held recently
in London was a success. The organization was
good, attendances were high without causing conconference,
gestion, and the concurrent technical conference,
both in the quality of its co-ordinating papers and the
the
far from
from
liveliness of the subsequent discussions, was far
being a mere token function.
Most of the visitors, including a significant
number from overseas, were clearly interested professionally in the details of the products exhibited
by manufacturers, and it was noticeable that many
standholders seemed fully occupied in making
entries in their order books.
Against this background the few members of the
general public who had been inveigled into paying
their half-crowns for admission by the "popular
attractions")' billed outside the hall, were rather
rather
attractions
conspicuous in their bewilderment as they searched
for the equivalent of the bearded lady and the threecard trick. We are aware that exhibition organizers
the
are inclined to measure success by the size of the
" gate" but we question their wisdom in trying to
to
"gate"
posters more appropriate to the fairfairincrease it by posljers
ground.
The facts of electronics and automation · have
already been too much overlaid by fantasy in the
popular press and it is to be hoped that in future
future
exhibitions they will be allowed to speak for
for themselves. This they can well do, more often than not
in a way which appeals alike to layman and professional. If a census had been taken of the crowds
surrounding the demonstrations of ultrasonic
handling
cleaning and drilling, or of the remote handling
gear for radioactive materials, as many Ph.D.s would
have been found as schoolboys.
1
It was gratifying to see a number of organized \
visits by parties of sixth-form scholars and junior
technical school students. Through their eyes, some
of the computers and control systems must have
discouragappeared, as they often do to us, to be of discouraging complexity. More might be done to show that
the most complex systems are elaborations of fundafundamentally simple ideas, of which they may already
have some -inkling,
inkling, or which they can reasonably
reasonably
expect to grasp after a little quiet study.
Many potentially valuable recruits to the electronic profession must have been lost at exhibitions
of this kind through a lack of confidence in their
their
ability ever to hold their own in what must appear
to
endeavour.
to be such a high plane of intellectual endeavour.
3)
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Would it not be a good idea to arrange more demontostrations of the fact that there is plenty of work to,
be done by young people like themselves? It should
not be difficult to stage a replica of a corner of aa
laboratory or drawing office, staffed by apprentices or
junior technicians working on real problems of the
kind that contribute directly to the production of a
piece of commercial equipment.
In this age of technological expansion, not the
least important functions of an exhibition should
the-enthusiasm
be to foster the
enthusiasm of the younger generageneration and to bring into perspective the notions of
of.
the adult "layman." (In this category must bebe
placed at least one clergyman whom we saw making_
making,
a purposeful stand-to-stand tour of the exhibits.)
This important work cannot always be safely
entrusted to the sales department, which is generally
· responsible for staffing the exhibition stand, and
we commend the tact of those firms who conduct
their sales compaigns
regard,
campaigns in inner offices and who regard
the time of senior technical staff as well spent in
in
taking turns as " front men
men"" on the stand. They
alone are capable of handling effectively the searching enquiries of potential customers and of dealing_
dealing
sympathetically with what, to less experienced
minds, may seem to be the naive questions of the·
the
younger generation. Taking the longer view, the
the
latter may be by far the more important, for
for at an
an
impressionable age a thread of memory may be
established which in time may result in the recruitment to the firm of a fully
fully qualified technician ready
to begin the most productive years of his career.

We Help?
Can We
Gem
Help ?
NOT long ago three London functions, each drawing its supporters from the same group of people,
people,,
were held on the same date. This contretemps
prompts us to offer, and by wider use to imp1;ove,
improve,
our services to organizers of meetings, conferences,
dinners, etc., as a "clearing
" clearing house." On the occasion
referred to, it was unfortunate that one of the:
the
this
organizations had consulted us before fixing this
the date
date
particular meeting, and had in fact altered the
to avoid embarrassment to another, only to find
find
ultimately that they clashed with a third, of which,.
which,
at that time, we had no knowledge.
With more functions than available dates, itit is
less
impossible to avoid some overlapping, but Wire
Wireless
World will be happy to use its offices to minimize
the number of special functions with similar interests.
interests
arranged for a particular date.
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SUBJECTIVE FACTORS INFLUENCING
INFLUENCI NG THE
THE CHOICE
CHOICE OF
OF

THE

T
horizontal and
l HE balance between horizontal
and vertical
vertical resoresolution in picture reproduction
reproduction isis once
once again
again aa topic
topic
of conversation, and
and in view
view of
of its
its impact
impact on
on the
the
choice of future monochrome and
and colour
colour television
television
standards, it would
would perhaps
perhaps be
be as
as well
well to
to state
state clearly
clearly
exactly what is known
known about
about the
the subject
subject and
and how
4ow
much is still a matter
matter of
of conjecture.
conjecture.
The problem resolves itself
itself into
into·two
two parts
parts which
which
can be put in the form of
of questions;
questions :—
What is
The first is ""What
is the
the best
best compromise
compromise between
between
vertical and horizontal resolution
resolution for
for picture
picture reproreproduction that will satisfy the
"
the average
average observer?
observer?"
The second is " What is
is the
the best
best choice
choice of
of teletelevision scanning standards
standards for
for any
any given
given bandwidth
bandwidth
to achieve this
this?? " This
This involves
involves such
such factors
factors as
as the
the
number of lines, the question
question of
of interlacing,
interlacing, the
the use
use
of spot-wobble and, in
in the
the case
case of
of colour
colour television,
television,
the choice of chrominance
chrominance bandwith
bandwith and
and the
the
effects of crosstalk if the
the chrominance
chrominance information
information isis
carried to any extent inside
inside the
the luminance
luminance channel.
channel.
To deal with the first question,
question, there
there seems
seems to
to be
be
no doubt that when picture
picture sharpness
sharpness isis being
being conconsidered, the most desirable
desirable choice
choice is
is equality
equality of
of resoresolution in horizontal, vertical
vertical and
and any
any other
other directions
directions
for a " structureless
structuieless"" type
equality "
type of
of picture.
picture. The
The ""equality"
under discussion is the degree
degree of
of sharpness
sharpness in
in the
the
various directions. A
A photographic
photographic reproduction
reproduction of
of
any normal type would be
be representative
representative of
of aa "" strucstructureless " type of image,
image, as
as itit isis composed
composed of
of aa
random arrangement of grains
grains which
which show
show no
no regular
regular
pattern. The centre
centre of the
the field
field of
of aa normal
normal photophotoequally sharp
graphic image is equally
sharp in
in all
all directions.
directions. On
On
the other hand, in aa television
television picture
picture there
there isis aa
definite structure of aa most
most unsymmetrical
unsymmetrica l kind
kind due
due
to the scanning lines. In
In this
this case
case there
there seems
seems to
to
be no simple method
method of measuring
measuring equality
equality of
of sharpsharpness in various directions, particularly
particularly vertically
vertically and
and
horizontally.
common practice
It has been common
practice for
for many
many years
years to
to
assess sharpness by
by means
means of
of "resolution
"resolution charts."
charts."
Unfortunately
Unfortunately,, these have
have recently
recently been
been shown
shown by
by
photographic research workers
workers to
to be
be most
most misleadmisleading. Test objects consisting
consisting of
of alternate
alternate black
black and
and
white lines of equal width
widtp have
have been
been used
used for
for these
thes-e
measurement s and a "lines
measurements
"lines per
per mm"
mm" figure
figure reprerepresents the closest spacing
spacing which
which the
the photographic
photographic
process is capable of resolving.
resolving. The
The interesting
interesting
point which has emerged
emerged is
is that
that two
two photographic
photographic
processes, for example, can
lines per
can have
have aa ""lines
per mm"
mm"
rating in the ratio of 2:1
2: 1 or
or more,
more, and
and the
the process
process
with the lower rating, i.e.,
i.e., lower
lower resolving
resolving power,
power, can
can
produce an apparently sharper
sharper picture.
picture. In
In this
this parparticular example the two
two processes
processes would
would use
use widely
widely
differing photographic emulsions,
emulsions, having
having different
different
degrees of contrast, tone
tone range,
range, etc.,
etc., which
which indepenindependently affect apparent sharpness.
sharpness. Resolution
Resolution charts
charts
are not always misleading, however,
however, and
and with
with the
the
same or closely similar
similar processes
processes they
they are
are capable
capable of
of
giving reliable comparative readings.
readings. That
That isis to
to say,
say,
sharpness would increase
increase with
with resolving
resolving power
power
measured by a resolution
resolution chart,
chart, other
other things
things being
being
equal. With a picture containing
containing "" structure,"
structure," howhow-

ever, particularly ifif such
such "structure"
"structure" has
has aa strong
strong
bias in one direction,
direction, such
such as
as the
the scanning
scanning lines
lines of
of aa
television picture, then
then the
the use
use of
of resolution
resolution charts
charts
to compare sharpness in
in two
two directions
directions must
must be
be conconsidered with very great
great caution.
caution.
The reasons for asserting
asserting that
that sharpness
sharpness should
should
preferably be equal in all
all directions
directions are
are as
as follows:
follows : There does not appear to
to be
be any
any evidence
evidence to
to sugsuggest that human vision
vision is significantly
significantly preferentially
preferentially
astigmatic on the average.
According
to
an
eminent
average. According to an eminent
eye specialist
specialist consulted
consulted by
by the
the author,
author, 70%
70% of
of
""normal"
normal " people are entirely free
free of
of any
any astigmaastigmatism. Of the remainder
remainder there
there is
is aa slight
slight preponderpreponderance with higher acuity in
in the
the horizontal
horizontal rather
rather than
than
the vertical direction. In
In prescribing
prescribing spectacles
spectacles for
for
correcting astigmatism, it
it is
is the
the usual
usual practice
practice to
to
equalize the resolving power
power in
in all
all directions.
directions. The
The
results of tests carried out
out by
by N.
N. R.
R. Phelp
Phelp and
and the
the
author on teams of observers
observers have
have shown
shown no
no serious
serious
preferential astigmatism.
astigmatism. The
The average
average showed
showed aa 6%
6%
greater horizontal acuity
acuity compared
compared with
with vertical.
vertical.
From this it may be concluded
concluded that
that ifif there
there isis hi
in
fact any greater resolving
resolving power
power in
in the
the horizontal
horizontal
direction, it is sufficiently
sufficiently small
small to
to have
have no
no effect.
effect.
The difference in acuity would
would have
have to
to be
be of
of the
the
order of 25
% to be worth considering
25%
considering when
when choosing
choosing
television standards.
.
The objects which we look at
at in
in an
an average
average scene
scene
one direction
are not in themselves less
less sharp
sharp in
in-one
direction than
than
in another. One would
would expect
expect the
the average
average observer
observer
by force of habit to
to be
be most
most content
content with
with aa reproreproduction which is equally sharp
sharp in
in all
all directions.
directions.
From our knowledge of the
the mechanism
meehanism of
of human
human
vision, therefore, there does
does not
not seem
seem to
to be
be anything
anything
unsymmetrica l about itit which
very unsymmetrical
which would
would encourage
encourage
the idea that in picture
picture reproduction
reproduction there
there isis any
any
preference for a greater
greater degree
degree of
of sharpness
sharpness in
in one
one
direction than in another.
Stereoscopi
Stereoscopicc Viewpoint
Viewpoint
There is one interesting
interesting angle
angle on
on the
the situation
situation
which has been suggested
suggested to
to the
the author
author by
by aa proprofessor of optics. In
In stereoscopic
stereoscopic vision,
vision, part
part of
of the
the
information which the brain
brain uses
uses in
in assessing
assessing depth
depth
in a scene is provided by
by the
the difference
difference between
between the
the
left and right eye images.
images. Due
Due to
to the
the horizontal
horizontal
arrangement of the two eyes,
eyes, the
the assessment
assessment of
of depth
depth
by this method must obviously
obviously use
use information
information given
given
only by the vertical
v-ertical edges
edges of
of objects.
objects. Horizontal
Horizontal
edges will produce no
no difference
difference in
in the
the two
two images
images
which can be made use of
of by
by the
the brain.
brain. The
The inforinformation conveyed by the
the difference
difference between
between the
the
images in the two eyes isis of
of course
course only
only aa part
part of
of
the whole appraisal of depth,
depth, which
which includes
includes comcomparison of the sizes of objects,
objects, parallax
parallax and
and the
the inforinformation given by the focusing of
of the
the lens
lens of
of the
the eye.
eye.
However, if there was any
any requirement
requirement for
for preferpreferentially sharper vertical edges
edges in
in aa reproduction,
reproduction, due
due
to this possibility, it would
would more
more properly
properly apply
apply to
to aa
stereoscopic (" 3-D
3-D")
") picture
picture than
than to
to aa two-dimentwo-dimensional one such as we are
are at
at present
present considering.
considering.
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FUTURE TELEVISION STANDARDS
STANDARDS
The most important
important single
single piece
piece of
of experimental
experimental
evidence available in
in favour
favour of
of equality
equality of
of vertical
vertical
and horizontal picture sharpness
sharpness is
is that
that given
given in
in the
the
classic paper by M. W. Baldwin
of
Baldwin Jnr.,
Jnr., (I)
of Bell
Bell TeleTelephone Laboratories, published
published in
in 1940
1940< 1 >.. Baldwin
Baldwin
conducted a series of observer
observer tests,
tests, using
using an
an accuraccurately controllable film projector
projector as
as his
his picture
picture source.
source.
T
he picture was capable
The
capable of
of being
being defocused
defocused
selectively in the vertical and
and horizontal
horizontal directions
directions by
by
calibrated cylindrical
cylindrical lens
lens elements
elements attached
attached to
to the
the
main projection lens.
lens. The
The observers
observers were
were asked
asked to
to
state their preference
preference for
for pictures
pictures projected
projected under
under
different conditions. A
A ""just
just noticeable
"
noticeable difference
difference"
in picture quality was
was called
called aa "liminal"
"liminal" unit.
unit.
Baldwin's paper
Fig. 55 from Baldwin's
paper is
is reproduced
reproduced here.
here.
T his shows that for different
different standards
This
standards of
of absolute
absolute
sharpness his observer team
team in
in every
every case
case scored
scored the
the
highest number of "liminal"
"liminal" units
units for
for the
the pictures
pictures
was equal
in which the sharpness was
equal in
in both
both directions.
directions.
curves represents
Each of Baldwin's curves
represents aa constantconstantAs the
area picture element. As
the diagrams
diagrams underneath
underneath
the curves show, the picture
picture element
element changes
changes from
from
short and
tall and thin to short
and fat,
fat, passing
passing through
through the
the
symmetrical equal resolution
resolution stage
stage in
in the
the middle
mid?le
of the diagram. The
Th~ area
area of
of the
the element
ele~ent remains
remau~s
given curve,
curve, corresponding
constant for a given
correspondmg approxiapproXImately to a constant bandwidth
bandwidth television
television picture
picture
with different numbers of
of lines.
lines. The
The results
results as
as they
they
stand of course do not
not apply
apply directly
directly to
to television
television
Baldwin's pictures
pictures since Baldwin's
pictures were
were "" structures.tructurealready referred
less " in the sense already
referred to.
to. His
His results
results
provide overwhelming evidence
evidence that
that with
with structurestructurethe average
less moving pictures the
average observer
observer prefers
prefers
horizontal sharpness
equal vertical and horizontal
sharpness rather
rather than
than
an increase in one to the
the detriment
detriment of
of the
the other.
other.
T o sum up the evidence relating
relating to
To
to the
the first
first quesquestion
appear to
tion, then, there appear
to be
be no
no data
data available
available to
to
support a theory that an
an increase
increase in
in sharpness
sharpness isis
more acceptable or more desirable
desirable in
in one
one direction
direction
structureless picture
than another in structureless
picture reproduction.
reproduction.
W e come now to the
the second
second question—"
We
question-" What
What isis
television scanning
the best choice of television
scanning standards
standards for
for
any given bandwidth? " This
This can
can be
be reframed
reframed more
more
precisely in the form ""What
What isis the
the optimum
optimum number
number
of lines for a television
television system
system with
with a·a given
given video
video
band width? "
bandwidth?
There have been
been a large
large number
number of
of publications
publications
dealing with the resolving
resolving power
power of
of television
television syssystems, beginning with the pioneer
work
pioneer
work of
of Mertz
Mertz and
and
(2)
2
Gray at Bell Telephone
Telephone Labs
Labs< >,, and
and Engstrom
Engstrom at
at
(3)
R.C.AY>
classical approach
approach has
R.C.A.
The classical
has been
been to
to conconpicture as
sider the television picture
as composed
compos·e d of
of individual
individual
picture points or picture
picture elements.
elements. The
The number
number of
of
elements in the height
height of
of the
the picture
picture was
was originally
originally
taken as the number of lines
lines displayed
displayed in
in the
the picture.
picture.
The
Hie number of
of elements
elements in
in the
the width
width of
of the
the picture
picture
is usually taken as
as twice
twice the
the number
number of
of cycles
cycles of
of the
the
maximum video frequency which
which can
can be
be displayed
displayed
along each
each- line of the
the picture.
picture.
Neglecting the effect of line
line structure,
structure, itit isis reasonreasonable to suppose as aa first
first assumption
assumption tfiat
t4at picture
picture
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WIDTH TO HEIGHT RATIO OF FIGURE Of CONFUSION
Sharpness of small film
film pictures
pictures as
as aa function
function of
of relative
relative
horizontal and vertical resolutions.
resolutions. The
The field
field of
of view
view isis
a rectangle of height 1/4
width
/(4 the
the viewing
viewing distance
distance and
and width 4/3
4!3
the height. Each point
point represents
represents ISO
/50 observations
observations at
at aa
viewing distance of 30 inches.
WIDTH TO HEIGHT RATIO OF FIGURE Of CONFUSION

sharpness would be closely related
related to
to the
the number
number of
of
picture elements in the picture,
picture, and
and that
that the
the ratio
ratio of
of
vertical to horizontal sharpness
sharpness would
would be
be related
related to
to
the number of picture
picture elements
elements per
per unit
unit length
length in
in
these two directions. Taking
Taking our
our present
present 405-line
405-line
standard as an example,
example, the
the number
number of
of picture
picture
elements in the height of the
the picture
picture would
would work
work out
out
at 377, allowing for 7%
7% vertical
vertical blanking
blanking time.
time. The
The
maximum video bandwidth
bandwidth is
is 3Mc/s
3 Mcjs and
and the
the line
line
scanning frequency
isis 405
405 x25=
x 25 = 10,125
10,125 per
per second,
second,
66
2 x3
X 3x
X 10
•
giving
io~i25—
~
g1vmg
,
= r593 picture
picture elements
elements per
per comcom10 125
plete line. This gives
gives 499
499 picture
picture elements
elements in
in the
the
width of the picture,
picture, allowing
allowing for
for 15%
15 % horizontal
horizontal
blanking time. Taking
Taking aa picture
picture of
of 33 units
units high
high
and , 4 units wide, the number
number of
of picture
picture elements
elements
per unit length
length in
in the
the two
two directions
directions works
works out
out as
as
377/3 =
= 126 per unit length
length vertically
vertically and
and499/4=125
499/ 4= 125
per unit length horizontally.
horizontally. These
These two
two values
values are
are
virtually the same,
same, and
and itit is
is not
not difficult
difficult to
to see,
see,
therefore, why a bandwidth
bandwidth of
of 33 Mc/s
Mcjs was
was chosen
chosen
for the 405-line system
system in
in 1935
1935 when
when itit was
was
originally proposed. Since
Since then,
then, however,
however, itit has
has
become clear that owing
owing to
to the
the unsymmetrical
unsymmetrical
structure in the picture
picture due
due to
to the
the horizontal
horizontal
scanning lines, this method
method of
of equating
equating the
the vertical
vertical
and horizontal sharpness is
is not
not valid.
valid. The
The interinterlacing of the two frames isis aa further
further complication.
complication.
The fact that a television
television picture
picture is
is broken
broken up
up
for the purpose of transmission
transmission into
into aa series
series of
of
scanning lines has the
the effect
effect of
of "quantizing"
"quantizing" the
the
vertical information in
in the
the picture.
picture. As
As Mertz
Mertz and
and
Gray showed, this results
results in
in the
the generation
generation of
of
" spurious patterns"
patterns " as
as limiting
limiting resolution
resolution isis
approached, then the nett
nett result
result isis that
that the
the vertical
vertical
resolution attainable with
with aa regularly
regularly spaced
spaced series
series
of quantized picture elements
elements of
of this
this kind
kind isis much
much
Sylvania-Thorn Colour
* Sylvania-Thorn
Colour Television
Television Laboratories.
Laboratories.
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less than the number of
of elements
elements would
would suggest.
suggest.
Such a picture, of course, reduces
reduces to
to aa sequentially
sequentially
As already mentioned, when
when the
the separate
separate elements
elements ^
C. scanned picture with half the
the number
number of
of effective
effective
1
are 'interlaced
are'
interlaced in two successive
successive frames
frames and
and
scanning lines. If
If this assumption
assumption is
is correct
correct then
then
displayed on a cathode-ray screen
screen which
it is important to note that
which has
has insuffiinsuffithat aa Kell
Kell factor
factor in
in the
the
cient afterglow to eliminate
eliminate such
such effects
effects as
as lineregion of 0.5 does not
linenot indicate
indicate that
that there
there is
is no
no
crawling and interline flicker,
flicker, then
then some
some further
further
advantage in interlacing, but,
but, in
in fact,
fact, shows
shows an
an imimreduction in vertical sharpness
sharpness occurs.
occurs.
provement of nearly
nearly 50%
50% over
over the
the completely
completely
The ratio of the " effective"
effective" number
number of
of picture
""paired"
paired " scan.
picture
elements to the actual number
number of
of television
television lines
lines
M. W. Baldwin states,
states, and the
the diagram
diagram reproreprodisplayed has been estimated
estimated by
by various
various investigainvestiga- duced here clearly
clearly shows,
shows, that
that for
for the
the high
high
tors in the last 20 years. Values
Values lying
lying between
between
definition pictures it is
is quite
quite safe
safe to
to deviate
deviate from
from
0.53 and 0.85 have been proposed.
proposed. This
This ratio
ratio isis
the optimum symmetrical resolution
resolution condition
condition (sym(symKell factor
" as
popularly known as the
the ""Kell
factor"
as aa tribute
tribute
metrical picture element)
element) by
by aa fairly
fairly large
large amount.
amount.
to Ray Kell of R.C.A., who did
did much
much of
of the
the original
original
Baldwin suggests that itit isis tolerable
tolerable to
to go
go to
to aa
work<J4h>. Baldwin,
Baldwin, in his paper,
paper, quotes
quotes five
five published
published picture element which is a 2-to-l
2-to-1 rectangle
rectangle in
in either
either
values for the Kell factor lying
lying between
between the
the above
above
direction. This would mean,
mean, for
for example,
example, that
that ifif
limits and having an
an average
average value
value of
of 0.71.
0.71. He
He
the video bandwidth of a 625-line
625-line system
system is
is adjusted
adjusted
himself obtained the value
value of
of 0.70
0.70 for
for aa sequentially
to give equal vertical and horizontal
sequentially
horizontal resolution,
resolution, then
then
scanned television picture
picture . Some
Some recent
recent work
work of
of the number of lines could be
be increased
increased to
to 625
625 XX \/ 2=
2=
the author's indicates aa value
value much
much nearer
nearer the
the
880 or reduced to 625/^2=440
625 I v 2=440 without
without noticeable
noticeable
lowest figure quoted above
above (0.53)
(0.53) for
for interlaced
interlaced comment on picture sharpness
sharpness from
from the
the observer.
observer.
scanning systems.
As already emphasized, however,
however, these
these data
data were
were
The horizontal structure of
of aa television
television picture,
picture,
obtained with a structureless picture
picture source
source and
and the
the
1.e., along the lines, is
i.e.,
is practically
practically negligible
negligible even
even ifif
suggestion that a reduction
reduction to
to 440
440 lines
lines would
would be
be
a fully corrected low-pass
low-pass filter
filter is
is used
used to
to give
give aa
tolerable with this bandwidth
bandwidth would
would have
have to
to be
be
sharp cut to the video
video frequency spectrum.
spectrum. The
The
taken with a considerable
considerable degree
degree of
of caution,
caution, owing
owing
effective number of picture
picture points
points in
in the
the horizontal
to the effect of the
lininess"" in
horizontal
the increased
increased ""lininess
in the
the
direction, therefore, can
can generally
generally be
be taken
taken to
to be
picture.
be
that given by the method
method used
used in
in the
the 405-line
405-line
To sum up the discussion of the
the second
second question,
question, ·
example already
alr.e ady quoted. Taking
Taking aa Kell
Kell factor
factor of
of then, it would seem that
that the
the British
British 405-line
405-line
0.7, the video bandwidth required for
for equal
equal vertical
vertical
standard was originally
originally chosen
chosen to
to give
give an
an equal
equal
and horizontal resolution of
of aa 405-line
405-line system
system would
would number of picture elements
elements per
per unit
unit length
length in
in the
the
3.0 Mcls =
be 0.7 x 3.0Mc/s
= 2.1 Mc/s.
Mcls.
vertical and horizontal directions,
directions, the
the vertical
vertical figure
figure
The general formula relating video
video bandwidth
being based on one picture
bandwidth and
and
picture point
point per
per scanning
scanning line.
line.
number of lines for equal
equal sharpness
sharpness in
in the
the vertical
vertical
It is now more generally
generally accepted
accepted that
that owing
owing to
to
and horizontal directions isis as
as follows,
follows, where
the ""quantizing"
quantizing " of the information
where kk isis
information in
in the
the vertical
vertical
the Kell factor, vvis
is the percentage
percentage vertical
vertical blanking,
blanking,
direction by the scanning
scanning lines,
lines, the
the effective
effective sharpsharph is the percentage horizontal
horizontal blanking,
blanking, N
N isis the
the
ness in this direction is considerably
considerably reduced
reduced by
by aa
number of lines, /f is the
the video
video bandwith
bandwith in
in megamega- factor known as the Kell
Kell factor. It
It was
was on
on the
the basis
basis
cycles per second, pp is the
the picture
picture frequency
frequency per
per of a Kell factor of
of approximately
approximately 0.7
0.7 that
that the
the
second, and the picture
picture ratio
ratio is
is 4X3:—
4 X 3:American 525-line and the C.C.I.R.
C.C.I.R. 625-line
625-line standstandkN (/
ards were chosen. On this reckoning
2/106 / _ h\
h
reckoning our
our 405-line
405-line
v \ ^ 2/10®
33 V 1- 100/
sharpness
of
~ ) "= 4pN
pN (1)
system has an excess of horizontal
horizontal
sharpness
of
\ 100/
4
100
about 50% over the vertical.
Some recent experiments of
of the
the author's
author's suggest
suggest
or:/=6.«xlO-w/l-i)/(l-A)
or: /=6.67 x I0- 7pkN 2 (1-~)/(1-~)
an even lower value for the
the Kell
Kell factor,
factor, and
and furtherfurther100
100
more, that observers of television
television pictures
pictures exhibit
exhibit
If v is taken as 7%,
resistance." By
7%, hh as
as 15%,
15%, and
By this
this is
and kk as
is meant
meant that
as 0.7,
0.7, then
that
then pronounced " line resistance."
according to this formula, for the
increase in
in video
video bandwidth
bandwidth
the Continental
Continental 625625- if they are offered an increase
line television system
system with
with aa picture
rate, they
they will
picture frequency
will not
frequency of
not take
take
of for a given line and field rate,
advantage of it once the
25 per second, the bandwidth
the symmetrical
bandwidth for
symmetrical sharpness
for equal
equal vertical
sharpness convertical and
conand
horizontal resolution isis 5.0
dition has been passed.
passed. These
These two
two results
results indeinde5.0 Mc/s.
Mcls. For
For the
the American
American
pendently suggest that
that for the
525-line, 30-pictures-per-second
the given
given bandwidths,
30-pictures-per-second system,
bandwidths,
system, aa similar
similar
all existing standards of
of television,
calculation gives 4.2
television, and
and especially
4.2 Mc/s.
especially
Mcls. The
The actual
actual values
values incorincorour own, would profit by an increase
increase in
porated in the respective standards
in the
the number
number
standards are,
are, of
of course,
course, 5.0
5.0
of lines.
and 4.0 Mc/s.
Me Is. The standards
standards were,
were, in
in fact,
fact, chosen
chosen
so as to give, as nearly
nearly as
as possible,
possible, equal
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WORLD OF WIRELES S
Birthday Honours
A NUMBER of well-known names in the world
of wireless appear in the Queen's Birthday Honours
List.
Air Marshall R. G. Hart,
Har.t, who was a member of
Watson-Watt's Bawdsey team in 1936, and was
recently appointed controller of engineering and
equipment at the Air Ministry, is appointed a Knight
Commander of the Order of the British Empire.
Brigadier L. H. Harris, who was for some years controller of research at the Post Office before being
appointed engineer-in-chief in 1954, also becomes a
K.B.E.
Group Captain E. Fcnnessy,
Fennessy, managing director of
Decca Radar, is promoted to C.B.E., and A. T. Black,
director of electronic production (munitions).
(munitions),
Ministry of Supply, is appointed C.B.E.
Among the new O.B.E.S
O.B.E.s are;
are: E. H. Belts,
Betts, deputy
controller, telecommunications liaison group, War
Office; Captain K. W. James, R.N. (Ret.), senior chief
executive officer, Government Communications
Headquarters; and Dr. A. R. A. Rendall, head of
designs department,
depa:rtment, B.B.C., who is on the editorial
advisory board of our sister journal, Electronic &
&
Radio Engineer.
M.B.E.s include
include:: H. D. Bruce, head of elecNew M.B.E.S
tronics application department, W. H. Smith and
Co., Ltd.; W. J. Quill, chief of systems design and
planning, radar division, Marconi's; A. J. Smith,
chief of production
productio~ control, commercial engineering
factory, E.M.I. Electronics; F. W. Townsend,
experimental manufacturing manager, Plessey Company; and A. R. Tumbull,
Turnbull, chief radio officer of the
floating factory Southern Harvester. F. J. Robinson,
radio operator at the Post Office station at HighHigh.:.
bridge, Som., receives the British Empire Medal.
Scottish I.T.A.
I. T.A.
SERVICE area of the Scottish I.T.A. station, which
has been built at Black Hill, Lanarkshire, and is
being equipped by Marconi's, will be approximately
the same as that of the B.B.C.
station at Kirk o'Shotts. To
accomplish this its e.r.p. towards
. ^
\' \
Dundee in the N.E. will be
475 kW, towards Ayr 200 kW,
and in the N.W. and S.E. 65 kW.
' 'J •'/ ■' ^ •

The station, which it is planned to bring into
service on August 31st, will operate in channel 10.
Test transmissions from a 1-kW pilot transmitter
are being radiated each weekday (10.0-12.30 and,
except Saturdays, 2.0-5.30 and 7.0-10.0).

Amateurs and I.G.Y.—To
I.G.Y.-To enable a limited number
of amateurs to participate in experiments during
during the
the
International Geophysical Year (July 1957 to December
1958) the Post Office is ""prepared
prepared to examine a scheme
whereby a small number of amateurs .• . . sponsored
by the R.S.G.B. could experiment on 144 and 420Mc/s
420 Mc/s
with higher power than is allowed under the normal
amateur licence." Amateurs wishing to participate are
invited to write to the Radio Society of Great Britain,
New Ruskin House, Little Russell Street, London,
W.C.l, marking the envelope ""I.G.Y."
W.C.I,
I.G.Y."
Licence Revenue.—Figures
Revenue.-Figures recently given in the
House by the Postmaster-General amend slightly those
quoted by " Diallist"
Diallist " in the May issue. They show that
ls 8d of every sound and television licence is retained by
Is
the Post Office as a collection charge and a further 7d
7 d of
each sound licence and Is
ls 3d of each television licence
for interference investigation. The B.B.C. receives
ISs
15s 8d (sound) and £2 11s
lls 3d (television). The remaining 2s Id
ld (sound) and 5s
Ss lOd (television) is presumably
retained by the Treasury in addition to which there
will be the £1 duty imposed on television licences from
lst.
August 1st.
Broadcast receiving licences in the United Kingdom
at the end of April totalled 14,559,316, including
7,050,308 for television and 308,296 for car sets. The
month's increase in television licences was 84,052.
Rowridge, Isle of Wight, v.h.f. sound transmitter,
which occupies the same site as the television transmitter, was brought into service by the B.B.C. on
June 4th. It operates on 88.5, 90.7 and 92.9 Mc/s with
an e.r.p. of 60 kW.
Orkneys.-The B.B.C. has applied to the P.M.G. for
Orkneys.—The
permission to erect a v.h.f. sound and television station
in the Orkneys. It would also serve the north coast of
Caithness.

H

*

MEDICAL COLOUR TELEVISION.

525-/ine N.T.S.C.
N. T.S. C. colour stanAmerican 525-line
dards were seen to advantage in London
recently when operations at St. Bartholomew's Hospital were televised and
transmitted by microwave link to the
Royal College of Surgeons. AA three-tube
Projection system displayed exceptionally
projection
good pictures on an 8ft x 6ft screen to
to
aa large
large audience.
audience. The
The demonstration
demonstration was
was
sponsored by Smith, Kline and French
Laboratories, manufacturing chemists,
using R.C.A. equipment.
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R.I. Club.—Membership
Club.-Membership of the Radio Industries Club
increased last year by 55 bringing the total to 940.
At the annual general meeting on May 28th ViceAdmiral J. W. S. Dorling,
Darling, director of the Radio Industry Council, was elected president of the Club in
succession to E. K. Cole.
Radio Industries Ball will be held at Grosvenor
House, Park Lane, London, W.l, on August 30th.
Next year's Physical Society Exhibition has been
fixed for March 24th to 27th in the Royal Horticultural Society's Halls, London, S.W.I.
S.W.l.
Brit.I.R.E.—In our note on the armorial bearings
Brit.I.R.E.-In
granted to the Institution (see page 224, May) we
referred to Earl Mountbatten as vice-president of the
Institution. Lord Mountbatten has been vice-patron
since 1950 having previously held the offices of vicepresident and president.
Models.-The annual contests for
Radio Controlled Models.—The
radio controlled models, organized by the International
Radio Controlled Models Society, will be held in the
Midlands on August 4th, 5th and 6th. The contests
for model aircraft and land vehicles are being held at
Wellesbom;ne Aerodrome, near Stratford-on-Avon,
Wellesboume
Stratford-on.:.Avon, and
those for boats at Valley Pool, Bournville, Birmingham.
Entry forms and copies of the rules
ru1es are obtainable from
H. Croucher, 27, St. John's Road, Sparkhill, Birmingham, 11.
Technical Teachers. —
- "Industry
" Industry . . .. must be
willing to accept, and indeed to encourage and assist,
the transfer to full-time teaching work of experienced
'staff
staff it can ill afford to lose ....
. . . . It must become
commonplace for individuals to move from industrial
to teaching employment and vice versa." This is one
of the main recommendations for improving the supply and training of technical college teachers given in a
report of a committee set up in 1956 by the Minister
of Education, under the chairmanship of Dr. Willis
Jackson. The'
The report, " The Supply and Training of
Teachers for Technical Colleges" (H.M.S.O.), costs 4s.
Plastics materials in one form or another are being
used to an ever-increasing extent in the radio and
electronics industry, and many of these applications
will be seen at the British Plastics Exhibition which
lOth. Free tickets for adopens at Olympia on July 10th.
mission to the Convention, which is being held in conjunction with the Exhibition, are obtainable from British
Plastics, Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.I.
S.E.l.
Admission to the Exhibition costs 2s 6d.
Ambassadors.-Business men on overseas
Trade Ambassadors.—Business
visits are frequently invited to talk on U.K. industry
and commerce in general. They may, therefore, like
to know that a number of booklets dealing with Britain
and the Commonwealth are being issued by the Central
Office of Information.
Fair.-Approximately 6,000 people
Nottingham Audio Fair.—Approximately
visited the Audio Fair sponsored by Alex Owen, Ltd.,
at Queen's Hall, Nottingham, from May 26th to 28th.
Thirty-two firms exhibited and the B.B.C. provided
demonstrations of v.h.f. reception.
" Opportunities in Electronics," a 28-page brochure,
issued by Mullard's, shows the science graduate and
student what the company has to offer in the field of
electronics.
Catalogues Wanted.—The
Wanted.-The librarian of the College of
Technology, Gosta Green, Birmingham,
Birmingham~ 4, invites manufacturers to send catalogues for inclusion in the College
library.
It is proposed to start a radio club in the Northfield
Secondary School, Aberdeen, and offers of unwanted
components, however obsolete, will be gratefully
received by G. D. Pearson, principal teacher of science
·
at the school.

Computation.-As a result of the
Automation and Computation.—As
meetings between representatives of the Institutions of
Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineers earlier this
year, a ""Conference
Conference on Automation and Computation
"
Computation"
has been set up to provide liaison between interested
organizations. The consortium, at present comprising
some twenty organizations, will be organized in three
groups of societies covering (a) engineering applications
of automation techniques, (b) development and applications of computers, automatic controls and programming techniques, and (c) sociological and economic
aspects. All societies interested in automation may
apply for membership of the appropriate
appropriate- group to the
I.E.E., Savoy Place, London, W.C.2.
Women's Engineering Society is organizing a conference on " Careers for Girls in Engineering" at the
Coventry Training College for the week-end, July
13th/14th,
13th/
14th, to which representatives of industry,
schools, training colleges and the Youth Employment
Service are invited. Among the speakers will be Dr.
Willis Jackson (director of research and education,
Metropolitan-Vickers) and Mrs. R. West (electronic
development engineer, G.E.C., Coventry). The Con~on
ference fee is £2 17s 6d and application forms are
obtainable from The Women's Engineering Society,
26, Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.
S.W.l.
Institution of Electronics is holding a meeting in
the Beveridge Hall, Senate House, University of
of LonLondon, W.C.I,
W.C.l, at 6.0 on July
Ju1y 5th, when Dr. P.
P. B. FellFellgett and B. V. Somes-Charlton will speak on television
in asoronomy.
astronomy. The annual exhibition and convention
organized by the Northern Division of the Institution
will be held at the College ·of Science and Technology,
Manchester, from July 11th to 17th. Complimentary
tickets for the London meeting and the exhibition are
are
obtainable from W.
W . Birtwistle,
Bir~wistle, 78, Shaw Road, Rochdale, Lanes.
Radio Astronomy.—The
Astronomy.-The British Astronomical Association has recently formed a Radio Physics Section to
deal with the problems of radio astronomy and electronic devices for amateur astronomers. The secretary
is J. C. Codling, of 35, London Road, St. Albans, Herts.
Inaugural meeting of the Institute of Automation was
held at the Junior Institute of Engineers, Westminster,
Information is obtainable from the
on May 11th.
secretary, A. L. Jackson, 118, Westwood Park, London,
S.E.23.
Educational wallchart, entitled " Classification of
Electronic Tubes," is available from Mullard free of
charge to lecturers and teachers at schools and
and training
establishments. It covers both high-vacuum and gasfilled valves and tubes, and includes thermionic, cold
cathode, photo and pool cathode emission. It is obtainable from Mullard Educational Service, Mullard House,
House:
Torrington Place, London, W.C.I.
W.C.l.

FROM ABROAD
Cybernetics.—As
Cybet'netics.-As a result of the International Congress of Cybernetics held at Namur, Belgium, last
year, the International Association of Cybernetics was
established in January and now has over 1,000 members from 26 countries. Dr. W. Grey Walter, director
of the Department of Physiology at the Burden
Neurological Institute, Bristol, is a member of the
board of directors. Plans are being made to hold the
second International Congress of Cybernetics in September, 1958. Particulars
Particu1ars of the Association are
obtainable from
fr6m the secretariat, 13, rue Basse-Marcelle,
Namur, Belgium.
·
transm1sswns from
Reception reports on test transmissions
Geneva are invited by the International Committee
of the Red Cross. The broadcasts are being radiated
r;.diated
on 7.21 Mc/s on June 25th, 27th, and 29th at 0730,
1300, 1630 and 2200 (B.S.T.). Report forms are obtainable from the British Red Cross Society, 14, Grosvenor Crescent, London, S.W.I.
S.W.l.
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German U.H.F. Television.—The
Television.-The Siidwestfunk,
which operates the sound and television service in what
was the French zone of Germany, has brought into
service a television station working in Band IV. It is
on the Kinheimer Hohe, near Krov on the Moselle, and
operates on 492.25 Mc/s (vision) and 497.75 Mc/s
(sound) with a vision e.r.p. of 2kW.
2 kW.

Jubilee.-Old-timers of the pre-1914
Famous Station's Jubilee.—Old-timers
era will remember the German station at Norddeich, on
1911, recepthe North Sea coast. In the years around 1911,
tion of its signals in England conferred the hall-mark
hall-mark
of receiver sensitivity. The original station was built
in 1907 by Telefunken, who have just published (through
Oberpostdirektion, Hamburg) a commemorative booklet.

""Semiconductor
Semiconductor Electronics."—This
Electronics."-This is the title of
a new journal being issued in the United States to
give a monthly survey of the published literature in
the field indicated by its name. It is published by
Semiconductor Information Service, Box 407, Boston
39, Massachusetts, and costs $8 per year.

Australasian Contest.—This
Contest.-This year's VK/ZL DX
of
Contest, organized jointly by the Wireless Institute of
Australia and the New Zealand Association of Radio
Transmitters, will be held during the weekends, October
5th/6th (phone) and 12th/13th
12th/13th (c.w.). Details
Details are
obtainable from W.I.A., Box 1234K, G.P.O., Adelaide,
South Australia.

Show.-Transmitting and receiving equipFrankfurt Show.—Transmitting
ment, components and accessories are being · exhibited
by West German manufacturers at the Radio, Television and Gramophone Exhibition to be held in Frankfurt from August 2nd to 11th.

PERSONALITIES

PERSONALITIES

M artin Ryle, F.R.S., lecturer in physics at the CavenMartin
dish Laboratory, Cambridge, where since the war he
has been undertaking radio astronomical research, has
been awarded the Hopkins Prize of the Cambridge
Philosophical Society for his work on radio astronomy.
The prize is awarded every three years, the present
award being for 1951-54. Mr. Ryle, who in 1954
received the Hughes Medal of the Royal Society for his
work in this field, left Oxford University in 1939, and
joined T.R.E., working on radar applications until the
end of the war.
H. A. Lewis, M.B.E., T.D., B.Sc.(Eng.), A.C.G.I.,
M.I.E.E., has been appointed managing director of
E.M.I. Sales and Service in succession to the late E. J.
Emery. He will, in addition, be commercial director of
E.M.I. Electronics. Mr. Lewis resigned from Marconi's, where he was manager of the broadcasting
E.M.I. as personal assisdivision, last July and joined E.M.I,
tant to Mr.
Mr. Emery.
Sir Harold
H arold Hartley, G.C.V.O., F.R.S., is the new
president of the Society of Instrument Technology in
succession to A. J. Young, B.A., B.Sc. At the annual
general meeting he received the Society's Bowen Prize.
Cour-sey, B.Sc., M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P., has retired
P. R. Coursey,
from the position of technical director of Dubilier,
which he has held since 1931. He is remaining on the
board as an ordinary director and being retained as a
technical consultant. His association with the company
began · in 1923 when he was appointed chief
engineer. Mr. Coursey,
who is _ 65, graduated at
"
""V

University College, London, and during the 191418 war was Admiralty
inspector of wireless telegraphy in H.M. Auxiliary
Patrol. He was for a
s h or t t i m e technical
research assistant at H.M .
.Signal S c h o o 1 ( n o w
A.S.R.E.). From 192023 he was on the staff of
Wireless Press, who then
published Radio Review,
~f which he was for some
assistant editor, and
treless World.
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Canadian Convention.—The
Convention.- The second annual convention and exhibition organized by the Canadian sections
is to
to be
be held
held in
of the Institute of Radio Engineers is
Toronto from October 16th to 18th.

Edmund H. Cooke-Yarborough, M.A., M.I.E.E., concontributor of the article in this issue on transistor circuit
symbols, recently became head of the electronics division
of the Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell.
During the war he was at T.R.E. where he was concerned with airborne radar, radar counter-measures and
control systems for guided weapons. He joined A.E.R.E.
after the war to design electronic equipment and has
been particularly concerned with the use of transistors
in pulse circuitry.
Leonard Bennett has been appointed technical secretary of the Radio and Electronic Component Manufacturers' Association. During the war he was in
in the
signals branch of the R.A.F.

OBITUARY
K. W. Tremellen, who retired from Marconi's W.T.
Company in 1952, died in April at the age of 68.
Throughout his radio career he had specialized
speciahzed in
propagation. After service in the first world war in
R.E. Signals, he joined Captain H. J. Round and T. L.
Eckersley in the study of long-wave propagation, and
made a twelve-month world cruise to assess the possibilities of establishing a chain of long-wave stations
throughout the Empire. With the advent of short-wave
communications, he naturally turned his attention to
the study of propagation at these higher frequencies.
It was because of his work in this field that he was
appointed scientific officer-in-charge of the InterService Ionospheric Bureau set up at Great Baddow,
Essex, in 1941. For his work at the Bureau he was
awarded the American Medal of Freedom.
Dr. Otto M. Bbhm,
from
Bohm, who came to this country from
Germany in 1936 and throughout the war was at the
Admiralty Signal and Radar Establishment, died on
May 17th at the age of 72. For 13 years prior to coming
to England he was technical director of the Telefunken
organization, and before joining A.S.R.E. was with
Marconi's. He will be remembered in this country for
his contributions to the development of radar and in
particular his work on the design of aerials on which he
contributed a paper ("
Cheese Aerials ") at the I.E.E.
("Cheese
Radiolocation Convention in 1946.
J. V. Palmer, for many years manager of the valve
division of Mullard Overseas, Ltd., died on April 10th
lO th
aged 69. He joined Mullard in 1925 and the following
year was appointed valve export manager.
R. C. W. Clarke, who was in charge of Government
contracts for A. H.
H . Hunt (Capacitors), Ltd., which he
joined 25 years ago, died on April 19th.
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Mu lti-V alve Cat hod e Fol low er
Multi-Valve

I.

Cathode

Follower

Methods of Approaching
Approaching the
the Ideal
Ideal Buffer
Buffer Stage
Stage Performance
Performance

By J. G. THOMASON,
THOM ASON, B.Sc.
B.Sc.
THE
single-valve cathode
cathode follower
follower in
■I HE single-valve
in its
its basic
basic
form is shown in Fig. 1.
1. The
The input
input terminal
terminal isis the
the
triode grid and the output
output is
is taken
taken from
from the
the cathode.
cathode.
The main features of the
the circuit
circuit are
are as
as follows.
follows.
(a) Low output impedance
impedanc e (100
(100 to
to 1,000
1,000 ohms).
ohms).
(b) High input impedance
impedanc e (grid-to-cathode
(grid-to-c athode leakage
leakage
path impedance
impedanc e increased 55 to
to 50
50 times
times approx.).
approx.).
Absence of Miller effect.
(c) Almost unity gain (0.8
(0.8 to
to 0.98
0.98 approx.).
approx.).
(d) The quiescent output voltage,
voltage, i.e.
i.e. input
input connected
connected
to earth, is within aa few
few volts
volts of
of earth
earth potential
potential
(2 to 20 volts positive
positive approx.).
approx.).
+
(e) Level fre+
1
quency response
response
"
quency
from zero to
several Mc/s.
(f)
(/) Good linearity
and independence
independe nce
@and
of change in valve
INPUT
characteri
stics (5
characteristics
output to 50 times reducamplitude
o
tion in amplitude
distortion compared with the
same valve operaas amplifier).
amplifier).
> pR
ting as
Fluctuatio ns
>
(g) Fluctuations
1
arising from
*
—
arising
from
changes in
in the
the
.
,
„
changes
r
Fig. I. Basic cathode follower
value
of
the
follower
value of the line
line
c rcu t
circuit.
' 'voltages
voltages appear
appear in
in
the output in considerably reduced magnitude
magnitud e (5
(5 to
to 50
50 times
times less).
less).
(h) Extreme simplicity,
simplicity , and
and economy
economy in
in components.
componen ts.
The numerical
numerica l values given above
above cover
cover the
the range
range
from small receiving valves to
to output
output valves
valves of
of up
up to
to
about 15 watts anode dissipation.
dissipatio n.
The cathode follower characteristics
characteri stics differ
differ from
from
those of the same triode connected
connected as
as aa conventional
conventio nal
amplifyin
amplifyingg stage due to the
the inherent
inherent negative
negative feedfeedback introduced
introduce d by the
the presence
presence of
of the
the cathode
cathode
load resistor. The amplifying
amplifyin g properties
properties of
ofthe
the valve
valve
itself are not affected by changing
changing the
the load
load resistor
resistor
from the anode circuit to
the
cathode
circuit,
to the cathode circuit, all
all
changes in overall characteristics
characteri stics are
are due
due to
to the
the
feedback. This may be illustrated
illustrated by
by comparing
comparin g
Figs. 2 and 3 with
with Fig. 1,
1. In
In Fig.
Fig. 22 the
the valve
valve
is shown connected as aa simple
simple amplifying
amplifyin g stage,
stage,
neglecting biasing and decoupling
decouplin g arrangements.
arrangem ents.
The input voltage is obtained
obtained from
from aa transformer
transform er
giving, say, a low frequency
frequency sine-wave
sine-wave of
of 1V
1V
r.m.s. Then, typically, the anode
anode voltage
voltage waveform
waveform
would be a sine-wave of 30
30 V
V r.m.s.
r .m.s. with
with aa phase
phase
reversal with respect to the
the input.
input. In
In Fig.
Fig. 33 the
the
load resistor has been
been moved
moved to
to the
the cathode
cathode circuit
circuit
but the transformer
transform er is still
still used
used to
to feed
feed the
the 11VV
r.m.s. input between grid
grid and
and cathode,
cathode, exactly
exactly as
as itit
did in the circuit of Fig.
Fig. 2.
2. In
In the
the circuit
circuit of
of Fig.
Fig. 33
the output will still be a sine-wave
sine-wave of
of 30
30 V
V r.m.s.—
r.m.s.-

there is, of course, no feedback and
and the
the triode
triode isis not
not
being used as a cathode follower. There
There is,
is, however
however,
no phase-reversal
phase-reversal with the circuit
circuit in
in Fig.
Fig. 3.
3.
Comparis
on of Figs. 11 and
Comparison
and 33 shows
shows that
that in
in the
the
cathode follower (Fig. 1)
1) the
the valve
valve grid-cathode
grid-catho de
voltage is not the same
same as
as the
the input
input voltage
voltage but
but isis
equal to the input voltage
voltage minus
minus the
the output
output voltage
voltage.
This means that there is
is 100%
100% negative
negative feedback.
feedback.
The cathode follower properties
properties may
may readily
readily be
be
derived from the characteristics
characteristics of
of the
the conventional
conventional
triode amplifier using the basic
basic feedback
feedback formula;.
formulre.
The important factor in
in aa feedback
feedback system
system isis the
the
loop gain, i.e. the total gain
of
the
forward
gain of the forward circuit
circuit
(amplifier without feedback),
feedback), cascaded
cascaded with
with the
the
feedback circuit. In the
the cathode
cathode follower,
follower, the
the forforward circuit gain is m,
m, the
the triode
triode stage
stage gain
gain with
with load
load
resistor R. As there is
is 100%
100% negative
negative feedback,
feedback, the
the
loop gain is also given by
by m.
m. The
The usual
usual formula
formula
for stage gain gives,
gmRra .
1^%
..
m =
a)
m
= R +ra'.
(1)
R+r
••
•• (1)
a

where raa is the valve anode
anode a.c.
a.c. resistance,
resistance , and
and ggm
m
is the mutual conductance.
conductan ce.
The change in overall gain when
when aa feedback
feedback conconnection is made is found using
using the
the parameter
parameter (1
(1 -|+
loop gain), sometimes
sometime s called
called the
the feedback
feedback factor.
factor.
The overall gain G with feedback
feedback is
is obtained
obtained by
by
dividing the forward gain
gain by
by the
the feedback
feedback factor,
factor,
m

G =
G
= rT7«
1 + m"
Using equation (1), G may
may be
be expressed
expressed

2
((2)
)

n _
G=

fL,R
(3)
(P(^ +
®
+ 1) R ++ rraa
where m11- is the valve
valve amplification
amplification factor,
factor, (equal
(equal to
to
gm tfl).
ra). The 12AX7 high-^i
high-11- triode,
triode, for
Sm
for example,
example,
when worked with a 330
330 kn
k n load,
load, from
from aa 300-volt
300-volt
line, is found to give aa stage
stage gain
gain of
of about
about 65,
65, and
and
using this value for m,
m, equation
equation (2)
(2) gives
gives the
the overall
overall
gain G =
= 65/(1 +
+
65) ~ 0.985. A
+
medium- 11- valve
.
^
medium-valve
such as the
T
such
the 12AT7
12AT7
would give,
give, say,
say, rn
R>
would
m
= =
3030and
'■' OUTPUT
output
andtherethere0
0.967.
fore G ~ 0.967.
A power valve
&A
valve
such as the PX4
might have m = 33
and therefore G
= 0.75.
The type
type of
of
IV(r.m.s.)
"
lV(r.m.s.)
The
inherent
■
feedback inherent
in the cathode

Fig.
Fig. 2. Amplifying stage
stage with
with anode
anode load.
load.
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Circuits
Circuits
of aa
loading of
prevent loading
stage toto prevent
buffer stage
as aa buffer
follower Isis as
cathode follower
the cathode
of the
One of the most important applications of
for
elaborated for
be elaborated
must be
follower must
cathode follower
basic cathode
The basic
circiJit. The
/ow-impedance circuit.
high-impedance circuit by aa cascaded low-impedance
accuracy,toto
higher accuracy,
with higher
gain with
overallgain
the overall
determine the
to determine
computers) to
analogue computers)
(e.g. analogue
some of the more exacting applications (e.g.
changes.
voltage changes.
supply voltage
and supply
ageing and
valve ageing
due toto valve
drift due
alleviate drift
to alleviate
and to
output and
and output
input and
between input
remove the d.c. bias between

+

voltage
series voltage
as series
classified as
connection is classified
follower connection
implies
connection implies
series connection
negative feedback. The series
the
with the
series with
in series
that the output voltage appears in
be
to be
impedance to
input impedance
input voltage, causing the input
The
factor. The
by the feedback factor.
increased in magnitude by
output
the output
that the
implies that
voltage feedback connection implies
feedthe feedby the
impedance will be reduced in magnitude by
Fig. 22
in Fig.
shown in
stage shown
triode stage
back factor. The simple triode
by
given by
has an output impedance R' given
R'
K

Rra

=

(4>
OU
ra + R
follower isis
cathode follower
the cathode
of the
The output impedance R" of
+m).
(1 +m).
factor (1
the feedback factor
R ' by the
found by dividing R'
be
may be
R" may
(1), R"
given in (1),
Using the formula for m given
vritten
·vritten
rg
(5)
Rra
R'
■R"
£// =
_
•^
_ _ (5)
=
R+
+ ggmRra
+ rraa +
m
1 + wi
mRra
expressed:
be expressed:
may be
R" may
formulre for R' and R"
T he formula;
The

1

1

1

+- +
-i = i
-1R'
R
rraa
1
1
1
gm
+ gm
~ +
+ ^
andR"-=
jp ^ R
R +

and

OUTPUT

lV(r.m.s.)

(4)

•■

(6)

(7)
^

of
case of
the case
in the
how, in
show how,
formulre show
In this form the formula;
is
impedance is
output impedance
the simple triode stage the output
and
impedance and
anode impedance
the anode
effectively made up from the
feedback
the feedback
with the
that with
and that
load impedance in parallel and
appears
also appears
connection, a further impedance of 11/gm
/gm also
R
than R
smaller than
much smaller
is much
1/gm
in parallel. Usually l/g
m is
wit?
compared with
ohms compared
1,000 ohms
100 to 1,000
and Tra,
a, normally 100
approxibe approxiusually be
may usually
(5) may
that (5)
several kilohms, so that
by:mated by;—
1
(8)
~-..
R" ^
—
(8)
gm
Sm
gridto griddue to
admittance due
he fraction of the input admittance
T
The
by
reduced by
is reduced
capacitance is
cathode resistance and stray capacitance
the
by the
again by
the series negative feedback connection, again
example,
for example,
12AX7, for
the 12AX7,
+loop
factor (1 +
loop gain). In the
might
stage might
triode stage
the input capacitance as a normal triode
and
pF and
1.7 pF
capacitance 1.7
be composed of anode-grid capacitance
the
Multiplying the
pF. Multiplying
cathode-grid capacitance 1.6 pF.
allow
to allow
gain) to
stage gain)
anode-grid capacitance by (1 + stage
the
65, the
of 65,
gain of
stage gain
for
for the Miller effect, assuming aa stage
pF.
113.8 pF.
to 113.8
out to
total input capacitance works out
input
effective input
the total effective
As a cathode follower the
the
to the
due to
pF, due
1.72(4) pF,
be 1.72(4)
capacitanGe
capacitance works out to be
by aa
reduction by
the reduction
and the
effect and
absence of the Miller effect
course,
Of course,
capacitance. Of
factor 66 of the cathode-grid capacitance.
to
added to
be added
should be
pF, should
wiring capacitance, say 55 pF,
both figures.
be
can be
resistance can
cathode-grid resistance
The increase in cathode-grid
e.g.,
parallel, e.g.,
in parallel,
swamped by the stray resistances in
if
leakages, if
valve-base leakages,
anode-grid and grid-earth valve-base
poor quality components are used.
used.
cathode
the cathode
make the
to make
These properties are seen to
i.e.,
stage, i.e..
buffer"
follower well suited for use as aa"
" buffer
" stage,

R
load.
Fig. 3. Amplifying stage with cathode load.

prevent
to prevent
solely to
circuits solely
a stage used between two circuits
The
other. The
the other.
by the
influenced by
either from being influenced
circuit
impedance circuit
low impedance
simplest case is to prevent aa low
high
on aa high
load on
from imposing an unacceptable load
application
this application
of this
example of
impedance circuit. An example
oscilloscope
an oscilloscope
as an
follower as
is the use of a cathode follower
cathode
the cathode
containing the
probe. A small probe unit containing
point
the point
to the
possible to
as possible
follower is placed as close as
The
oscilloscope. The
the oscilloscope.
where it is desired to connect the
capacitive
the capacitive
enables the
increased input impedance enables
to
down to
kept down
be kept
to be
load on the circuit under test to
the
of the
capacitance of
pF capacitance
200 pF
about 10 pF instead of the 200
output
the output
Similarly, the
circuitry. Similarly,
avenge
avert ge oscilloscope circuitry.
is
oscilloscope is
the oscilloscope
to the
lead from the cathode follower to
pick-up
capacitive pick-up
fed by too low an impedance for capacitive
screen
to screen
convenient to
is convenient
Sometimes it is
to be serious. Sometimes
be
may be
capacitance may
screen capacitance
this lead and the extra screen
affecting
without affecting
charged up by the cathode follower without
frequency
the frequency
or the
probe or
the loading caused by the probe
response.
residual
the residual
however, the
In precision circuits, however,
with
compared with
imperfections of the cathode follower compared
have
circuits have
and circuits
important and
!deal buffer stage are important
an ideal
simple
the simple
on the
based on
been developed which are based
or
one or
in one
superior in
cathode follower but which are superior
more properties.
following
the following
have the
would have
The ideal buffer stage would
characteristics
(a) Zero output impedance.
(b) Infinite input impedance.
(c) Unity gain.
(d) Zero quiescent voltage.
frequencies.
(e) Level response at all frequencies.
(f) Perfect linearity.
the
to the
equal to
least equal
at least
capacity* at
(g) Signal handling capacity*
system.
largest signal level in the system.
used
is used
feedback is
negative feedback
In the cathode follower, negative
useful
maximum useful
the maximum
as the
here as
defined here
is defined
capacity is
handling capacity
* Signal
Signal handling
limit
upper limit
give-the upper
to give—the
made to
be made
can be
valve can
current
the valve
which the
change which
current change
current
grid current
of grid
value of
arbitrary value
some arbitrary
of some
reaching of
being
the reaching
by the
defined by
being defined
conmutual conof mutual
value of
some value
of some
reaching of
the reaching
by the
limit by
and
lower limit
the lower
and the
value.
mid-cycle value.
the mid-cycle
below the
fraction below
arbitrary fraction
an arbitrary
is an
which is
ductance
ductance which
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valve amplifier
to change the valve
amplifier properties
properties towards
towards
the ideal
ideal buffer
achieving those of the
buffer stage.
stage. Apart
Apart from
from
to finite
finite feedback
feedback factor,
factor, however,
however,
the limitations due to
cathode follower also
the basic cathode
also suffers
suffers from
from drift
drift
potential*) and
and has
has only
only the
the
(slow change of contact potential*)
signal handling capacity
capacity of
of the
the same
same triode
triode conconamplifying stage.
nected as a simple amplifying
stage.
work, including
including particularly
In certain circuit work,
particularly the
the
analogue computer field, the
the departures
departures of
of cathode
cathode
follower characteristics
characteristics from
from those
those of
of an
an ideal
ideal buffer
buffer
stage can sometimes rule
rule out
out the
the application
application of
of the
the
basic triode cathode follower
follower shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 1.1. In
In
the case where buffer stages
stages are
are needed
needed between
between each
each
of many cascaded circuits,
circuits, particularly
particularly with
with operation
operation
(z.f.), the
the cumulative
cumulative drift
down to zero frequency (z.f.),
drift
and quiescent voltage shift
shift are
are often
often more
more troubletroubleoverall attenuation.
attenuation. For
some than the overall
For example
example
consider 10 cascaded cathode
cathode followers,
followers, each
each using
using
half of the 12AT7
12AT7 valve,
valve, connected
connected as
as in
in Fig.
Fig. 1,1,
of 68
68 kO,
k n, drawing
drawing 4.4
4.4 mA
rnA from
from
with load resistors of
lines of
of +
positive and negative lines
+ 300
300 V
V and
and —
- 300
300 V
V
respectively.
respectively. The individual
individual gains
gains will
will be
be about
about 0.967
0.967
(m = 30) and the voltage
voltage shifts
shifts about
about 44 V,
V, giving
giving
* Contact
Contact potential
potential may
may conveniently
conveniently be
be visualized
visualized as
as the
the voltage
voltage
produced
produced by
by aa fictitious
fictitious generator
generator in
in series
series with
with the
the grid
grid of
ofan
an ideal
ideal
valve. In
lh fact,
fact, the
the d.c.
d.c. component
componentof
ofthe
the contact
contactpotential
valve.
potentialisisaaproperty
property
the space
space charge
charge and
and the
the random
random fluctuations
fluctuations are
are due
due to
of the
to physical
physical
and
and chemical
chemical changes
changes occurring
occurring at
at the
the surface
surface of
of the
the cathode.
cathode.
+300V

Left: Fig. 4. Cathode
follower circuit modified to give zero
quiescent output
output
voltage.

I2AT7

-300V

Below: Fig. 5. D.C.
bootstrap cathode
follower.

----..----+ sooV
- - - -.......-----+----+3ooV
1·95mA ~

180k1l

QSIS0/15
9S150/15
2V---o OUTPUT
.,__ _......,._

6-4inA < 47k.ll

--------------4-----------------3ooV

40 V
V respectively.
overall values of 0.71 and 40
respectively. The
The
output drift will be
be 10
10 times
times that
that of
of aa single
single valve
valve
(about 0.25 V per valve
valve per
per 10%
10% change
change in
in heater
heater
voltage).
It is worth mentioning
mentioning in
in passing
passing that
that there
there isis aa
very
economical modification
very,economical
modification to
to the
the cathode
cathode follower
follower
quiescent voltage
voltage difference
difference between
which avoids the quiescent
between
input and output. The load
load resistor
resistor R
R in
in Fig.
Fig. 11 may
may
be divided into two
two parts,
parts, as
as shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 4,
4, where
where
is arranged
the upper resistor is
arranged to
to drop
drop exactly
exactlythe
the same
same
voltage as the valve grid
grid bias
bias (equal
(equal to
to the
the quiescent
quiescent
output voltage). The
The output
output is
is now
now taken
taken from
from the
the
junction of the resistors,
resistors, and
and by
by adjusting
adjusting the
the value
value
of the upper resistor
resistor the
the cathode
cathode follower
follower may
may be
be
set up with quiescent
quiescent input
input and
and output
output voltages
voltages
equal. The output impedance
impedance is
is increased
increased with
with this
this
modification to the circuit,
circuit, by
by an
an amount
amount approxiapproximately equal to the value
value of
of the
the upper
upper resistor.
resistor. The
The
1

value usually happens
— ohms
happens to
to be
be about
aboutohms and
and the
the
~

output impedance may be
be said
said to
to have
have been
been approxiapproximately doubled by the
the modification.
modification. It
It isis seen
seen that
that
there is also a further slight
slight loss
loss in
in overall
overall gain
gain due
due
to the potentiometer formed by
by the
the two
two load
load resistors.
resistors.
often convenient
convenient to
to feed
With a.c. working itit isis often
feed the
the
cathode follower grid via
via aa capacitor
capacitor and
and return
return aa
grid leak to this resistor
resistor junction.
junction. There
There isis now
now very
very
little feedback at z.f.
z.f. and
and the
the load
load current
current isis not
not
accurately set by the feedback
feedback as
as in
in the
the circuit
circuit of
of
Fig. 1. The quiescent
quiescent valve
valve current
current will
will set
set itself
itself
to the same value as that
that in
in aa triode
triode voltage
voltage amplifier
amplifier
with the upper resistor
resistor used
used for
for cathode
cathode bias
bias and
and the
the
lower resistor as aa conventional
conventional anode
anode load.
load. With
With
the grid leak, for a.c.
a.c. working,
working, itit isis usual
usual to
to dispense
dispense
since quiescent
quiescent voltages
voltages will
with the negative line, since
will
be of no importance.

Elaboration of the Single
Single Valve
Valve Cathode
Cathode
Follower.
The single valve cathode
cathode follower
follower shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 11
an improved
improved performance
performance ifif aa
may be made to give an
substituted for
for the
pentode is substituted
the triode.
triode. In
In general,
general,
a pentode may be made to
to give
give aa higher
higher stage
stage gain
gain
than a triode of the same
same power
power rating,
rating, and
and this
this inincreased forward circuit
circuit gain
gain means
means aa relatively
relatively
higher loop gain, giving
giving aa higher
higher feedback
feedback factor
factor and
and
therefore enhanced
enhanced negative
negative feedback
feedback properties.
properties.
Direct substitution of aa pentode
pentode for
for the
the triode
triode in
in
Fig. 11 would necessitate
necessitate strapping
strapping of
of the
the anode
anode and
and
screen and therefore give
give triode
triode characteristics.
characteristics.
It is necessary to provide
provide aa constant
constant voltage
voltage difference
difference
between screen and cathode,
cathode, as
as with
with anode
anode load
load
operation, since the pentode
pentode depends
depends on
on this
this concondition for its characteristics.
characteristics. This
This means
means that
thatchanges
changes
in cathode voltage must be
be superposed
superposed on
on the
the quiesquiescent screen voltage.
voltage.
Circuits where voltage changes
changes on
on one
one valve
valve
electrode are superposed
superposed on
on the
the steady
steady voltage
voltage atat
another are known as "" bootstrap
bootstrap "" circuits
circuits and
and an
an
example of a d.c. bootstrap
bootstrap pentode
pentode cathode
cathode follower
follower
5. The neon
is shown in Fig. 5.
neon tube
tube is
is fed
fed with
with 22 mA
mA
positive line
from a high-voltage positive
line and
and itit isis seen
seen that
that
the screen
this neon holds the
screen 150
150 V
V more
more positive
positive than
than
working values
values of
of cathode
cathode voltage,
voltage,
the cathode for all working
say —150
-150 V to +150
+ 150 V.
V. Disadvantages
Disadvantages of
ofthe
the circuit,
circuit,
apart from increased power
power consumption
consumption and
and number
number
.->f components, are the increased
increased capacitive
capacitive load
of
load on
on
enforced reduction
the cathode and enforced
reduction in
in value
value of
of load
load
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--------~------------~-------+3ooV

♦•ISmAj

I'ZSmAj
> 120k A
>
f

r. X
OV

I 6AM6

5-4mA 5 56k A
- ------___......__ _ _ _ _ _ _ -300V

Fig. 6.

cathode follower.
follower.
A.C. bootstrap cathode

-------~------------------+

Rc

Fig. 7.

cathode follower.
follower.
Constant-current cathode

the neon
neon tube
tube current,
current, rereresistance to allow for the
of m.
m.
sulting in a lower value of
An a.c. version of the
the circuit
circuit is
is shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 6,
6,
where the capacitor C holds
holds the
the cathode-screen
cathode-screen volvoltage substantially constant for
for times
times short
short comcompared with CR,
CRs where R,
R 8 is
is the
the differential
differential screenscreencathode resistance and screen
screen decoupling
decoupling resistance
resistance
in parallel. For a value
value of
of C
C equal
equal to
to 0.1
O.I nF
JLF in
in the
the
circuit of Fig. 6, pentode operation
operation could
could be
be assumed
assumed
for frequencies down to
to about
about 200
200 c/s.
c/s. Both
Both these
these
bootstrap circuits give aa loop
loop gain
gain of
of about
about 150.
ISO.
The signal handling capacity
capacity of
of both
both circuits
circuits isis now
now
equal to that of the same
same valve
valve working
working as
as aa convenconventional single-stage pentode
pentode voltage
voltage amplifier,
amplifier, this
this
being, in general, larger than that
that of
ofaa triode
triode of
ofsimilar
similar
power rating.
The way in which signal
signal handling
handling capacity
capacity isis
determined may be visualized
visualized by
by considering
considering the
the
circuit of Fig. 1. As the
the input
input voltage
voltage rises,
rises, the
the
cathode voltage follows, the
the difference
difference between
between the
the
two automatically decreasing
decreasing by
by just
just the
the right
right
amount to turn
tum on the extra valve
valve current
current due
due to
to the
the
WIRELEss
WoRLD, July
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increased voltage across the
the load
load resistor.
resistor. However'
However'
the valve is being asked to
to pass
pass more
more current
current with
with
less anode-cathode voltage,
voltage, and
and it
it is
is seen
seen that
that at
at aa
certain limiting positive
positive input
input voltage,
voltage, the
the valve
valve will
will
need to draw grid current
current in
in order
order to
to turn
turn on
on the
the
required cathode current.
current. Similarly,
Similarly, for
for negative
negative
input voltages the valve is
is asked
asked to
to pass
pass less
less current
current
with an increased anode-cathode
anode-cathode voltage.
voltage. This
This
means that the working point
point on
on the
the mutual
mutual characcharacinto the
the low-current,
low-current, low-slope
low-slope
teristic will be forced into
region, giving reduced valve
valve gain
gain and
and therefore
therefore
reduced feedback.
feedback.
One way in which the signal
signal handling
handling capacity
capacity
may be increased is to make the
the valve
valve current
current constant
constant
This
over the working cycle.
cycle.
This is
is conveniently
conveniently
achieved by replacing the load
load resistor
resistor by
by aa pentode
pentode
as shown in Fig. 7. Typical
Typical pentode
pentode anode
anode characcharacteristics show that the
the pentode
pentode V2
V2 passes
passes aa current
current
the line
line voltages
voltages and
and the
the value
value
determined mainly by the
of the screen decoupling resistor
resistor R
Rd.
Changes in
in the
the
d. Changes
cathode follower output voltage,
voltage, i.e.,
i.e., the
the pentode
pentode
anode voltage, have little
little effect
effect on
on the
the current.
current. The
The
resistor R,,
Rc provides cathode
cathode bias
bias and
and the
the screen
screen isis
conveniently supplied from earth
earth as
as shown.
shown. The
The
limit of positive excursion
excursion is
is made
made higher
higher since
since no
no
increase in current is
is required
required when
when VI
VI anodeanodecathode voltage is reduced
reduced and
and the
the limit
limit of
of negative
negative
excursion is usually set
set by
by "" bottoming"
bottoming " in
in V2.
V2.
This circuit also gives a higher
higher loop
loop gain
gain compared
compared
with the resistor load since
since the
the triode
triode VI
VI works
works with
with aa
load equal to the high differential
differential anode
anode impedance
impedance
of the pentode V2, so that the
the stage
stage gain
gain m
m closely
closely
approaches the amplification factor
factor fi.
JL. If
Ifaa bootstrapbootstrapconnected pentode were used
used for
for VI,
VI, aa stage
stage gain
gain
of about half the pentode
pentode /xJL could
could be
be reahzed,
realized, e.g.,
e.g.,
about 3,000 for the 6AM6. A
A two-pentode
two-pentode circuit
circuit
of this type with a.c. bootstrap
bootstrap decoupling
decoupling isis frefrequently used in cathode-ray
cathode-ray tube
tube monitor
monitor probes
probes
with the advantage that the
the constant
constant load
load current
current
gives a constant output rate
rate with
with fast
fast negative
negative edges
edges
at all voltages within the
the working
working excursion.
excursion.
(To
{To be continued)

Textbook
on Polythene
Polylhene
Textbook on
SINCE the early days of
of the
the war
war when
when the
the first
first samples
samples
the
of polythene ·made such aa significant
significant contribution
contribution to
to the
success of our airborne radar equipment,
equipment, the
the production
production
hundred to
to
of this unique
umque plastic has
has risen
risen from
from aa few
few hundred
well over half a million tons
tons per
per annum,
annum, and
and aa vast
vast inindustry has been established
established on
on the
the basis
basis of
of its
its mechanimechanical as well as its electrical properties.
properties.
A comprehensive treatise with
with contributions
contributions from
from no
no
fewer than 38 specialists
specialists in
in the
the many
many branches
branches of
of its
its
fabrication has
has been
been comcomchemistry, manufacture and fabrication
piled under the joint editorship
editorship of
of A.
A. Renfrew
Renfrew (I.C.I.)
(I.C.I.)
and Phillip Morgan (British Plastics),
Plastics), and
and isis likdy
likely to
to
remain the standard work of
of reference
reference for
for very
very many
many
years to come.
given on
on the
the effects
effects of
of
Much useful information isis given
additive materials
materialson
onthe
thedielectric
dielectric
antioxidants and other additive
developments in
in the
the modification
modification
properties and of recent developments
and by
by irradiation.
irradiation. The
The
of properties by halogans
halogans and
sections on moulding, extrusion,
extrUsion, coating
coating and
and film
film proproduction form an invaluable
invaluable guide
guide to
to the
the feasibility
feasibility of
of
new applications of this versatile
versatile polymer.
polymer.
Polythene-The Technology
Technology and
and Uses
Uses of
of Ethylene
Ethylene
" Polythene—The
our publishers,
publishers, Iliffe
Iliffe and
and
Polymers " is obtainable
obtainable from our
Sons, Ltd., price 126s
126s (postage
(postage Is
Is 9d).
9d).
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''88-50'' PRE-AMPLIFIER
"88-50"

PRE

AMPLIFIER

Completing the Design
Design for
for aa 50-Watt
50-Watt Amplifier
Amplifier
W. Ian
lan HEATH*
HEATH,* B.Sc.fEng.)
B.Sc.(£ng.) and
and D.
D. fA.
M. LEAKY,*
LEAKY,* B.Sc.(Eng.)
B.Sc.(£ng.)

THIS
JL HIS pre-amplifier
pre-amplifier for the
the "" 88-50"
88-50 " mains
mains
amplifier described
described in
in the
the April
April issue
issue isis intended
intended

also automatically alters
alters the
the input
input sensitivity
sens1t1V1ty and
and
frequency response compensation
compensation to
to that
that required
required
to offer full playback
playback facihties
facilities from
from any
any known
known for each type of input.
input. This
This enables
enables the
the different
different
yet utilize
utilize circuits
programme source and yet
circuits which
which inputs to be selected
selected and
and played
played without
without immediimmediare basically simple
simple and economic.
economic. It
It will
will operate
operate ate alterations
alterations to
to the
the remaining
remaining .knobs
knobs which
which are
are
directly from a gramophone
gramophone pickup,
pickup, aa high-impehigh-impe- intended to give convenient
convenient control
control of
of balance
balance and
and
dance magnetic tape replay
replay head,
head, aa high-impedance
high-impedance . frequency range to suit
suit listening
listening conditions
conditions and
and
microphone or a radio
radio tuner.
tuner. A
A selector
selector switch
switch programme quality. A rumble
rumble filter
filter isis incorporated
incorporated
which enables any of
of these
these sources
sources to
to be
be chosen
chosen which attenuates
attenuates unwanted
unwanted motor
motor rumble
rumble below
below
30c/s and removes the
the risk
risk of
of overloading
overloading the
the
* Research
power amplifier and loudspeakers
loudspeakers due
due to
to this
this cause.
Research Laboratories
cause.
Laboratories of
of the
the General
General Electric
Electric Co.,
Co., Ltd.
Ltd.
22kQ

O·SmA

8/i.r

0·2mA

22k0

2·SmA

220kn>
H.S <
R21
47k0

=4

■ 0-5 MA LOG.

M'C.^

I2VW,

RJ,..

ool"'C"l"lli-l"'">o·sMOL~

J ■ vrj -VVV ■
TOW 4?0kAI R|2
470 kfl
C7
R17
470pF 220kfl

. c16 presenceI
■004MF
1
ClB
7
P
oot/iFJ
R30
! Roo.
>

SELECTOR

IOkO

Rzs '
IOkQ

I

/
)

joMA Rm I-3 MA /
r,. C|233pF /
R22 820kA

..
•• ••

ALTERNATIV.E PU.
P.U.INPUT
ALTERNATIVE
INPUT .NETWORKS
NETWORKS

BAaKZimK

d&

j.v.'jy.wj

w
FOR
FOR MAGNETIC
MAGNETIC TYPES
TYPES
WITH MAX.OUTPUT
WITH
MAX. OUTPUT
OVER 50mV
OVER
50mV

w
FOR CRYSTAL TYPES
eg:
eq
COUARO
COlLARO STUDIO
STUDIO P
P

(0)

1
R1a. Rz1. R23 & R25
R25 ALL'AW
ALL /,..w
fia.RjI.Rjji
Rl,
fo
R11 R15
R19 Rjp
Rzo 8.& R,,
R22 ALL
ALL 5s%

FOR CRYSTAL
; TYPES

( bl

..w
FOR GOLLARO
FOR
COLLARO
TRANSCRIPTION
TRANSCRIPTION
(CRYSTAL)
(CRYSTAL)
(c)

Fig. I. Circuit of
" 88-50
of"
88-50 "" pre-om()/ifier.
pre-amplifier. CC77-C
-C1:12>, , C3
C22
·C27
2-C
Z7
are silvered mica ±5%.
j W,
±5%. Resistors
Resistors;!W, 10%
I0% unless
unlessmarked
marked
HjS when high-stability tyfie,
H/S
type, ±5%±5%. Arrows
Arrows indicate
indicate
clockwise rotation of controls.
controls.
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The pre-amplifier is designed
designed to
to give
give an
an output
output of
of
o5 volt r.m.s. for maximum
maximum signal
signal level,
level, and
and this
this
0.5
corresponds to the input required
required by
by the
the ""88-50"
88-50 "
power amplifier to
to give
give maximum
maximum power
power output.
output.
fi.T. and l.t. supphes
supplies are
are derived
derived from
from the
the power
power
H.T.
connection is
is via
via octal
octal plugs
plugs and
and
amplifier, and connection
sockets with a multi-core
multi-core cable.
cable.
The design utilizes negative
negative feedback
feedback to
to keep
keep
harmonic distortion
distortion low.
low.
All the
the controls
controls use
use
All
simple resistance-capacitance
resistance-capacitance circuits
circuits incorporated
incorporated
either between stages or in
in the
the negative
negative feedback
feedback
loops, and the wiring · is
is not
not unduly
unduly complicated.
complicated.
,Apart
equalizing of
of initially
initially differing
differing
Apart from the equalizing
means of
of the
the selector
selector switch,
switch,
programme sources by means
the use of continuously
continuously variable
variable controls
controls for
for "" Bass,"
Bass,"
" Presence," and " Treble
Treble Slope"
Slope " helps
helps circuit
circuit
simplification and also removes
removes the
the bullying
bullying effect
effect
on the
the listener
listener when
when he
he isis try.ng
try:ng
that switches have on
programme to suit
suit aa particular
particular place
place or
or
to adjust a programme
occasion.
Inpu t Selector Circuit.
Circuit. The
The first
first stage
stage of
of the
the
Input
basic pre-amplifier
pre-amplifier uses
uses aa Z729
Z729 valve
valve (V2
(V2 in
in Fig.
Fig. 1),
1),

Turn-over
I Frequency
Tum-over
Input
Frequency
Resis- - - - - - Treble
tance l Bass Treble
Boost Cut
-----------0.2V
470k0 None
None None
None
.. 0.2V
..
470kQ
Sensitivityf
ityt

..
1. Radio ..
2. 78 rp.m. records
3. British microgroove
..
Stan4. American Stan
dard ..
..
..
5. Tape (7Mn/sec)
6. Microphone
(high impedance)

14mV

SOkO

400c/s

IOmV

SOkO

SOOc/s / 3kc/s

12mV
4mV

SOkO
220k0

600c;s 2kc/s
l.Skc;s -

lmV

LIMO None

6kc/s

None

advantage
advantage of
of maintaining
maintaining the
the harmonic
harmonic distortion
distortion
Between
Between these
these two
two
extremes
extremes any
any sensitivity
sensitivity can
can be
be obtained,
obtained, and
and for
for
usewith
withaamagnetic
magneticgramophone
gramophonepickup,
pickup,for
forexample,
example,
use
the necessary
necessary frequency
frequency response
response correction
correction toto
the
response can
can be
be
obtain a ""flat''
flat" response
obtained by means of aa suitable
suitable
network
resistance-capacitancenetwork
4-oqVapphox.
resistance-capacitance
inin
----------------------.---.-4-00~VAPPROX.
2·SmA
the feedback loop, provided
provided the
the
overall correction
correction required
required isis less
less
is
than the gain of the valve (40dB).
(40dB).
^
The input
input selector
selector switch
switch assoassox
ciated with
with this
this valve
valve (V2)
(V2) conconoy
nects the grid
grid to
to any
any of
of the
the input
input
°/2
sockets, via aa suitable
suitable network,
network,
i o™.
and simultaneously
simultaneously inserts
inserts an
an
(rear view/ appropriate network
network in
in the
the feedfeedback loop between anode and grid.
grid.
V4
For example, for microphone no
no
1/2 B329
feedback is used, and the
the input
input
"3s
ms
resistance consists ·of
in paralparalof R88 in
ICOkil
lOOkil
For
lel with the grid leak
leak R
R13
For
13.•
radio the gain is reduced
reduced by
by
provided by
by
negative feedback provided
R
Rw
input resistresistR24
24 and R
12, and the input
ance is R]
R 11i-•
2 Mn TREBLE
log i 5L0PE
The other positions of
of the
the
switch provide the
the frequency
frequency reresponse corrections necessary
necessary
or tape
tape
when playing from disc or
T T"0pF T j220pF T j47pF
the input
input
recordings, and from all the
o
I U _-0
D JO
sources a "flat"
" fiat " response
response of
of
is therefore
therefore
roughly similar level is
''
obtained at the volume control
control
' '--TREBLE SELECTOR
which follows this stage.
The prototype pre-amplifier
pre-amplifier
..:·c
shown here
here has
has six
sixinput
inputposiposi... - ...
shown
2~'lo'
play-back charactercharactertions. The play-back
istics chosen were considered
considered to
to
be the
the most
most useful
useful half-dozen
half-dozen for
for general
general use,
use, but
but
connected as a pentode.
pentode. This
This valve
valve was
was chosen
chosen be
because its freedom from
from both
both hum
hum and
and microphony
microphony alterations
alterationsand
andadditions
additionsare
areobviously
obviouslypossible
possiblewhere
where
are essential to obtain aa good
good signal-to-noise
signal-to-noise ratio,
ratio. requirements
requirements are
are different.
different. In
In clockwise
clockwise order
order of
of
To keep circuit noise low
rotation the
the bass
bass and
and treble
treble turn-over
turn-over points
points are
are
low the
the cathode
cathode current
current isis rotation
low, and a voltage gain
gain of
of about
about 100
100 (40dB)
(40dB) isis shown
shown in
in the
the accompanying
accompanying table,
table, which
which also
also gives
gives
obtained. This is sufficient
obtained.
for each
each switch
switch position
position the
sufficient to
to give
give without
without feedfeed- for
the sensitivity
sensitivity and
and input
input
back
resistance atatthe
theinput
input socket.
socket.
?ack a sensitivity at the
the grid
grid of
of ImV,
1mV, which
which isis resistance
Kleal
for use with aa high-impedance
Ideal
high-impedance microphone
microphone Tape
Tape Compensation.
Compensation. In
In the
the tape
tape position
position the
the
su
ch as a diaphragm-operated
such
diaphragm-operated crystal
crystal type,
type, or
or for
for grid
grid of
ofthe
the Z729
Z729 pentode
pentodeisisconnected
connectedtotoaatape
tapehead
head
ose
with a moving-coil microphone
use
microphone and
and aa suitable
suitable amplifier
amplifier consisting
consisting of
of aa Z729,
Z729, triode
triode connected
connected
n
Put transformer.
For
nput
For larger
larger input
input voltages,
voltages, (VI).
(Vl). This
This gives
gives the
the best
best signal-to-noise
signal-to-noise ratio
ratio
such as from a radio tuner,
tuner, the
the sensitivity
sensitivity can
can be
be
reduced by negative feedback,
tinput
feedback, and
and this
this has
has the
the
tlnputfor
for0.5
0.5volts
voltsr.m.s.
r.m.s.output
outputfrom
frompre-ampiifier.
pre-amplifier.
in the
the valve
valve atat aa iow
low levellevel.
in
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possible, and raises the signal
signal level
level to
to aa sufficient
sufficient
level to drive the correction
correction stage,
stage, V2.
V2.
If tape is not to be
be played
played the
the tape
tape head
head amplifier
amplifier
can be omitted and the spare
spare position
position on
on the
the selector
selector
switch used for another record
record characteristic,
characteristic, or
or
microphone. In
In the
the latter
latter
for a low-impedance microphone.
case a screened microphone input
input transformer
transformer can
can be
be
mounted in the position previously
previously occupied
occupied by
by the
the
valve.
The tape replay characteristic
characteristic assumes
assumes the
the recomrecommendation that tape should be
be replayed
replayed with
with aa timetime1-1-sec for 7J
T~ in/sec,
in/sec, and
and that
that all
all treble
treble
constant of 100 /'sec
losses in recording have
have been
been compensated
compensated by
by
pre-emphasis.:j:
constitutes aa bass
bass boost
boost below
below
prc-cmphasis.t This constitutes
1,500 c/s,
cjs, see Fig. 4,
4, and
and isis obtained
obtained by
by CC77 and
and
R
loop. If
If tape
tape isis to
to be
be played
played
Ri,
17 in the feedback loop.
at other speeds, then these
these components
components must
must be
be
altered as follows:—
follows:Tape
Speed

3!
3} in/sec
15 in/sec

TimeConstant

200 ftsec
1-1-sec
35 ^sec
JLSeC

Cj
c1

Rl7

R17

1,000 pF .
150-220 pF

0.22MO
0.22Mn
0.22MO
0.22Mn

These values could be
be inserted
inserted in
in other
other switch
switch posipositions if more positions
positions are
are available.
available. The
The bass
bass
boost inherent in these
these replay
replay characteristics
characteristics isis
necessary because the recordings
recordings are
are made
made with
with aa
" constant current
" characteristic,
"constant
current"
characteristic, i.e.,
i.e., with
with aa high
high
resistance in series
series with
with the
the recording
recording head,
head, so
so as
as
flux-density characteristic
characteristic
to produce a constant flux-density
in the tape. It will
will be
be noticed
noticed that
that the
the replay
replay
characteristic levels
levels off
off at aa frequency
frequency dependent
dependent
on tape-speed, and this serves
serves to
to maintain
maintain the
the treble
treble
response.
The use of additional treble
treble boost
boost when
when replaying
replaying
to compensate for tape
tape losses
losses is
is undesirable
undesirable in
in so
so
far as it makes tape hiss
hiss more
more audible.
audible. However,
However,
some treble boost on
on playback
playback isis recommended
recommended
where a poor treble
treble response
response is
is due
due to
to the
the playback
playback
head itself, and this can
can be
be obtained
obtained by
by shunting
shunting
R
of not
not more
more than
than 100
100 pF
pF
Rs5 by a capacitor C30
30 of
for a tape speed of 7 i in/sec.
in/sec. The
The effect
effect of
of this
this isis
shown by the dotted curve
curve in
in Fig.
Fig. 4.
4. A
A limiting
limiting
resistor Rn
R 44 in series with
with Cso
C 30 is
is desirable
desirable of
of about
about
lOOkO.
100k Q.

Disc Compensation.
Compensation.
The three
three disc
disc record
record
The
replay characteristics
characteristics chosen,
chosen, see
see Fig.
Fig. 4,
4, are
are the
the
both microgroove
microgroove and
and
American Standard for both
78 r.p.m. discs, the British microgroove
microgroove characteristic
characteristic
which is tending to be
be displaced
displaced by
by the
the American,
American,
and a compromise 78 r.p.m.
r.p.m. characteristic
characteristic suitable
suitable
for most European shellac discs,
discs, but
but most
most resembling
resembling
the " ffrr"
ffrr " characteristic
characteristic used
used by
by Decca
Decca and
and
Brunswick. Only those people
people possessing
possessing 78
78 r.p.m.
r.p.m.
discs of earlier origin would
would desire
desire aa second
second 78
78 r.p.m.
r.p.m.
switch position giving bass
bass boost
boost from
from aa lower
lower frefrequency such as 250 c/s.
cjs.
for discs
discs isis obtained
obtained
The bass boost correction
correction for
in a similar way to the
the tape
tape correction,
correction, e.g.,
e.g., for
for
American Standard it is
is obtained
obtained by
by means
means of
of
C8 and R19
necessary treble
treble roll-off
roll-off isis
19,, while the necessary
obtained by Cfi9.• The
The limiting
limiting resistance
resistance R25
R 25 isis
freedom from
from instability
instability at
at
inserted to promote freedom
very high frequecies.
In the
the prototype
prototype amplifier
amplifier
In

4:See
:j:See Amendment
Amendment No.
No. 1,
1, July
July 1954,
1954, to
to B.S.
B.S. 1968;
1968: 1953.
1953.

it was not found necessary to
to incorporate
incorporate limiting
limiting
other compensating
compensating circuits.
circuits. The
The
resistors in the other
resistor R21
across C
C88 to
to avoid
avoid "" clicks
clicks"''
21 is connected across
when switching, but it also
also limits
limits the
the bass
bass boost
boost
correction. If fuller compensation
compensation isis required
required
between 30 c/s
cjs and 60 c/s
cjs the
the value
value of
of R
R2121 should
should be
be
doubled.
The corrections provided here
here for
for disc
disc reproducreproduc.
tion are intended for use
use with
with any
any pickup
pickup giving
giving
an output voltage proportional
proportional to
to recorded
recorded velocity.
velocity,
This includes all moving-coil
moving-coil and
and moving-iron
moving-iron (so
(so
called " variable reluctance
reluctance ")
") types,
types, and
and the
the input
input
resistance and sensitivity
sensitivity have
have been
been chosen
chosen to
to be
be
suitable for any of the well-known
well-known makes
makes with
with maximaxi.
mum outputs from 10
10 mV
mV to
to 50
50 mV.
mV. The
The input
input
modified however
however where
where aa pickup
pickup
network must be modified
is to be used whose output voltage
voltage is
is not
not proportional
proportional
to recorded velocity. A
A crystal
crystal pickup
pickup isis the
the most
most
common example of this type.
type. It
It has
has been
been found
found
that a very smooth frequency
frequency response
response can
can be
be obob.
tained, extending as far as
as the
the usual
usual high-frequency
high-frequency
pickup is
is connected
connected to
to an
an input
input
peak, if a crystal pickup
resistance which is lower than
than that
that normally
normally recomrecommended, and the resulting frequency response,
response, which
which
can be made to resemble
resemble closely
closely aa "velocity"
" velocity"
characteristic, is corrected
corrected as
as if
if aa magnetic
magnetic pickup
pickup
were being used.
An example is shown in Fig.
Fig. 5,
5, where
where the
the output
output
from a sample Collaro Studio " pP "" crystal
crystal cartridge
cartridge
is plotted against frequency using
using aa test
test record
record with
with
a British microgroove characteristic.
characteristic. The
The response
response
with a 1-Mn
1-MO load approximates
approximates to
to aa "flat"
"fiat" resreswhich is
is normally
normally used.
used. The
The
ponse, and is that which
response with 0.1 Mfl
M n shows
shows aa fall
fall in
in bass
bass due
due to
to
the internal capacitance of
of the
the crystal
crystal unit,
unit, and
and the
the
bears aa close
close resemblance
resemblance to
to the
the
resulting curve bears
characteristic which
which isis shown
shown
British microgroove characteristic
dotted. The exact " fit " of
of these
these curves
curves depends
/depends
on the original response of
of the
the pickup,
pickup, but
but 0.1
0.1 M-Q
Mn
is the most suitable value for several
several other
other comparable
comparable
cartridges. Therefore, with
with aa suitable
suitable alteration
alteration toto
the input
input network, incorporating
incorporating attenuation
attenuation of
of the
the
high output voltage, a crystal
crystal pickup
pickup can
can be
be connected
connected
to the pre-amplifler
pre-amplifier and
and the
the corrections
corrections associated
associated
with the selector switch
switch used
used as
as with
with magnetic
magnetic
pickups. The circuit diagram,
diagram, Fig.
Fig. 1,
1, shows
shows an
an
alternative input network,
network, inset
inset (b),
(b), enabling
enabling crystal
crystal
pickups of this type to
to be
be connected,
connected, for
for example
example
the Collaro Studio ""P."
Inset (c)
(c) isis suitable
suitable for
for
P." Inset
a crystal pickup which
which has
has aa less
less pronounced
pronounced treble
treble
peak, the Studio
Studio transcription
transcription cartridge.
cartridge. Inset
Inset
(a) is for magnetic pickups
pickups having
having aa maximum
maximum output
output
greater than 50 mVj
mV; note
note that
that maximum
maximum output
output isis
here defined as that given
given by
by aa recorded
recorded velocity
velocity of
of
about 7 cm/sec,
cmjsec, and corresponds
corresponds to
to sections
sections of
of high
high
modulation on an average
average disc.
disc.
Bass and " Presence
Presence " Controls.
Controls. The
The remainder
remainder
of the pre-amplifier,
pre-amplifier, including
including all
all the
the "tone"
"tone"
controls, has been economically
economically designed
designed around
around one
one
double triode. Following
Following the
the volume
volume control,
control, which
which
is a logarithmic type for
for smooth
smooth control,
control, isis the
the first
fir~t
valve. This
This low
low gain
gain valve
valve isIS
half (V3) of a B329 valve.
amplifier without
without feedback,
feedback,
used as a simple triode amplifier
as this circuit arrangement
arrangement was
was found
found to
to give
give the
the
between distortion
distortion and
and signal-tosignal-tobest compromise between
noise ratio. It drives aa 10
10:: 11 (20
(20 dB)
dB) potentiometer
potentiome~er
circuit consisting basically of
of R
R2929 and
and R
R30
in which
whic~
30,, in
are incorporated the
the "" bass"
bass " and
and "" presence
presence
(Continued on page
page 317)
317)
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potentiometers
variable potentiometers
controls. Both these are variable
of logarithmic law so that the " flat " response
occurs
response occurs
component
the component
and the
when the knob is at midposition, and
midflattest midthe flattest
values shown are those which gave the
benefit
the benefit
For the
prototype. For
position curve in the prototype.
inclination
and inclination
of those who have the test apparatus and
boost
bass boost
the bass
is the
C16
to make accurate adjustments, C
16 is
circuited
short circuited
not short
capacitor and operates when not
treble
the treble
is the
C18
by potentiometer R31
Similarly C
18 is
31.•
when
presence when
negative presence
gives negative
cut capacitor that gives
potentiometer
from potentiometer
there is no series resistance from
movement
R34
With both potentiometers upwards, movement
34.•
respecpresence respecor presence
of the slider gives increased bass or
rotation.
clockwise rotation.
tively, and corresponds to clockwise
lively,
"Bass"
the "Bass"
of the
Contr ols. From the sliders of
Treble Controls.
amplified
is amplified
signal is
the signal
" Presence " controls the
and "Presence"
half
second half
the second
is the
This is
V4. · This
in a final triode stage, V4.
to
employed
is employed
of the B329 valve. Negative feedback is
conjunction
in conjunction
R40
resistance R
consisting of feedback resistance
4 0 in
Associated
R36
and R
R 35 and
with stand-off resistors R,
whh
36.• Associated
capacitors
cut capacitors
treble cut
the treble
with these resistances are the
capacitors
boost capacitors
25 and the treble boost
c 25
2 4'
c 24
c2
22', C
c 22
C
, C
233', C
by
circuit by
into circuit
These may be switched into
C26
27.•
26,, C27
the
case the
which case
in which
switch, in
the " Treble Selector " switch,
potentioby potentiobe adjusted by
amount of cut or ~boost
boost may be
control.
Slope " control,
" Treble Slope"
meter R41
41 which is the "Treble
Minimum treble occurs
the
with the slider to the
right in the circuit diagram, and this should
correspond with a fully
clockwise position of the
knob if a logarithmic law
potentiometer is used. In
this position the treble
cut has a maximum
asymptotic value of 12 dB
If it is
per octave.
If
desired to increase treble
clockwise then an inverse
be
log potentiometer must be
used, but this is not so
readily available. On the
prototype amplifier a
TAPE INPUT
obfiat " response was ob" flat
tained with the knob
about 45° from the midV,
boost "
position, on the " boost"
logarithmic
side, using a logarithmic
potentiometer.
The
" Treble Slope " control
m
is completely inoperative
if the "'' treble selector "
fiat "
switch is in the " flat"
position.
Rumble Filter. Incorporated within the feedV4 are two
back loop of V4
resistance capacitor coupR3,
ling networks, C19
37
19 R
and C21
43,, each hav21 R43
ing a time constant of

attenuate
to attenuate
these isis to
of these
effect of
The effect
sec.
0.003 sec.
0.003
The
shift
phase shift
combined phase
their combined
while their
frequencies, while
low
low frequencies,
positive
feedback positive
the feedback
makes the
loop makes
feedback loop
the feedback
within the
within
fiat
give aa flat
to give
effect isis to
combined effect
The combined
cj s. The
50 c/s.
below 50
below
response
the response
which the
below which
cj s below
30 c/s
to 30
down to
response down
response
frewhich frevalue, atat which
minimum value,
to aa minimum
steeply to
falls steeply
falls
elsecapacitors elsecoupling capacitors
the coupling
cj s) the
15 c/s)
(about 15
quency (about
quency
addiprovide addito provide
arranged to
are arranged
amplifier are
the amplifier
in the
where in
where
attenuation.
tional attenuation.
tional
Fig. 2.2.
in Fig.
shown in
filter isis shown
rumble filter
this rumble
of this
effect of
The effect
The
below
frequencies below
lowfrequencies
the low
attenuate the
to attenuate
desired to
is desired
Ifitit is
If
be
may be
R143
and R
R373 7 and
then R
cjs then
30 c/s
of 30
instead of
cjs instead
40 c/s
40
3 may
respectively.
0.1 MO respectively,
and 0.1
MO and
to 11 MCI
changed to
changed
the
filter the
rumble filter
the rumble
for the
use for
its use
to its
addition to
In addition
In
eedback on
on V4 maintains its output impedance
ffeedback
maintains
its
output
impedance
over most of the frequency range, and the output
low over
low
most
frequency range,
and theapproxioutput
is therefore
pre-amplifier
thethe
of of
impedance
impedance
of
theRpre-amphfier
is therefore
5 feet of
Up to approia10 kn.
to
mately eequal
matel
ual t0
bou
42 , about
y flscreened cable
a may
t lOk".
Upbetoused
5 feet
of
when
therefore
ordlnar
ordinary
y screened cable may therefore be used when
connecting to the power amplifier without affecting
^ectmg^
to the power
amplifier without affecting
performance.
the high frequency
high frequency perfo
that
in that
novel in
construction isis novel
The construction
Con struction . The
Construction.
frame,
open frame,
an open
within an
mounted within
are mounted
components are
the components
the
bottom
and bottom
top and
both top
on both
plates on
cover plates
removable cover
with removable
with
simplifiee
chassis simphfiee
orthodox chassis
an orthodox
from an
departure from
This departure
This
bs
easily bs
can easily
switches can
the switches
example, the
For example,
assembly. For
assembly.
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PQWER AMPLIFIER
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¥ ii
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^
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Top and underside views of
Cj't '*22 I
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metal construction, to
to avoid
avoid hum
hum pick-up,
pick-up, and
and that
that
all contact surfaces are clean
clean because
because the
the contact
contact
pressure is low, and oxidation
oxidation has
has been
been found
folUJ,d to
to
cause rectification and distortion
distortion of
of the
the signal.
signal. Valve
Valve
pin contact,
contact, and
and should
should
holders should give a reliable pin
be of a material that
that will not
not give
give internal
internal tracking
tracking
on high resistance circuits, e.g.,
e.g., polythene
polythene or
or ceramic
ceramic
rather than a " loaded
loaded "" plastic.
plastic. The
The valve
valve holders
holders
and the octal supply plug should
should be
be mounted
mounted with
with the
the
heater pins, 4 and 5, nearest
nearest the
the lower
lower flange
flange of
of the
the
rear panel.
Wiring. The heater wiring
wiring should
should be
be completed
completed
first. This should
should be
be wired
wired in
in aa tightly
tightly twisted
twisted pair
pair
from the octal supply plug,
plug, pins
pins 44 and
and 5,
5, and
and layed
layed
inside the lower flange of
of the
the chassis,
chassis, ""looping
in"
looping in
"
at each valve holder beginning
beginning with
with the
the B329,
B329,
V3/V4, and ending with
with the
the tape
tape head
head amplifier,
amplifier,
Vl.
wiring to
to the
the early
early stages,
stages, VI
V1
VI. By this means the wiring
and V2, carries only the
the current
current to
to those
those valves,
valves,
and this reduces . the hum
hum field
field due
due to
to the
the heater
heater
wiring to a minimum. The
The diversion
diversion of
of the
the twisted
twisted
wiring at each valve holder
holder must
must be
be kept
kept as
as short
short as
as
possible, the valve holder
holder tags
tags being
being used
used as
as junction
junction
and "" return
return "" wires
wires are
are
posts to which the " go " and
paired together as much as
as possible.
possible. No
No escutcheon
escutcheon
lamp is included
included in the
the prototype,
prototype, and
and this
this has
has
enabled all heater wiring
wiring to
to be
be kept
kept well
well away
away from
from
the remainder of the circuit.
circuit. If
If aa lamp
lamp isis to
to be
be inincluded, it must be wired with
with aa tightly
tightly twisted
twisted pair
pair
directly to the octal
octal supply
supply pins,
pins, the
the wiring
wiring must
must be
be
well separated from the earher
earlier stages,
stages, and
and should
should
preferably be external
external to the
the chassis.
chassis. Neither
Neither side
side
of the heater supply is
is earthed
earthed to
to the
the pre-amplifier
pre-amplifier
chassis, a centre tap
tap earth
earth being
being provided
provided near
near the
the
transformer in the power amphfier.
amplifier.
One earth tag should
should be
be screwed
screwed to
to the
the chassis
chassis at
at
the microphone input
input socket
socket which
which is
is the
the lowest
lowest of
of
the three at the end of
of the
the rear
rear panel.
panel. This
This isis the
the
only chassis connection, apart
apart from
from the
the h.t.
h.t. smoothsmoothing capacitors which need not
not be
be insulated
insulated from
from their
their
any case
case have
have their
their negative
negative
mountings, but must in any
tags wired as in Fig. 1.
1. The
The above
above earth
earth tag
tag will
will be
be
found convenient for the insulated
insulated braiding
braiding of
of the
the
screened lead which connects
connects the
the microphone
microphone socket
socket
switch, and
and the
the tag
tag is
is also
also spaced
spaced by
by
to the selector switch,
the length of one resistor R
R22 from
from the
the tape
tape head
head input
input
socket which is mounted close
close to
to the
the tape
tape head
head
V1.
amplifier VI.
The circuit diagram.
diagram, Fig.
Fig. 1,
1, indicates
indicates how
how the
the
earthing and other critical
critical wiring
wiring is
is arranged,
arranged, and
and
RUMBLE
RUMBLE FILTER
this should be closely adhered
adhered to.
to. The
The wiring
wiring round
round
0|
1
V1
completed first. The
The input
input signal
signal isis
VI should be completed
Fig. 2. Frequency response
response of
of comcomapplied between grid
grid and cathode
cathode via
via the
the grid
grid stopper
stopper
Selecplete amplifier with " Input SelecdB-10
...
tor " on "': Radio," with effect
effect of
of
R2 and cathode bypass capacitor
capacitor C,
C 1 respectively,
respectively,
" Bass " and " Presence " controls.
controls.
and it is important that
that these
these two
two components
components should
should
-20
" Treble Selector " at "0."
" 0."
be positioned with a very
very small
small loop
loop area
area between
between
-30
them. This will minimize
minimize the
the injection
injection of
of hum
hum from
from
10
20 50
30
20
stray a.c. magnetic
magnetic fields,
fields, such
such as
as from
from aa nearby
nearby
c/s
C/5
mains transformer. AccordAccord15
ingly Ra
R 2 must be wired
wired direct
direct
~
■BIIIIIH
II
■■■IIIIIHI
10
from the input socket to the
the
MAX.
miSS
t'--- ■■■■jjjjgg
grid, pin 9, and C,
cl
direct
.__
~
|
3°/c
1-aH iniaB
SSSSSBS
I
from the earth tag to
to the
the
<lB o
SSiHrnn
v
HALF-WAY
cathode pin 3. The grid
~
grid
SSnjjiSSBB
......~
-5
I -,
J.
leak, R,,
Rl> is wired compactly
compactly
r-- r--- oleI I
~
iiiiil
-to ~ ~ 9°/c
between the input socket
socket and
MIN.
~~..
Ill
■■■lima
a
the earth tag, to which
which the
the
-IS
!;"'
I I Ill
■■■lima
cathode bias resistor Ra
Ill
Ra
Bbiiiiibhi
-20 mmmmnwm
50
100
20
50
100
500
1^00
yoo
20,000
should
500
1.000
s.ooo
2 o,ooo
should also
also be
be connected.
connected.
The centre of the
the valve
valve
FR.£QUENCY
{csa)
FREQUENCY (c/»)

wired after mounting. The
The overall
overall dimensions
dimensions of
ofthe
the
basic chassis are 14
14 in Xx 55 in
in xx 22 in,
in, with
with the
the control
control
knobs spaced 21
2! in apart. The
The edges
edges on
on both
both top
top and
and
bottom are flanged, to aa minimum
minimum width
width of
of Jin,
!- in,
so that flat detachable
detachable cover
cover plates
plates 14
14in
in Xx 55in
in may
may
be screwed on. In the model
model photographed
photographed hank
hank
bushes tapped 66 B.A.
B.A. were
were inserted
inserted in
in the
the flanges,
flanges,
but self-tapping screws
screws could
could be
be used.
used. The
The spacing
spacing
of the valves and condensers
condensers along
along the
the rear
rear panel
panel isis
not critical, but 22 in
in between
between centres
centres isis suitable,
suitable,
leaving 3 in between either
either end
end of
of the
the chassis
chassis and
and the
the
nearest valve centre line.
line. At
At the
the input
input end
end this
this 33in
in
space has to accommodate
accommodate the
the four
four co-axial
co...;axial input
input
sockets. At the output
output end
end aa chassis-mounting
chassis-mounting octal
octal
plug is accommodated.
The prototype chassis was
was constructed
constructed with
with the
the
rear and two ends in one piece
piece of
of 16
16 s.w.g.
s.w.g. aluminium,
aluminium,
and the front section containing
containing the
the controls
controls was
was
separately made and screwed
screwed on.
on. The
The front
front escutescutcheon panel was made
made separately
separately to
to mount
mount only
only
on the control bushes,
bushes, and
and was
was · slightly
slightly larger
larger
than the amphfier,
amplifier, 15
15 in
in Xx 33 in.
in.
The l|-in
1!-in tag board contained
contained 44
44 pairs
pairs of
of tags
tags of
of
which 37i were required. It
It was
was mounted
mounted to
to leave
leave aa
space of 2 in from the
the front and
and 1J
1!- in
in from
from the
the rear.
rear.
The tag board is mounted on
on aa U-section
U-section channel
channel
!J in X J! in which is bolted
bolted to
to each
each end
end panel.
panel. A
A
wider tag board, while having
having no
no advantages,
advantages, would
would
corresponding increase
increase in
in the
the 5-inch
5-inch
necessitate a corresponding
dimension of the chassis.
chassis.
The control switches and potentiometers
potentiometers should
should be
be
mounted on the front. The
The ""input
selector., isis aa
input selector''
2-pole, 6-position switch,
switch, each
each pole
pole being
being on
on aa
wiring and
and separation
separation of
ofthe
the
separate wafer for ease of wiring
circuits. More positions
positions may
may be
be included
included if
if desired,
desired,
and a correspondingly greater
greater number
number of
of tag
tag board
board
spaces allocated. For easy
easy wiring
wiring this
this switch
switch should
should
slider tag
tag of
of each
each wafer
wafer next
next
be mounted with the slider
the bottom cover plate.
plate. A
A "" spare
spare "" insulated
insulated tag
tag
should be provided on
on the
the rear
rear wafer
wafer for
for use
use as
as an
an
earth post. The " Treble
Treble Selector
Selector "" isis aa 3-pole,
3-pole, 33..
single wafer.
wafer.
position switch on a single
The B9A valve holders and
and h.t.
h.t. smoothing
smoothing concondensers
d~nsers should
~hould be mounted on
on the
the rear,
rear, together
together
with the input
With
mput sockets. These
These were
were television
television aerial
aerial
input sockets because
because of
of their
their complete
complete screening,
screening,
and low contact resistance. Jacks
Jacks may
may be
be used
used where
where
easier plugging is desired, but
but care
care must
must be
be taken
taken to
to
see that the plugs are
are of
of aa completely
completely screened
screened allall-
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earthy "
holder with the ""earthy"
io,
r10
~
pin 2 should be connected by
It--55
........ HI I _I II
........ ~I
an insulated wire to the earth
~
1-00
tag, and the negative tag of
t ......... HALF-WAy:r-.... ........ r--i!-F-WAy
~"'"'r"l""
~
-5
the h.t. smoothing capacitor
-5
i""'-....._
I
C
dB
28 , C 29
29 should be similarly
Casi
-io
dB -10
_j5
f(a)
a1 -earthed by an insulated wire
r-.t'-.
-15
(b)
close to the chassis even if
I
I
20
-20
the capacitor case is clamped
-25
to chassis. The anode load
-25
R 4 is connected direct to C 29
R4
-joi 000
L —L5
-lO
28,,
1,000
5,000
20,000
1,000
5,000
20,COO
'
and the coupling capacitor
C22 . to the fifth rear tag
tag on
FREQUENCY (c!s)
(c/s)
FREQUENCY
the tag board. For minimum
Fig.
Treble
control with
with "" Treble
Treble Se'!ector
Selector "" atat "-1
" —/ "" (a),
(a), and
and
Fig. 3.3. Effect
Effect of
of """ Treble
Trebi Slope "" control
circuit noise it is essential
at "-2
" (b).
R4 should
"—2"
(b).
that R^R.jRa
RD R 2, R 3 and R
be of the high-stability
high-stabihty type,
Q must be of a type
and cl
10
10
having low leakage current.
~
~
wliMH
5
The wiring of the selec~""r.
~4pF
tor switch and V2 should
00
now be undertaken. The
_
Af'IERI~A~
............. ........_
5
-5
imuiS
layout of components will
.......... ......
-l0
0
.
tbe clear from the circuit
d -I
.............
i
.......
and photographs, but a des- dB
c~o"'~
" -1s
-15 ! - r - I
JJ~~
7e••
..... ::::::: ;;:;
=:...T'"·,0cription of the earthing
-20
-20
MICROGROOVE
BRITISH
MICROGROOVE
r-arrangements will be given.
_
--~
~
25
-25
•..?..8•. ....... :-..,
A short length of screened
_ 30
r-... '8·ftt~
-lO
lead should be wired to the
... ~f".....
-l5
microphone input socket and
-55
1-t-~
-40
its earth tag, and the other
-4020
20
50
50
100
500
1,000
5,000
20,000
end of this connected to
to the
'
FREQUENCY (cis)
(c/j)
sixth contact of the selector
switch (rear wafer). The
Fig 4.
4 Disc
Disc and
and tape
tape replay
re
characteristics.
Fig.
characteristics.
braiding should be connected
to a "" spare "" insulated tag
tag
area to
to aa minimum.
minimum.
on the wafer (not connected to
to the
the switch
switch frame),
frame), earth circuit reduces loop area
induced electroelectroand this will act as the sole earthing
earthing point
point of
of all
all the
the Only by this means can hum induced
minimum, because
because the
the
input networks. To this earth
earth point
point is
is connected
connected magnetically be kept to a minimum,
chassis has
has no
no effect
effect
the insulated braiding of a second length
length of
of screened
screened enclosure of the circuit by the chassis
provide the
the necesnecescable, the inner of which is connected via
via CC33 to
to the
the on this, although the chassis does provide
the "" live
five "" portions
portions
slider of the rear wafer. This cable
cable terminates
terminates at
at the
the sary electrostatic screening of the
grid, pin 9, of V2, and the insulated braiding
braiding carries
carries of the circuit.
earth continuity to the"
the " earthy"
earthy " pin
pin 22 of
of this
this valve.
valve. Performance and Operation. The
The performance
performance
The cathode bypass, C 4 and resistor R
R14
are soldered
soldered of
14 are
the
pre-amphfier
Figs.
2,3
and 4.
4. The
The
pre-amplifier
is
shown
in
Figs.
2,
3
and
compactly across the valve holder
holder between
between pins
pins 88 steep fall in frequency
frequency response
response below
below 30
30 cjs
c/s shown
shown
and 2 thus giving a very small
small grid-cathode
grid-cathode loop
loop in Fig. 2 is due
rumble filter,
filter, and
and the
the effect
effect
to the rumble
area. This is indicated in the
the circuit
circuit diagram.
diagram.
of this applies to all inputs.
The output from V2 is via C
C66 to
to the
the sixteenth
sixteenth
increases or
or reduces
reduces
The " Bass "" control (Fig. 2) increases
rear tag on the board, and
and the
the earthing
earthing wire
wire of
of CGas,
28 ,
the bass at frequencies below 300 cjs,
c/s, and
and should
should be
be
C
C29
tag. From
From used when the "" volume control "" is set
set to
to reproduce
reproduce
29 is connected to the seventeenth rear tag.
tags 16 and 17 a short screened lead
lead is
is taken
taken to
to the
the speech or music at a level which is
is unnatural
unnatural comcomvolume control, and from
from the slider of
of this
this aa longer
longer pared with the original. For example,
example, speech
speech rerescreened lead terminates at the grid
grid pin
pin 77 of
of V3
V3 produced above its natural level
level will
will sound
sound too
too
(B329). The braiding is connected to
to the
the "" earthy
earthy "" heavy in the bass, and the "bass
" bass loudness"
loudness " should
should
pin and the "" earth line "" of all
all the
the "" tone
tone "" control
control be reduced to restore naturalness.
naturalness. Further
Further reduction
reduction
circuits is connected solely to this
this pin,
pin, as
as also
also isis the
the of bass is often neces~ary
necessary for
for public
public address
address purposes
purposes
octal output plug, pin 8.
to improve intelligibility. Music,
Music, on
on the
the other
other hand,
hand,
producing less
less than
than the
the
The earthing system described above
above gives
gives concon- when reproduced at a level producing
loudness at the ear, sounds
sounds lacking
lacking in
in bass
bass
tinuity from the one chassis connection
connection at
at the
the input
input original loudness'
be increased
increased to
to
sockets, via the braiding of screened
screened lead
lead wherever
wherever and the "" bass loudness "" should be
this is used, to the output
output socket.
socket. As
As the
the chassis
chassis restore a more normal balance.
The " Presence "" control (Fig. 2)
continuity large
large loop
loop areas
areas
2) alters
alters the
the level
level
is not used for earth continuity
about 1,500
1,500 cjs.
c/s. It
It there•
therebetween any signal "live"
" five" lead and
and earth
earth are
are of all frequencies above about
high and
and low
low frefreavoided, and hum pick-up from
from stray
stray a.c.
a.c. fields
fields isis fore alters the balance between high
Presence "" giving
giving aa more
more
reduced. In the early stages the
the use
use of
of screened
screened quencies; an increase in "" Presence
reduces loop
loop area
area to
to zero,
zero, forward incisive quality as if
if moving
moving the
the listener
listener
lead wherever possible reduces
is unavoidable,
unavoidable, as
as in
in the
the nearer to the orchestra or voice. A
and where "" open "" wiring is
A decrease
decrease appears
appears
away, and
and approximates
approximates
" input selector "" switch, the close proximity
proximity of
of the
the to move the listener farther away,
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characteristic
5: " Velocity "" characteristic
Fig. S.
pickup,
crystal pickup,
from aa crystal
obtained from
usin~ aa
bv using
Co/laro Studio "P" by
the Collaro
characterloadofO.IMCI.
load ofO./ MO.. Velocity charactermicroistic
istic of record (British microgroove) is shown dotted.

~

fo""'

1,000
500
1,000
500
FREQUENCY
(cts)
FREQUENCY (c/S)

or
concert or
of aa concert
back of
the back
at the
sitting at
to the effect of sitting
hall.
dance hall.
used
be used
to be
intended to
are intended
controls are
The two treble controls
deficiencies
or deficiencies
distortion or
of distortion
control of
together for the control
kc/s.
or 33 kc/s.
kc/s or
above 66 kc/s
material above
programme material
in the programme
either
above either
operates above
control operates
Slope"
The ""Treble
Treble Slope
" control
the
whether the
on whether
depending on
of these two frequencies depending
respec-2 respecor —2
-1 or
to —1
switched to
is switched
Selector"
"Treble
" Treble Selector
" is
approaching
slope approaching
attenuation slope
tively. A maximum attenuation
the
of the
end of
one end
at one
available at
is available
octave is
12 dB. per octave
smoothly
changing smoothly
this changing
control, this
Slope " control,
" Treble Slope"
boost
to aa boost
response to
substantially ""fiat"
through a substantially
flat" response
octave.
per octave.
dB per
nominally 66 dB
at the other end of nominally
reproduccorrecting reproducfor correcting
useful for
The 6 kc/s position isis useful
recordings.
disc recordings.
microgroove disc
or microgroove
tion from tape or
shellac
r.p.m. shellac
78 r.p.m.
for 78
useful for
is useful
position is
The 3 kc/s position
in/sec.
3! in/sec.
discs or tape at 3f
fiat,"
to "" flat,"
switched to
is switched
Selector "" is
If the " Treble Selector
Slope ""
Treble Slope
the "" Treble
and the
obtained and
a level response is obtained
inoperative.
rendered inoperative.
control is rendered
that
so that
chosen so
been chosen
have been
values have
The component values
symmetricarranged symmetricare arranged
knobs are
the knobs
if the pointers on the
minimum
and minimum
maximum and
the maximum
ally with respect to the
half-way
i.e., half-way
vertical, i.e.,
knobs vertical,
all knobs
with all
positions, then with
arrangeThis arrangeobtained. This
is obtained.
response is
fiat response
round, a flat
front
the front
of the
photograph of
the photograph
in the
ment can be seen in
forms aa
and forms
article, and
previous article,
of the previous
panel, Fig. 11 of
panel.
With
controls. With
the controls.
using the
reference for using
convenient reference
cut isis
treble cut
slight treble
vertical slight
Slope " vertical
the " Treble Slope"
moved
Selector "" isis moved
Treble Selector
the "" Treble
obtained as soon as the
position.
fiat " position.
off the " flat
requires
described requires
already described
The power amplifier already
maximum
its maximum
to its
drive itit to
to drive
input to
0.5 volts r.m.s. input
will
pre-amplifier will
The pre-amplifier
watts. The
power output of 50 watts.
distortion
harmonic distortion
at aa harmonic
volt, at
0.5 volt,
deliver this voltage, 0.5
This
amplifier. This
power amplifier.
the power
comparable with that of the
variation
with variation
deteriorate with
not deteriorate
does not
level of distortion does
reasonably
of reasonably
programme of
given aa programme
of the controls, given
the ""Input
by the
assured by
is assured
this is
normal balance, and this
Input
contridistortion contriavoid aa distortion
To avoid
Selector
Selector"" circuits. To
control,
volume control,
the volume
before the
V2 before
stage V2
bution from the stage
power
full power
that full
so that
adjusted so
be adjusted
must be
all input levels must
control
volume control
the volume
until the
obtained until
(50 watts) is not obtained
This
position. This
(vertical) position.
half-way (vertical)
is beyond the half-way
dB
20 dB
nearly 20
level nearly
input level
of input
increase of
means that an increase
addiwithout addiaccepted without
be accepted
can be
above the minimum can
tional distortion.
from
supplies from
power supplies
its power
derives its
The pre-amplifier derives
smoothing
the smoothing
and the
amplifier, and
the ""88-50"
88-50 " power amplifier,
minimum
the minimum
be the
to be
chosen to
is chosen
supply is
in the h.t. supply
high
as high
give as
to give
as to
so as
attenuation, so
required for ripple attenuation,
possible.
as possible.
pre-amplifier as
the pre-amplifier
in the
an h.t. line voltage in
above, isis
the above,
to the
additional to
decoupling, additional
No h.t. decoupling,
circuits
stabilization circuits
the stabilization
because the
stability because
required for stability
pure
its pure
with its
together with
amplifier, together
in the power amplifier,
its
to its
greatly to
contribute greatly
circuit, contribute
push-pull driver circuit,
frequencies.
low frequencies.
very low
at very
instability at
freedom from instability
amplifier,
complete amplifier,
the complete
of the
ratio of
signal-to-noise ratio
The signal-to-noise

5,000

20,000

at
volume at
the volume
with the
dB, with
-76 dB,
is —76
watts, is
relative to 50 watts,
the
With the
(vertical). With
fiat "" (vertical).
minimum and controls " flat
control
volume control
the volume
and the
short-circuited and
input sockets short-circuited
ratios
signal-to-noise ratios
following signal-to-noise
at maximum the following
dB;
-69 dB;
radio, —69
prototype: radio,
the prototype:
were measured on the
replay,
tape replay,
dB; tape
-63 dB;
replay, —63
American Standard disc replay,
these
achieve these
To achieve
dB. To
-55 dB.
—52
-52 dB; microphone, —55
cabinet
in aa cabinet
installed in
is installed
amplifier is
figures when the amplifier
variety,
screened variety,
the screened
of the
be of
should be
all input cables should
prethe preplacing the
avoid placing
to avoid
taken to
be taken
and care must be
gramophone
transformers, gramophone
mains transformers,
amphfier
amplifier too near mains
the
within the
leads within
supply leads
mains supply
motors, etc., and mains
of aa
form of
the form
in the
be in
everywhere be
cabinet should everywhere
twisted pair.
be
not .be
must not
pre-amplifier must
the pre-amplifier
The chassis of the
power
the power
of the
chassis of
the chassis
to the
connected to
metallically connected
the
because the
plugs, because
octal plugs,
the octal
amplifier, except via the
means
This means
hum. This
introduce hum.
would introduce
resulting loop would
front
the front
used, the
be used,
to be
is to
cabinet is
that where a metal cabinet
of
be of
must be
pre-amplifier must
the pre-amplifier
of the
escutcheon panel of
the
possible, the
not possible,
is not
this is
If this
material. If
insulating material.
be
must be
1) must
Fig. 1)
(see Fig.
tag (see
earth tag
input sockets and earth
be
then be
must then
which must
chassis, which
the chassis,
insulated from the
chassis
amplifier chassis
power amplifier
the power
to the
separately connected to
usually
It isis usually
plug. It
octal plug.
the octal
by a spare pin on the
avoid
to avoid
and to
installation, and
the installation,
earth"
necessary to " earth
" the
pin
third pin
the third
only, the
point only,
one point
at one
be at
loops this must be
cases.
most cases.
in most
suitable in
being suitable
on the mains supply being
ADDENDUM
88-50 ""
the "" 88-50
with the
dealing with
In the previous article dealing
outpush-pull outthe push-pull
of the
balance of
the balance
amplifier, the
power amphfier,
2%.
about 2%.
be about
to be
stated to
is stated
B339 stage is
put from the B339
Megohm
the 11 Megohm
for the
necessary for
is necessary
To achieve this it is
tolerance
close tolerance
and close
equal, and
be equal,
to be
R99 to
resistors R88 and R
nearly
More nearly
used. More
be used.
therefore be
values must therefore
higher
2% higher
about 2%
is about
R 9 is
if Rg
obtainable if
perfect balance is obtainable
meter isis
comparison meter
where aa comparison
and where
in value than Rs8,, and
the
from the
selected from
be selected
can be
resistors can
available these two resistors
unimportant.
being unimportant.
value being
actual value
available stock, the actual
tolerance
5% tolerance
use 5%
to use
be to
A good compromise would be
higher
of higher
one of
the one
use the
to use
and to
for these two resistors, and
R 9•
value as Rg.
and
R 8 and
for Rs
tolerance for
5% tolerance
of 5%
use of
Apart from the use
ampliin ampliurmecessary in
are unnecessary
precautions are
R99,, the above precautions
R 39 •
control, Rag.
balance control.
the balance
fiers incorporating the

CIRCUIT
NEW MEMORY CIRCUIT
MEW
about
when about
that when
such that
oscillator such
multi-mode oscillator
THIS uses a multi-mode
continues
injected itit continues
is injected
modes is
the modes
five cycles of one of the
conditions
theoretical conditions
The theoretical
mode. The
that mode.
to oscillate in that
R.
L. R.
by L.
discussed by
are discussed
type are
this type
for stable oscillators of this
No.5
10, No.
Vol. 10,
Aplicada, Vol.
Cienca Aplicada,
de Cienca
de Gopegui in Revista de
5
delay
quartz delay
include aa quartz
oscillators include
Practical oscillators
(in Spanish). Practical
are
modes
nine
than
more than nine modes are
When more
line with 350 modes. When
An
system. An
decimal system.
the decimal
in the
be in
can be
operation can
available operation
at
operating at
model operating
tube model
wave tube
experimental travelling wave
time.
in" time.
"writing in"
reduced "writing
much reduced
34 kMc/ s offers a much
34kMc/s
JULY
WORLD, July
Wireless World,
WDRELESS
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1957
1957

Measuring and Test Gear
Measuring

NOTABLE

instruments
This review covers instruments
THIS
Society,
shown at the recent Physical Society,
exhibitions.
R.E.C.M.F. and I.E.A. exhibitions.
Meters.-In
Current and Voltage Meters.-—In
as
meters, as
ordinary moving-coil meters,
galvanolaboratory galvanodistinct from laboratory
are
meters, double-pivot suspensions are
models
usually employed; but some models
by
suspended by
shown by Turner are suspended
actually
be actually
to be
strips, and are claimed to
type.
nonnal type.
more robust than the normal
Tinsley showed miniature versions
as
such as
of laboratory instruments such
galvanometers.
potentiometers and galvanometers.
by aa factor
Sizes have been reduced by
sacrifice
of four or more without any sacrifice
mirror
the mirror
in accuracy. For example, the
Stin XX
only 5jin
galvanometer (5285) is only
4jin
2tin.
4!in x 2iin.
demonNalder and Thompson demonsubsidiary
strated some interesting subsidiary
additechniques, such as coupling an addioperate aa
to operate
as to
tional moving coil so as
angular
particular angular
contact system at a particular
this
of this
velocity of the coil. One use of
part
is to lock a meter at a particular part
read
be read
can be
of a waveform so that it can
at leisure.
Meters.-A simple freFrequency Meters.—A
introkc/s)
quency meter (5 c/s-30 kc/
s) introduced by B.T.H. uses a saturating
and
charge and
transistor amplifier to charge
cycle
each cycle
discharge a condenser on each
mean
The mean
of the input voltage. The
frethe freto the
current is proportional to
the
quency, and independent of the
signal
waveform, provided that the signal
in
twice in
passes through zero only twice
each cycle.
Techniques.-By using aa
Digital Techniques.—By
digiand digioscillator and
crystal-controlled oscillator
intervals can
tal counting techniques, intervals
one
of one
be timed to an accuracy of
input
of input
lf a series of
oscillation. If
fretheir fresignals are also counted their
Instruquency can be determined. Instruwere
ments using these principles were
shown by Racal and Cintel.
For counting very high frequencies
fre30 Mc/s aa fre1 Mc/s and 30Mc/s
between IMc/s
was
SA33 was
quency converter unit SA33
signal is
shown by Racal. The input signal
oscillamixed with the output of an oscillavaried
be varied
tor, -whose
whose frequency can be
an
to give an
from 41.5 to 69.5 Mc/s, to
0.5
40 +± 0.5
of 40
output at the first i.f. of
output
the output
Mc/s. At the same time the
is
of the variable frequency oscillator
oscillator is
to
mixed with the harmonics (1st to
oscillator
32nd) of a 1-Mc/s crystal oscillator

DESIGNS

and

AT
AT

Test

Gear

EXHIBITIONS
RECENT EXHIBITIONS
RECENT

i.f.
the second i.f.
to give an output at the
outputs
The outputs
37.5±0.15Mc/s.
of 37.5
±0.15 Mc/s. The
are
i.f.'s are
from the first and second i.f.'s
of
range of
the range
mixed to give signals in the
with
mixed with
are.mixed
2 to 3 Mc/s. These are
frea 3 Mc/s signal to give finally frequencies in the range 00 to 11 Mc/s.
be registered
These signals may then be
The
on a Racal SA21 counter. The
complicated
advantages of this complicated
any
mixing arrangement are that any
drift of the variable frequency oscilthe first
lator is cancelled out when the
also
and also
d.'s are mixed, and
and second i.f.'s
that no switching is involved.
Digital techniques were also used
exhibited
in a transistor voltmeter exhibited
Establishby the Radar Research Establishsignifimost signifiStarting from the most
ment. Starting
to
cant digit, voltages proportional to
trial
by trial
up by
successive digits are set up

Meter.
N535 High Resistance Meter.
fkco NS35
Ekco

oersteds
500 oersteds
ranges of 0 to 5, 50 or 500
of
are suitable for the measurement of
particle
or particle
fields due to television or
to
accelerator focusing magnets, or to
transformers (strays).
Measurements-Low
Resistance Measurements—Low
and
X 10-~ and
resistances between 55 X10"'
the
by the
1,200 ohms can be measured by
milli47 A milliElectronic Instruments 47A
ohmmeter. The voltage developed
by a mainsacross the component by
using
frequency supply is amplified using
phaseA phasea ""starved"
starved" amplifier. A
reduces
circuit reduces
sensitive rectifier circuit
reactance
errors due to any series reactance
At _
smaller than the resistance. Atthat
mains frequency it is unlikely that
large
be as large
any such reactance will be
inis inas this. A calibration check is
cluded.
by
bridge by
A decade Wheatstone bridge

Mirror
Tinsley 5285 Miniature Mirror
Galvanometer.

the Cintel can measure resistances from
and error. Comparison with the
indicate
O.in to 100 MO, and also indicate
whether O.Hl
inputs voltage determines whether
preor whether a resistance is within a preaccepted or
each trial digit is accepted
to
± 1% to
set tolerance (7 ranges from ±1%
rejected.
A ±25%).
- A
Magnetic Measurements. —
high
The Ekco N535 measures high
gyromagnetic
magnetometer based on gyromagnetic
10 MO by using
by resistances from 11 to 10'MO
coupling in ferrites was shown by
to
ring an electrically operated stop-watch to
ferrite ring
Newport Instruments. A fertile
charge aa
flnd the time taken to charge
saturation find
in a probe is excited to saturation
voltknown voltto a known
Any known capacitance to
by a.c. in a toroidal winding. Any
be
to be
produces aa age through the resistance to
external magnetic field produces
at measured.
wound at
voltage across a solenoid wound
wide
A wide
...,... A
Component Bridges
-rwinding.
right angles to the exciting winding.
11
any
in any
to 11 in
X lOu to
the range (at least 55 X10
to the
This voltage is proportional to
the possibility
frequency given quantity) and the
external field and at aa frequency
in
A of in situ measurement are offered in
twice the exciting frequency. A
LCR
B521 LCR
enables the new Wayne-Kerr B521
thermometer in the probe enables
standard
and standard
tem- bridge. The unknown and
corrections for temthe necessary corrections
in
three impedances are transformer fed in
The three
perature to be made. The
8
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opposition from the mains frequency
source so that when the two impedoutput
is no output
ances are equal there is
transformer
(also transformer
from the detector (also
isolacoupled). This transformer isolapermits aa
impedance permits
tion of the impedance
the
that the
three-terminal facility in that
can
points can
impedance between two points
other
be measured regardless of any other
points
impedances between these points
imThe other imand a third point. The
shunt
to shunt
pedances can be arranged to
the input and output transformers,
bridge
the bridge
and this merely reduces the
resensitivity.
Resistance and resimulactance are measurable simulcontrols.
taneously by two balance controls.
measurements
Some four-terminal measurements
these
of these
are also possible. One of
leads,
of leads,
enables the resistances of
switch
and switch
transformer windings and
elimincontacts to be almost entirely elimininand inresistances and
ated when low resistances
ductors are being measured.
D897 A bridge
The new Muirhead D897A
_3
to
w-a
measures resistances from 10
nn to
to
MD, capacitances from 11 pF to
11 MO,
to
,uF, inductances from 11 (,uH
«H to
100 i"F,
1,000 H, capacity dissipation factors
60;
to 60;
from 00 to
from 0 to 1.2, and Q's from
being
the reactive measurements being
c/s.
made at 1,000 c/s.
equal
Two neons indicate by equal
the
in the
point in
brightness the balance point
RC
Nash and Thompson small RC
to
5.0 to
, bridge. Resistances from 50
-bridge.
pF
MD and capacitances from 55 pF
500 MO
mains
at mains
each) at
,uF (3 ranges each)
to 500 /iF
Comfrequency can be measured. Comto
parison of components ((— 30% to
narrower
+ 45%) . in somewhat narrower
ranges is also possible.
Sets-There are
Transistor Test Sets—There
They
available. They
now several of these available.
S.T.C.
simple S.T.C.
range from the very simple
current
the current
74163A,
which measures the
74163A, -which
comthe comgain of p-n-p transistors in the
parat aa parmon emitter configuration at
emitter
rnA emitter
ticular working point (2 mA
volts),
collector volts),
-1.5 V collector
current, —1.5
Mullard
through the more elaborate Mullard
gain,
L264 which measures current gain,
base
zero base
d.c. collector current for zero
voltcurrent and collector turnover voltand
236 and
tage, to the complex Airmec 236
Siemans-Ediswan experimental model
Siemans-Ediswan
tranp-n-p tranof p-n-p
for all parameters of
for
107 for
sistors, and the Microcell 107
at
transistors at
both p-n-p and n-p-n transistors
various working points. The more
small
elaborate types generally use small
Radio
A Radio
signal a.f. measurements. A
the
showed the
Research station exhibit showed
current
measurement of short-circuit current
The
Me/ s. The
105 Mc/s.
gain from 11 to 105
unusual
the unusual
Bonochord test set has the
noise
enabling aa noise
additional facility of enabling
various
comparison to be made at various
)perating conditions.
cperating

voltVoltmeters-New valve voltValve Voltmeters—New
about
meters measuring down to about
and
c/s and
0.5 mV between about 55 c/s
and
Dawe and
c/ s were shown by Dawe
500 c/s
Dawe
The Dawe
by Nash and Thompson. The
to
(612) uses a square-law detector to
regardless
give a true r.m.s. reading regardless
of waveform. The upper frequency
the
in the
Me/ s in
10 Mc/s
to 10
limit is extended to
less
Bumdept
Another less
Burndept BE239.
sensitive (20 mV) Nash and Thompand
d.c. and
both d.c.
son model measures both
ImMe/ s. Im500 Mc/s.
a.c. voltages up to 500
frequency
provements in the upper frequency
versions
limit are offered in the latest versions
B.P.L.
of the Airmec (217) and B.P.L.
the
in the
(VMS53B)
(VM853B) valve voltmeters; in
latter case to 1,000 Mc/s.
(Continuous)-ProceedGenerators (Continuous)—Proceedqminlarge quaning from small to large
and
Short and
tities we start with the Short
oscilHarland low-frequency decade osciltestservo test110 c/s) for servo
lator (0.01 to 110
started
be started
ing. Oscillations may be
maximum
exactly at zero or at maximum
either exacdy
off
switched off
of the sine wave; when switched
exponentially
the amplitude decays exponentially
and
harmonic and
to zero. The total harmonic
and
0.2% and
d.c. contents are less than 0.2%
to
Up to
100 microvolts respectively. Up
availrnA are avail20 volts peak and 15 mA
able.

by
shown by
A versatile oscillator shown
or
sine or
provide sine
Furzehill (G435) can provide
between
square waves at frequencies between
freFixed fre250 kc/s. Fixed
25 c/s and 250kc/s.
are
oscillators are
quency decade RC oscillators
(accuracy
but . a calibrated (accuracy
used, butRC
incremental RC
±2%)
± 2%) variable incremental
coverage.
continuous coverage.
oscillator adds continuous
of
Internal calibration frequencies of
hartheir har10 kc/s with their
kc/s and lOkc/s
1Ikc/s
are
±0.01 %) are
monics (accurate to ±0.01%)
less
time less
provided. 11 ,u-see
u-sec (rise time
of
p.r.f.'s of
than 0.02jusec)
pulses at p.r.f.'s
0.02 ,usee) pulses
also
1,000, 1,500 or 2,000/sec are also
available.
The Muirhead D650B decade
from 11
oscillator covers frequencies from
to
10 to
steps and 10
to 11,110 c/s in 11 c/s steps
111,100 c/s
the
On the
c/ s steps. On
c/ s in 10 c/s
111,100
lower range a continuously variable
variable
lower
is
c/s is
frequency increment of 11 to 22 c/s
also available.
Elliott were showing a continuous
continuous
worksweep frequency oscillator for workin
ing between any two frequencies in
the range 20
c/s to
c/s or
or
5,000c/s
to 5,000
20c/s
the
up
rate up
any rate
at any
200 c/s to 50,000
c/s at
50,000c/s
200c/s
Wien
A Wien
to 55 octaves per minute. A
resistive
bridge oscillator is used, the resistive
The
elements being thermistors. The
and
resistances of the thermistors, and
hence the frequency of
oscillation,
of oscillation,

'-Lj:
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D/P/2 v.h.f. Signal GeneraAdvance DIPI2
tor.
Measuring
E.M.I. WM4 Miniature Measuring
Oscilloscope

S.T.C. 74I63A
74/63A Transistor Test Set.
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Left : Fleming
Left:
II47B Two
11478
Pulse Generator.

Wj

Wayne Ken
Kerr
B521 Compo652/
nent Bridge.

are varied by varying the direct current through them. Second harmonic distortion is less than 1%,
1 %, and
the sweep rate of the logarithm of
the frequency is fairly constant over
most of the frequency range.
Constancy of the output level to
within ±0.1
± 0.1 dB is a feature of the
Marconi TF1099 sweep frequency
generator for alignment of television
equipment. An oscillator is swept
over a maximum range of 60 to
to
80 Mc/
Mc/ss using a ferrite reactor
driven by a variable fraction of the
time-base sawtooth. The final swept
signal (variable up to 20 Mc/s) is
obtained by frequency changing with
60-Mc/ s local oscillator. Differa 60-Mc/s
ential response measurements to
within 0.01 dB are also possible.
The Decca MW76 is basically a
b.f.o. with a range of 10 to 200 Mc/s
in one band, obtained by beating
kly6trons together.
two X-band klystrons
Simultaneous or separate mechanical
sweeping up to ±
±50
50 Mc/s, and pulse
modulation are possible. The wide
frequency range facilitates rapid
examination of responses.
The Advance 63 a.m./f.m.
a.m./f.m~ signal
generator covers from 7.5 Mc/s to
230 Mc/s to a calibrated accuracy of
±1% . which may be checked every
±1%
55 Mc/s to ±0.01% using an internal
crystal calibrater. Amplitude modumodu'lation of 10% or 30% at 1,000
c/s,
l,OOOc/s,
and frequency modulation also at
1,000 c/s
cf s with a deviation of
± 60 kef s, or at the mains frequency
±60kc/s,
with a variable deviation up to
±
150 kc/s, are available. The new
±150kc/s,
/2 is a special version
Advance DIP
DIP/2
of the Dl/D for the alignment of
of
narrow band receivers in the range
2
2 to 190 Mc/s.
The Marconi a.m./f.m. signal
signal generator TF1064 covers 68
68
to 174 Mc/s and
and 450
450 to
to 470
470 Mc/s
Mc/s
together with a choice of five
~rystal-controlled, commonly used
orystal-controlled,
'•f. values between 450kc/s
1.f.
450 kc/s and

12.5 Mc/s.
Me/ s. Amplitude or frequency
modulation at 1,000 c/s
c/ s is available;
the a.m. depth is 20%, and alternative f.m. deviations of 5 kc/s and
25 kc/s can be obtained. A ± 100
kc/s incremental tuning system is
incorporated for bandwith measurements.
Waveforms, Ltd., were showing
two
two television pattern signal generators. In both of these simultaneous
sound and vision
Vlslon independently
adjustable in frequency are available
on Bands I and III. In the W90A
any one of the three line and three
frame modulated patterns may be
combined. The master frequency
may be unlocked from the mains
for hum checking, and the output
voltage (1
(lp.V
mV to 100 mV r.m.s. on
sound or
o.r vision) is calibrated to
±0.5 %. In the portable 405D four
±0.5%.
basic modulated patterns are available.
(Pulse).-Wide range
Generators (Pulse).—Wide
pulse generators were shown by
Wayne Kerr (X321) and Ericsson
(104A). The range of pulse lengths
in the Ericsson is 4 to 500 Msec
p.sec at
p.r.f.'s from 10 c/s to 100 kc/s, both
p.rJ.'s
continuous. In the Wayne Kerr sine
and square wave oscillations at frequencies between 50 c/s and 50 kc/s
can also be obtained.
A number of pulse generators designed for nuclear equipment testing were also shown. The Fleming
Radio (Developments), Ltd., 1147B
provides two output pulses of rise
time about 8 · m/rsec
mpsec and widths of
0.05, 0.25 or 11 /j.sec.
psec. Two crystalcontrolled oscillators trigger the
pulses at p.ri.'s
p.r.f.'s of 11 kc/s, 10 kc/s or
50 kc/s; or alternatively both pulses
may be triggered by the same oscillator. The two oscillators differ in
frequency by about 11 part in 10'
10•
so that when the pulses are
separately triggered they drift slowly
in and out of coincidence. This
mode of operation is useful for
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measuring the resolving time of coincidence units. The Fleming 1478A
a crystal-controlled
pulse
is
crystal,-controlled
generator designed to give an accurate source of 2-fisec
2- usec pulses at p.r.f.'s
from 100 kc/s down to 11 c/s in
decades. A-4-2
A-;- 2 or ±4
+ 4 switch gives
additional frequencies.
Transmitter and Receiver Test
Equipment.-A
Equipment.—A number of specialized items in this field were shown.
The Marconi test modulator HQ72
and discriminator HQ73 are designed
for distortion measurements on v.h.f.
(60-230 Mc/s), multichannel transmitting and receiving equipment.
The overall frequency response of
the two units is within +0.25
± 0.25 dB
from 10 kc/s to 200 kc/s. The distortion products are lower than —55
-55
and —
-60
dB relative to the funda60dB
mental for the second and third harmonics respectively for a deviation of
+± 300 kc/s in the range 10 to 100
kc/s. The Marconi TF1065 test set
can measure a.f. (250 c/s to 10 kc/s)
and r.f. (50 kc/s to 500 Mc/s)
powers, and f.m. deviations. Shunts
are also provided internally to convert the 50-fiA
50-pA f.s.d. panel meter
7 .range d.c. voltmeter/
into a 7-range
ammeter. Amplitude modulations up
to 100 per cent and f.m. deviations
up to +100
± 100 kc/s at modulation frequencies between 30kc/s
30 kc Is and 15kc/s
15 kc/s
·can
can be measured to better than ±5%
± 5%
in the Airmec 210. The carrier frequency range is 2.25 to 300 Mc/s.
Oscilloscopes.-A
Oscilloscopes.—A miniature (12Jin
(12tin
X 9in'X 7in) oscilloscope for teleX9imX7in)
vision servicing shown by Waveforms, Ltd. (the 302) has a response
which is 33 dB down at 6 Mc/s, the
maximum sensitivity being 0.1 volts/
em. Time-base recurrence frecm.
quencies from 0.5 c/s to 66 kc/s are
available. The Metropolitan-Vickers
miniature oscilloscope is available
for use with a.c. mains (CT52) or 28
volts d.c. (CT84).
The E.M.I. miniature oscilloscope
1
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Measuring
74169A Television Measuring
S.T.C. 74I69A
Oscilloscope.

control.
shift control.
ment is by calibrated shift
from
range isis from
The time-base range
and
msec/cm; and
50 m/zsec/cm
mp.sec/cm to 100 msec/cm;
at
pips at
marker pips
by marker
measurement is by
inmp.sec in10 m/j.scc
and 10
mp.sec and
usec, 100 m/isec
11 p.sec,
waveform
bright-up "" waveform
tervals, or by " bright-up
and
trace and
the trace
on the
starting at any point on
to
p.sec to
10 /jscc
of any duration from 10
100 msec.
at
chopping at
by chopping
Beam switching, by
at
switching at
sweep switching
l.f. and alternate sweep
Solarprototype Solarthe prototype
in the
h.f., is used in
d.c.
identical d.c.
two identical
tron CD711. The two
at
down at
Y-amplifiers
Y-amplifiers are 33 dB down
sensltlVlty
7 Mc/s,
Me/ s, the maximum sensitivity
prea.c. preAn a.c.
mV /em. An
being 100 mV/cm.
sensitivity
the sensitivity
amplifier can increase the
response
m VI em for aa response
up to 33 mV/cm
kef s.
200 kc/s.
c/ s and 200
3 dB down at 2.5 c/s
by
to +±55%
Amplitude measurement to
% by
on
possible on
is possible
control is
calibrated shift control
has
base has
time base
The time
either channel. The
from
rate from
sweep rate
( ± 5%) sweep
a calibrated (±5%)
an
and an
sec/em, and
0.3 ap.secfcm
sec/cm to 0.3 sec/cm,
sec/ em
0.3 sec/cm
from 0.3
uncalibrated range from
sec/em.
to 3 sec/cm.
and
channels and
Four independent channels
Airmec
the Airmec
in the
tubes are provided in
have
Y-amplifiers have
249. The identical Y-amplifiers
mV /em
10 mV/cm
a sensitivity range from 10
to
kc/s) to
100 kc/s)
to 100
(response 30 c/s to
Mc/s).
to 33 Mc/s).
d.c. to
3V/cm
/em (response d.c.
3V
p.sec/ em
0.33 /jsec/cm
from 0.33
Time base speeds from
Caliavailable. Calimsec/ em are available.
to 33 msec/cm
and
X and
both X
on both
brated shift controls on
Southern
Y deflections are provided. Southern
flexible
showing aa flexible
Instruments were showing
up
building up
for building
panel unit system for
The
oscilloscopes. The
multi-channel oscilloscopes.
for
tube for
monitor tube
amplifiers (with monitor
are
supplies are
power supplies
each channel) and power
actual
the actual
entirely separated from the
tube displays.
(74169A)
oscilloscope (74169A)
An elaborate oscilloscope
pulse
comprises pulse
shown by S.T.C. comprises
equipmeasuring equipamplitude and time measuring
commutelevision commument for use on television
line
and line
nication systems. Frame and
content
picture content
slope, together with picture

incorporWM4 (10JinX9|inX6^m)
(10;}in X 9'!-in X 6-!in) incorporvoltmeter
a.c./ d.c. voltmeter
ates a multi-range a.c./d.c.
measurement
which gives a direct measurement
on
gain) on
amplifier gain)
(independent of amplifier
within
to within
the displayed waveform, to
Y-amplidirect-coupled Y-ampli±5%.
± 5% . The direct-coupled
0.2
from 0.2
range from
sensitivity range
fler
fier has a sensitivity
1.5 Mc/s)
volts/cm (3dB
(3 dB down at 1.5Mc/s)
volts/em
3.5
at 3.5
down at
(3 dB down
volts/em (3dB
to 4 volts/cm
from
Mc/s). Time base frequencies from
Mc/s).
obtained.
be obtained.
7c/s
120 kc/s can be
7 c/s to 120kc/s
17has aa 17TF1159 has
The Marconi TF1159
detailed
for detailed
c.r.t. for
inch rectangular c.r.t.
demonstralecture demonstrainvestigation (or lecture
between
waveforms between
tion purposes) of waveforms
repe15 c/s and 20 kc/s.
Time-base repekc/s. Time-base
15
to
c/s to
15 c/s
from 15
tition frequencies from
55 kc/s are available.
by
shown by
Three new models were shown
oscilloradar oscillo1042A radar
Cossor. The 1042A
triggered
calibrated triggered
scope has a calibrated
from
variable from
velocity variable
time-base spot velocity
d.c.
The d.c.
msec/cm. The
p.sec/cm to 15 msec/cm.
0.5 /rsec/cm
dB
response 33 dB
Y-amplifier
Y-amplifier has a response
sensimaximum sensidown at 55 Mc/s, the maximum
ancillary
An ancillary
volt/ em. An
tivity being 11 volt/cm.
tivity
to
up to
sensitivity up
amplifier gives a sensitivity
rethe resignals, the
lOmV/cm
m VI em for l.f. signals,
10
kc/s.
at 44 kc/s.
down at
sponse being 33 dB down
pulse
for pulse
designed for
The 1065 is designed
Y-amplifier
The d.c. Y-amplifier
measurement. The
maxithe maxiMc/s the
11 Mc/s
is 3 dB down at 11
volts/em.
0.25 volts/cm.
being 0.25
mum sensitivity being
less
are less
overshoot are
The rise time and overshoot
respectively.
than 40 musec
mp.sec and 5% respectively.
velocities
The time base gives spot velocities
X
msec/ em. X
p.sec/ em to 25 msec/cm.
- from 0.2 psec/cm
to
calibrated to
and Y shift controls calibrated
'M ore
available. More
± 10 % are available.
within +10%
be
can be
measurements can
accurate time measurements
modulation
intensity modulation
obtained from intensity
of it %
accuracy of
ari accuracy
to an
dots produced to
The
oscillator. The
±5 % by a 25 Mc/s oscillator.
±5%
oscilloscope
1071K double beam d.c. oscilloscope
of
range of
Cossor range
to the Cossor
is an addition to
kit models.
measure- ,
Both time and amplitude measurepossible
are possible/?
± 2% are
ments to within ±2%
CD643. \
Solartron CD643.
in the prototype Solartron
Mc/s
15 Mc/s
to 15
The response is from d.c. to
sensitimaximum sensiti(3 dB down), the maximum
OscilloSolartron CD643 Measuring OscilloY -measurem VI em. Y-measurescope.
scope.
vity being 75 mV/cm.

comprespulse compresand synchronizing pulse
sion can be checked.
with
seen with
Two oscilloscopes were seen
permit aa
which permit
spiral time bases, which
for
usual for
than usual
longer recording time than
exNagard exThe Nagard
the same accuracy. The
the
and the
c.r.t. and
hibit used a normal c.r.t.
contrast
By contrast
c/ s. By
rotation rate was 11 c/s.
Authority
Energy Authority
the U.K. Atomic Energy
kef s
50 kc/s
showed a crystal-controlled
crystal-controlled 50
c.r.t. ·
time base, and a special c.r.t.
comAnalysers.-The comSpectrum Analysers.—The
range
the range
in the
ponents of a signal in
automatically
are automatically
c/ s to 25 kc/s are
40 c/s
on aa
deflections on
plotted as vertical deflections
sweep
at sweep
1950/2, at
c.r.t. in the E.M.I. 1950/2,
The
cfs. The
and 22 c/s.
rates between 11 c/s and
range
covers aa range
selectivity covers
4-position selectivity
response
the response
500 c/ s: the
of 50c/s
50 c/ s to 500c/s:
the
outside the
40 dB down outside
being at least 40
pass band.
wave
TF455E wave
The Marconi TF455E
between
tuned between
be tuned
analyser can be
signal
input signal
20c/s
ZOe/ s and 16 kc/s. The input
balancedin aa balancedfrequency-change d in
is frequency-changed
of
i.f. of
an i.f.
to give an
ring modulator · to
then
filter then
50 kc/s. A double-crystal filter
(response
c/ s (response
of 44 c/s
gives a selectivity of
An
tune). An
40 dB down 30 c/s off tune).
80%
to 80%
up to
detector_stage usable up
a.m. detector
and
kc/s and
100 kc/s
modulation between 100
measureenvelope measure500 Mc/s
Me/ s permits envelope
Direet
signals.
ments on r.f. signals.
Direct
posare posr.f. signals are
measurements on r.f.
Marconi
elaborate Marconi
sible on the more elaborate
between
tuned between
be tuned
OA1094. This can be
sweep
has aa sweep
3 and 30 Mc/s, and has
to
up to
c/ s up
few c/s
width variable from aa few
circuit
superhet circuit
triple superhet
30 kc/s. A triple
alternative
give alternative
and crystal filters give
and
30 and
3 dB bandwidths of 6,6, 30
from
durations from
150 c/s. Six sweep durations
available.
are available.
0.1 to 30 sec are
25
range 25
the range
v.h.f. analyser for the
A vh.f.
EnP.O. Enthe P.O.
by the
to 140 Mc/s shown by
for
designed for
gineering Department isis designed
maximum
the maximum
broad-band signals, the
centre
the centre
of the
sweep width being 50% of
minimum
frequency and the useful minimum
3 dB
Alternative 3dB
Alternative
about 11 Mc/s.
are
kc/s are
35 kc/s
bandwidths of 77 and 35
obscan isis obavailable. The frequency scan
of
polarization of
tained by varying the polarization
oscilthe oscilin the
a ferrite-cored inductor in
lator.
set
test set
S-band test
The Decca Radar S-band
measuring
MW69S incorporates a measuring
analyser.
oscilloscope and spectrum analyser.
klystron
CV2116 klystron
This latter uses a CV2116
2700
to cover frequencies ·between
between 2700
range
sweep range
Me/ s with a sweep
and 3050 Mc/s
bandwidth isis
i.f. bandwidth
Me/ s. The i.f.
up to 25 Mc/s.
microwave
100 kc/s.
An X-band microwave
Radar
the Radar
by the
spectrometer
spectrom(,:!ter shown by
tuned
uses aa tuned
Research Establishment uses
swept
mechanically swept
cavity which is mechanically
piston atat
the piston
c/ s by vibrating the
at 50 c/s
providing
other providing
one end, that at the other
high
The high
band. The
10% band.
tuning over a 10%
achieved.
is achieved.
kc/s is
resolution of 200 kc/s
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TV
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By C. G. MAYER,* O.B.E.. M.I.E.E. \
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I

RECORD

so FAR
OF ACHIEVEMENT SO

I
IIN
N the U.S. colour television came at a time when
black-and-white television was booming, and hence what
might have been regarded as a normal rate of develop~evelop
ment has tended to look slow and has even, in
ill some
quarters, been labelled as "a
•:a failure."
fa~lure." It is hoped
h~ped that
this factual status report will
w1ll bring
brmg the matter into
illtO perspective and show that colour is making good progress.
Sets Sold. During the first quarter of 1957 the
number of installations made was more than double that
of the corresponding period of 1956. The number of
dealers now selling colour sets is more than twice what
it was in 1956, and they experience no difficulty in
handling the sets with their available personnel. About
150
000 sets have been sold altogether since the large150,000
scr~en
screen models were introduced in the autumn of 1955.
Demonstrations in homes are resulting in sales in as
many as three out of four cases in some areas—proving
areas-proving
that those who see colour TV like it.
Programmes. Colour set buying has been stimulated
ever-expanding_ schedule of network
ne_twork colour proby the ever-expanding
gramming. The National Broadcasting
Broadcastmg Company has
increased its evening colour schedule by 500 per cent
over the last year. The networks are now
n~w offering close
cl<?se
With many major
to 100 hours of colour every month, with
programmes being transmitted during
duri~g prime time.
tiJ?e.
During the month of May, as a special
speCial colour drive,
dnve,
viewers in the Mid-West area had a chance to see 230
7t
hours of colour programming, with an average of 7-V
hours a day. More than half of America's 490 TV
stations are now able to broadcast in colour, and about
96 per cent of all television homes lie within range of
colour programmes. The majority of these stations rely
on network programming. NBC
NB<;: and CBS each .h~ve
have
about 140 affiliated stations equipped
eqmpped and transmitting
transmlttmg
network colour, which number represents an increase
i~~rease of
about 30% compared with a year ago. In addition
add1tlon over
100 of these stations are equipped for some form of local
colour broadcasting (slide and film) and 35 stations have
colour cameras to originate live colour programmes.
Viewers can tune-in to as much as three hours of colour
on some evenings, with at least one major colour transmission every night of the week.
.
.
Receiver Prices. The price of colour receivers is
1s
usually cited as one of the main reasons for the slower
rate of growth of colour television, but this is not borne
out by the facts. A table model
m?del set can be bought
~ought today
to?ay
for $495,
$495 which compares quite
qmte favourably with
With the prices
pnces
of black-and-white
black~and-white sets at the time when large volume
sales started to grow. Because banks are willing to
extend easier credit terms for the purchase of a colour
set
set, the payments work out almost the same as for a
bl;ck-and-white
set-about 50 cents per day. Accordblack-and-white set—about
ing to a study by a Philadelphia bank, 90% of the
present colour set buyers are people with a salary range
of $80 to $90 per week. This indicates that colour
co~our
the average
family's
is definitely not priced beyond .t~?-e
~verage _family's
Bnush incomes
illComes in
ill terms
ter?ls
reach. Relating these figures to British
of cost of living, it means that colour sets are being
be~ng
earnmg
bought by people who ·in this country would be earning
£13 to £15 per week.
There has already been a price reduaion
reduction of fully 50%
in the last 2+
in
2! years—half
years-half the period that occurred for
black-and-white sets. Colour sets are more expensive
for two reasons. First, the colour picture tube is more
costly, and second, the set requires additional
addi~onal and more
precise circuitry to deal with the colour signals. The only
tube so far in mass production is the three-gun
thre~-gun
picture mbe
shadow mask tube. Despite reports
rep01;ts that cheaper picture
P!cture
tubes are nearing
nearing. development, RCA tube engineers
engilleers
see nothing even on the horizon which would make the
present shadow mask
mask tube obsolete. There are thus
WIRELESS
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Criticisms on economic and technical grounds of
colour television,
television~ as we know it today,
today~ have
been freely ventilated in this journal. In this ·
article arguments are put forward in refutation
of some widely held opinions.
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no prospects in sight for further price reductions. In
no
fact, the outlook generally is for price increases due to
the rising cost of labour and materials.
Adjustment and Servicing. With regard to servicing
of colour sets, it can be only malicious humour and a
lively imagination which refers to the need for an M.I.T.
engineer to adjust and service every set installed. A
recent survey shows nine out of every ten colour set
owners fully satisfied with the performance and effectiveness of their sets. Less than 3% indicated any dissatisfaction because of too many service calls. Statistics
show that in the first three months, a black-and-white
set requires an average of two service calls, while for
colour sets the average has worked out at 2}
2-! calls,
including in both cases the initial installation call. Thus
there is no sensible difference in installing and servicing
black-and-white or colour sets. Actually the cost of
maintenance per dollar invested is lower for colour sets
than for black-and-white. The comprehensive service
charge in the U.K. for a 17in black-and-white set is
about £17 per year, i.e., approximately 20% of the
initial cost of the receiver. In the U.S. the comprehensive service charge for a 21in colour set is $99.50, again
20% of the initial cost. Expert colour servicing is available, since during the past three years more than 105,000
service technicians have attended " colour clinics " conducted by a travelling team of RCA service training
personnel in over 250 cities and towns.
There are no difficulties in adjusting the two extra
controls of a modem
modern colour set. The set is tuned in
the usual way to give a good black-and-white picture.
It then requires only a simple adjustment of the
""colour"
colour " knob to obtain the degree of colour desired.
Adjustment of the "hue
"hue"" knob produces the shading
and flesh tones which are most pleasing to the eye.
That is all there is to it, and in many households small
children have learned to adjust the sets without difficulty.
The Future. Within the technical standards adopted
by the Federal Communications Commission any
manufacturer can design a colour TV system. However, the only such system in use in the U.S. today is
the compatible colour system developed by RCA. It
has been suggested by people who should know better
that this system was planned basically for use with the
3-gun shadow mask tube. The fact is that any other
type of tube could be used
use~ if it were efficient
~fficie~t and
~d
economical enough to do the job,
jOb, but there 1s
mdicais no indication of any such tubes being ready for production for
at least several years. Neither has there been any evidence that such tubes would simplify set design. When
and if they do become available, there will be no need
to change the form of the signal. This was recommended by the N.T.S.C., and took into
~nto account
accorm~ the vital
need for radio spectrum conservation by making
makmg more
complete use of the existing TV channel bandwidth to
add the desired colour information.
In America colour TV is proving that it can provide
a greater and more interesting service to the public and
develop into a profitable business for broadcasters, manumat?-ufacturers
rewardillg
facturers, distributors and dealers, and a rewarding
medium for advertisers. Nothing can stop the continued
progress of colour TV, and there is surely no longer any
basis for the " colour blindness " which seems to prevail
in Britain today.
*RCA
Great Britain
Britain Ltd.
Ltd.
*RCA Great
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By "CATHODE
RAY'

A Cold Outlook for Computers

IN

J,N the issue before last, while discussing
discussing the
the time
time
mentioned that
that the
the
constants of inductive circuits, II mentioned
freed from
from resistance
resistance
only way an inductor could be freed
was by reducing its temperature to
to nearly
nearly 273
213°ocC
below zero, "which"
" which" II went
went on
on to
to remark
remark
" is inconvenient." At the time,
time, this
this was
was intended
intended
"is
to be one of those masterly understatements
understatements which
which
for which
which we
we British
British are
are
are among the few things for
example of
of the
the speed
speed
still famed. It is a striking example
that before
before
with which applied science moves on that
type they
they had
had begun
begun
the words were even set up in type
to seem almost an exaggeration. II had
had not
not barbarSociety's Exhibition,
Exhibition,
gained for this year's Physical Society's
all and
and sundry
sundry that
that
at which it was demonstrated to all
not only is liquid nitrogen handled
handled as
as nonchalantly
nonchalantly
as water but even liquid helium
helium can be
be transferred
transferred
flask as
as easily
easily as
as beer
beer from
from
from store to a suitable flask
a barrel. According to information
information freely
freely distridistributed, the N.P.L. is prepared to
to lay on
on supplies
supplies of
of
liquid helium by the litre to
to anyone interested.
interested. It
It
would hardly surprise me if, by the time
time these
these words
words
·■ were in print, someone had got on to
to the
the idea
idea of
of
duphcation of transport, by
by arranging
arranging for
for
avoiding duplication
it to be delivered with the milk.
The point, however, is not so much
much that
that now
now we
we
shall all be able to amuse our guests by
by making
making
a little bar magnet jump up and float
float over
over aa lead
lead
dish without support, for
for I suspect-though
suspect—though nothing
nothing
so sordid was actually mentioned in connection
connection with
with
the N.P.L. offer-that
offer—that this is
is not
not yet
yet part
part of
of the
the
Health Service, and money may have
have to
to be.
be paid.
paid.
What probably has more long-term significance
significance isis
the news about the cryotron, given
given in
in aa technical
technical
note on p. 232 of the May issue.
Even the proverbial schoolboy will have
have no
no diffidiffia valve,
tron " as ""a
culty in interpreting ""tron"
valve, especially
especially
one of the fancier kinds." Whatever objections
objections
the ancient Greeks might be inclined
inclined to
to lodge
lodge
against this, they would surely have
have to
to admit
admit that
that
"cryo" (from Krios=cold) was apt.
apt. For the
the cryocryotron can't begin to work until the
the temperature
temperature isis
in the region of -269°C.
—269°C. This
This isis so
so far
far
outside the realm of normal experience for
for most
most of
of
us that we may need a little time
time to
to get
get used
used to
to the
the
idea. So let us run over the
the main
main points
points about
about
in particular.
particular.
temperature, and low temperature in
In general conversation no clear distinction
distinction isis
drawn between heat and temperature. But
But in
in scienscientific usage they are analogous to charge
charge and
and voltage,
voltage,
or quantity of water and level. Heat
Heat isis aa form
form of
of
energy, and if it is imparted to
to aa body,
body, the
the temtemperature of that body rises. The
The amount
amount itit rises
rises
depends on the thermal capacity of
of the
the body,
body, just
just
as the voltage set up across a capacitor
capacitor by
by putting
putting
a given charge into it depends on the capacitance.
capacitance.
Increase of temperature is recognized
recognized by various
various
effects such as expansion of the body and
and its
its change
change
of state from solid to liquid
liquid and
and from
from liquid
liquid to
to gas,
gas,
and often by chemical changes. Because the
the bodybody—
body-consists of atoms, these effects
any body—consists
effects are
are all
all
due to increasing the energy of the
the atoms.
atoms. In
In

atoms isis stored
stored as
as
general, the energy imparted to atoms
the parts-the
parts—the
movement and arrangement of the
The highest
highest
nucleus and surrounding electrons. The
energy positions of the electrons are
are those
those farthest
farthest
energetic the
the movemovefrom the nucleus, and the more energetic
ments the greater the tendency for
for the
the atoms
atoms to
to
Without going into
into details,
details, one
one can
can
to fly apart. ~rithout
imagine how these tendencies in the invisibly
invisibly small
small
well account
account for
for the
the
structure of a material may well
various things we can see happening
happening to
to itit in
in bulk.
bulk.

Absolute Zero Temperature
reduces the
the energy
energy of
of
Conversely, withdrawing heat reduces
suppose that
that ifif all
all
the atoms, so it is natural to suppose
the energy were withdrawn the temperature
temperature could
could
go no lower, and that point might
might aptly
aptly be
be called
called
everything would
would be
be
" absolute zero." Presumably everything
activity, and
and
solid and there would be no · chemical activity,
possibihty of life. A
A long
long time
time ago
ago
therefore no possibility
it was decided from scientific evidence
evidence that
that this
this
absolute zero was at -273°
—273° ( -273.16
— 273.16°° to
to be
be more
more
exact) on the centrigrade (or Celsius)
Celsius) scale
scale (=
(=
-— 460°F). This is the obvious 'logical
logical zero
zero point
point
for a scientific temperature scale.
scale. For
For instance,
instance,

p 4-00
- 100

WATER BOILS
- 350

- 50
_ -300

COMFORTABLE
ROOM TEMPERATURE
WATER FREEZES
AMMONIA LIQUEFIE5\: - 250
MERCURY FREEZES

AMMONIA FREEZES - 200
METHYL ALCOHOL
FREEZES
-150

-0
- -so
--I00
- -150

OXYGEN LIQUEFIES, -100
NITROGEN LIQUEFIES,/
NITROGEN FREEZES,^
OXYGEN FREEZES-.
HYDROGEN LIQUEFIES, - 50
HYDROGEN FREEZESA
HELIUM LIQUEFIES^:
ABSOLUTE ZERO - 0

- —200
- -250
- -273

Fig. I. Comparison of three temperature scales, showing
some of the more important " milestones."
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internally generated circuit noise is proportional to
to
is
the temperature above absolute zero, or (as it is
called) absolute temperature. It is expressed in
in
degrees the same size as centigrade degrees, so to
convert a temperature on the centigrade scale to
•. To distinguish
the absolute scale just add 273
273°.
temperatures reckoned from absolute zero from
from
those reckoned from centigrade zero the letter K
K
melts at
at
(for Kelvin) is substituted for C. So ice melts
273 "K
°K (at normal atmosorz and water boils at 373 "K
pheric pressure). Fig. 1 shows some other points
points
on the temperature scales.
Since absolute zero was established, there has
been intense competition among scientists to get
there. Or, rather, as near it as possible; for,
for, like
like
a perfect vacuum, it can be approached but
but not
not
reached. I don't know the very latest figure,
figure, but
but
0.001 'K
orz 0 was attained a year or two ago, and
K was reckoned to be practicable in the
the
0.000001 orz
not too distant future. Looking at Fig. 1, and
and thinkthinking that such an elaborate machine as the domestic
" fridge"
very little way
way
fridge " is needed to drop the very
from room temperature to just below water freezing
freezing
point, you may well wonder how such an enormous
depth of temperature is reached. Clearly, the lower
one goes the more difficult it gets, for the surroundsurroundings become relatively hotter. Solid air in
in an
an
ordinary room is like the proverbial snowflake in
in
hell.
The full story, of course, is a long one; but the
the
basis for most of it is the fact that when a gas
gas
expands it does work and therefore loses energy, so
so
its temperature drops. This can be felt
felt when one
one
lets down the pressure of an over-inflated tyre
tyre by
by
opening the valve. The coldness of the blast of
air is the converse of the warmth the pump acquires
when it is used to compress air into the tyre.
By compressing air to something of the order
order
of 200 atmospheres, cooling it by air that has already
already
been greatly cooled by expansion, and then
then allowing
the cooled high-pressure air to expand, aa proporproportion is liquefied. Liquid air can then be
he used to
to
bring hydrogen to the point where it can be
be liqueliquefied by a similar technique; and hydrogen in
in turn
turn
can be used as the starting point for
for liquefying
liquefying
helium. Or the whole thing may be done in two
two
stages. It is now quite commercial.
At the liquid helium stage everything else is
is solid,
solid,
so to go lower an entirely different technique
technique is
is
that when
when
necessary. The principle employed is that
certain magnetizable salts (such as iron ammonium
alum) are magnetized they genetate
generate heat. This
This is
is
removed by contact with liquid heJium;
helium; contact is
is
then broken, and the magnetizing field
field is cut off.
off.
i5 used up in the process, and as the salt canHeat is
cannot get it from its surroundings it drops in
in temtemperature.
Unexpected Behaviour
One of the most interesting things about explorexploration of low temperatures has been seeing whether
things turned out as expected. It was expected that
that
one by one all gases would liquefy and
and then
then solidify,
solidify,
and that was just what happened. (Except that
that in
in
order to solidify helium it is necessary to apply
at least 25 atmospheres pressure.) The thing
thing we
we
are concerned about just now. however, is electrical
that
resistance, and from the start it was realized that
that would not be straightforward. Whereas the

I
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Fig. 2,
2; This relative
resistivity curve for copper looks as if it
v,ery
were heading for a very
low value—possibly
value-possibly zero
—ot
a bso/ ute zero
-at absolute
temperature. But it
would be quite wrong
to assume that as a
fact.
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Fig. 3. This low-temperature end of the resistivity curve for mercury
also looks (down to
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heading for zero at
zero temperature, but
in fact it drops straight
there at 4.IS°K.
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low resistance of metals becomes even lower as
they are made colder, the moderate resistance of
of
carbon and the higher resistances of semi-conductors
and insulators increase. Various themies
theories were put
forward to account for this, and had to be modified
or abandoned as the curves were plotted to lower
lower
and lower temperatures.
Even metals showed strange anomalies; copper for
for
example (Fig. 2) decreases steadily to about onetenth of its resistance at O"C;
(TC; then at about soorz
50°K
°K it
the rate of fall-off greatly increases, and at 15
15°K
it
three-hundredth.. All
All the
is down to about one three-hundredth
curves for metals, however, seemed down to that
that
point to be heading steadily towardso some very
small value—possibly
zero—at 0°K.
0 K. An
An exexvalue-possibly even zero-at
perimenter, baffled in his efforts to lower the temtemperature any farther, might have been tempted to
was no
dot in his curves accordingly. There was
theoretical reason for expecting otherwise.
But in 1911 Kamerlingh Onnes, obtaining experimental data on the low-temperature resistance of
mercury wire, made the astonishing discovery that at
at
4.15
"K the resistance suddenly disappeared
disappeared altoalto4.15oK
gether, as in Fig. 3. He thereby provided a classic
example of how wrong one can be to guess the last
bit. .,
little bit.
This , state of having no resistance is called superconductivity, and the temperature at which it comes
comes
into force is the transition temperature. The
The transitransition temperatures of 21 metal§
metals and numerous alloys
alloys
r K downhave been found, extending from about 117"K
conwards. One might reasonably expect the most conductive metals—silver,
gold—to be
be
metals-silver, copper and gold-to
among the first to turn superconductive. So far
far
from fulfilling this expectation, however, not one of
of
them has become superconductive at all, even down
down
at 0.05
°K. On the contrary, with almost human per0.05°K.
versity the curve for copper (Fig. 2) suddenly
reverses and ends with a turn-up. Some other
metals level off to a constant low resistance.
These are only a few of many examples of how
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Fig. 4. The idea of lines of force being elastic transversely
helps one to visualize why a bar magnet floats above a
superconducting lead bowl, which has zero
zero magnetic permeability.
about electrical resistance seems to
to go
everything abou~
c<;>mpletely haywire at very low temperatures. It
completely
It is
difficult enough to make atomic theory cover all the
facts about resistance even at other temperatures.
temperatures.
A very few specialists claim to have low-temperature
resistance theories*, but I must ask to be excused
from expounding them. Most people, II am sure
sure,
will be prepared to let theories pass, so long as prac~
practical benefits are obtainable. Before going on to
to
them, however, we ought to consider some of the
the
·
implications of zero resistance.
My reference to superconductivity in the May
issue was by way of pointing out that although the
charge could be retained on a capacitor while
switching it from one circuit to another-by
another—by simply
open-circuiting it-the
it—the current couldn't be kept
flowing for long in an inductor at ordinary temperatures by short-circuiting it (which is the "dual"
" dual"
counterpart of the open-circuited capacitor), because
because
that didn't reduce its resistance to anything like zero.
But at liquid helium temperatures it is commonplace. The best-known thing about Onnes was that
he kept current flowing in a lead ring without any
e.m.f., not just for the time required to switch it, but
for days. In a more recent experiment at the
the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology a current of
hundreds of amps in such a ring was still going
strong after two years
years!! Since the time constant of
an inductive circuit is L/R, making R=O
R=0 raises it
to infinity.
When considering skin effect in the November
1953 issue we r<;:ached
reached the conclusion that the tentendency for current to flow at the surface rather than
than
elf at a lower frethe core of a conductor shows its·
itself
frequency the lower the resistance of the conductor.
The logical conclusion is that with zero resistance
skin effect appears at zero frequency. And that is
in fact so. Even d.c. is found to be all within a few
few
millionths of a centimetre of the surface. It follows
follows
too that high-frequency currents in superconductors
ue subject to super-skin-effect. Notwithstanding
ire
this, at 10 Mc/s the resistance still seems to
to be
~:ero. But at 1,000 Mc/s there is appreciable
zero.
resistance.
resistance..
Another feature of superconductivity, known as
:he Meissner effect, is that the metal becomes perthe
See for
* See
for example
example two
two books:
books :
by D
Shoenberg (Cambridge
""Superconductivity,"
Superconductivity," by
D.. Shoenberg
(Cambridge University
University
Press, 1952).
1952).
Press,
Superfluids "
" Vol.
Vol. 1,
by F.
"•• Superfluids
1, by
(Chapman && Hall,
Hall, 1950).
1950).
F . London
London (Chapman

fectly diamagnetic; that is to say its permeability is
zero, so no magnetic flux can pass through it. Just
as a magnet
~agnet attracts substances which have a permeability greater than 11 and which therefore increase the total magnetic flux, it repels substances
with a permeability less than 1, which unless removed
would reduce the amount of flux. Hence the
success of the floating magnet experiment. Those
who find the idea of elastic lines of force helpful will
no doubt picture them forcing the magnet up from
the superconductor, as in Fig. 44..
. This absence
ab~ence of magnetic flux in a superconductor
ues up With
ties
with the absence of current in its interior
interior.
In an ordinary conductor, the interior parts of th~
the
current give rise to some magnetic flux within the
the
conductor.
A neat
for demonstrating the effect is
~eat experiment f~r
wmd a copper coil toroidally around a lead
to wind
cylinder, as in Fig. 5. _ Above the transition temperature for
through the coil sets up
fo~ lead, current passed t~rough
magnetic flux around the cylmder;
cylinder; in other words
words,
the coil is inductive, and a galvanometer connected
in a secondary winding shows the usual inductive
If,
" kick" when current is switched on and off. If
while current
flowing, the lead is rendered super~
superc~rrent is flowin¥",
conductive, the expulsiOn
expulsion of flux from it causes a
"kick," just as if the current had been switched off.
Then, when the current is switched off there is no
the coil ~s.
is already non-inductive. One way
kick, for .the
of
?f detecting
detectmg transition to and from superconductivity
is to note the sudden change in inductance of a coil
coil,
IS
or in . mutual
at
mut~al inductance between coils placed a~
opposite sides of the tube containing the liquid
helium superconductifier.
Practical Applications
There are lots of other entertaining things about
superconductivity, but it is time to get down to
to the
practical benefits, if any. Even with all the modern
conveniences mentioned ~t
at the beginning, it may be
felt that
tha! such
su.ch benefits will have to be good if they
are to justify
JUStify the trouble of maintaining temperatures within a few degrees of absolute zero.
One attractive prospect is the near-elimination of
-circuit
circuit noise, for it is noise that sets the limit to useuseful amplification. However, it is not worth while
while
going to much trouble to · eliminate circuit noise so
long as valve noise carries on regardless. Obviously
valve heaters and liquidhelium
liquid helium are not going to work
well
'Yell together. But what about transistors? They
hke to be kept cool! No doubt, but the semi-conlike
ductors of which they are composed increase greatly
in resistance,
resi~tance, while noise is not reduced; so the net
IS unhelpful.
result is
Another imaginable benefit is the raising of tunedcircuit Q to unheard-of figures. It has been
repo~t~d
reported that by abolishing resistance by superconductivity, Qs of the order of 10,000,000 have been
observed. But who wants them? There are more
more
convenient methods, such as crystals or positive
feedback, for getting all the sharpness of resonance
one can use.
What about making an electrical generator small
enough to go into a flask of liquid helium but
(because of its zero resistance) giving unlimited
current output? That certainly would be economically worth while even if low-temperature techniques
were more difficult than they now ar·
are.
an
e. But an
obvious snag is that a miniature generator would be
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limited in the mechanical torque that
that could
could be
be
giving way.
way. A
A less
less
applied without something giving
obvious snag is that another low-temperat
low-temperature
ure
phenomenon steps in and strictly limits
limits the
the amount
amount
of current'that
current' that can be passed through
through the
the superconsuperconductors.
ductors, The current inevitably creates
creates aa magnetic
magnetic
field, and if the field is strong enough it
it destroys
destroys the
the
superconducti
vity, so that is that. This was
superconductivity,
was strikstrikingly demonstrated in an experiment
experiment with
with superconsuperconducting tin (which has a transition temperature of
of
3.73 oK)
°K) which suddenly melted (505 oK)
°K) when the
the
current flowing through it exceeded the critical
critical
amount and its resistance was restored.
Although this magnetic effect squashes the pocket
power-station idea, it opens up promising new possibilities. Fig. 6 shows how the transition t·temperature
e mperature
of lead, for example, is lowered by magnetic field.
field.
At 4.2
4.2°K
°K (the boiling point of helium) a fairly
fairly strong
field (about 550 gauss) is needed to destroy
destroy the
the
superconducti
vity. But at 7° only about 40 gauss
superconductivity.
gauss
is needed, so a comparatively small current flowing
flowing
through a coil around a lead wire can control a large
large
current flowing through the wire. This is
is the
the basis
basis
of the cryotron.
In so far as "" tron
tron"" suggests the proportional
kind of control that is a feature
feature of most other
other
devices so designated, it is misleading, for the curve
in Fig. 6 is a clear-cut and abrupt boundary between
resistance and no-resistance. So the cryotron is most
closely akin to the ordinary on-off relay. Another
Another
point of resemblance is that when "on" it can pass
current either way, and (again unlike other "trans")
" trons ")
it depends only on the strength and not the direction
of the control current. But it has two practical
advantages over the electro-magne
electro-magnetic
is
tic relay: it is
far smaller; .and
and the controlling coil can have zero
zero
resistance, so requires no power.
These qualities are outstandingly valuable in digital computers, which consist mainly of vast quantiquanti\Ve have all seen the impressive
ties of on-off relays. We
impressive
bulk, cost and power consumption of the
the major
major

Fig. 5. Toroidal coil wound
on a lead core; the coil
suddenly becomes noninductive when the lead
becomes superconductive.
superconductive .

N

';;;"

Fig. 6. Curve showing
how the transition temtemperature of lead isis
lowered by a magnetic
field. At 4.2° (the
boiling point of helium)
is
aa considerable field is
needed to restore the
metal's resistance.
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computers; if all that could be
be reduced
reduced to
to about
about
one cubic foot and run on half aa watt
watt total
total (which
(which
is what we are told can
can be done
done by
by using
using cryotrons)
cryotrons)
the auxiliary low-temperature
gear should
should more
more than
than
low-temperat ure gear
pay its way.
The piece of wire whose
whose superconduct
superconductivity
is
ivity is
off by
by the
the control
control coil
coil is
is called
called the
the
switched on and off
lead is
is not
not aa very
very suitable
suitable
gate, and Fig. 6 shows that lead
metal for it. The simplest way
way of
of maintaining
maintaining aa
is by
by means
means of
of aa liquid
liquid that
that
given low temperature is
The only
only liquid
liquid that
that
boils at that temperature. The
boils within the supercon_
superconductivity
range is
is helium,
helium.
d uctivity range
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two
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work at
at any
any temperature
temperature so
so
so in practice one can work
At that
that temperature
temperature an
an undesirundesirlong as it is 4.2°K!
4.2 oK! At
current is
is needed
needed to
to cut
cut off
off the
the
ably large control current
superconduct
ivity of lead. Tantalum, though expensuperconductivity
expenbecause its
its transition
transition
sive, is much more convenient, because
temperature starts at 4.4
4.4°K,
in Fig.
Fig. 7.
7.
oK, as shown in

Something to Nothing
Cryotrons described by the inventor* consist
consist of
of one
one
inch of 0.009-in (about 34
34 s.w.g.)
s.w.g.) bare
bare tantalum
tantalum
wire surrounded by a single layer · of 0.003-in (about
(about
44-)- s.w.g.) insulated niobium wire
wire as
as control
control coil.
coil.
44-!
The rather discriminating choice
choice of
of niobium
niobium was
was
presumably on the ground of its exceptionally high
high
transition temperature (see Fig. 7) which ensures
ensures
that it is superconduct
superconducting
As regards
regards
ing all the time. As
this, I suppose lead would be good
good enough,
enough, but
but
trying to handle it in the form of 44-!-gauge
44)-gauge insuinsulated wire might make it more expensive
expensive even
even than
than
niobium!
At first thought it might seem that the
the resistance
resistance of
of
an inch of wire at such a low temperature (being
(being only
only
a small fraction of its resistance at
at ordinary
ordinary temperatemperature) was already so low that switching it
it to
to zero
zero
by cutting off current through the control coil
coil
wouldn't make much difference-ce
difference—certainly
to
rtainly not to
be compared with the change made by
by parting
parting the
the
contacts of an ordinary relay. But aa second
second thought
thought
should reveal that the two things are quite
quite comcomparable, one being in fact the " dual" of
of the
the other.
other.
Passing control current through an
an ordinary
ordinary relay
relay
reduces the current .flowing via its contacts from
from
something to nothing. Cutting off control current
current
through a cryotron reduces the voltage across . its
its
gate element from something to nothing. No
No matter
matter
how low the resistance of a cryotron gate
gate when
when
control current is on, a superconduct
superconducting
gate in
in
ing gate
parallel with it is an infinite shunt which
which will
will
prevent any current flowing through the first.
first.
A very simple example of this is a circuit conconThe Cryotron—a
Ccyotron-a Superconductive
* " The
Computer Component,"
Component,"
Superconductive Computer
by D.
D. A. Buck.
Buck. Proc.
Proc. I.R.E., April
by
1956, p.p. 482.
482.
April 1956,
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sisiting of two cryotrons in series with one another,
gate and coil being transposed as in Fig. 8. If this
arrangement were in series with a path passing
more than what in bureaucratic circles would be
called the minimum desuperconductancizing current, that current could pass through one or other
of the parallel paths shown, but not both. For whichever control coil it was passing through would cut
off current in the other path, thereby ensuring
superconductivity throughout its own.
This
arrangement is, in fact, a bistable trigger circuit,
equivalent to the Eccles & Jordan valve relay (but
how much simpler!); one of the basic devices used
in digital computers*.
Just as a bistable valve system can be made to
flip over by injecting a voltage pulse into it, so a
cryotron could presumably be flipped by passing a
current pulse through a reverse coil around the
" closed" gate. For some reason not stated, but
possibly to do with avoiding inductive coupling,
the inventor prefers to use separate gates for triggering, as in Fig. 9. The action is a little more
subtle than one might suppose. Assume that the
upper path is passing current. Then everything is
superconductive except G33.• Now pass a current
pulse through the coil connected to Om,
Oin, sufficient to
make G00 resistive. Both paths now have resistive
gates, so I divides more or less equally between
them and having been designed to be less than twice
the strength needed to affect the gates it is no longer
sufficient to make Gj
G 3 resistive. The lower path
therefore passes the whole of I, which renders G22
resistive, so keeping the upper path closed when
the triggering pulse ends. The circuit will remain
in the new state until a trigger pulse is applied to lm.
lin·
Such a system is not much use in computers
* Called
Called in
in America
America aa flip-flop,
flip-flop, but
but in
in Britain
Britain that
that term
term is
is
for monostable
monostable or
or self-return
self-return systems.
systems.
reserved for

Fig. 8. Two cryotrons in transposed series
series connection,
connection,
forming aa bistable trigger circuit. For clearness
clearness the control
gate " wires instead of
coils are shown beside the ""gate
of wound
around them as they actually are.
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Fig. 9. Two more
more cryotrons added to Fig. 8 to
to enable the
the
circuit to
to be
be triggere
triggere dinto either state
state by
by current
current pulses
pulses
applied to Oin or II in.
'm.

- +-+~: : : . .1o-:~:::Q•Q.NO:r:-:_-:_~•G•z----,o~I
~
1

..

A 1.. A
Fig. 10. Two more
more cryotrons
cryotrons added
added to
to Fig.
Fig. 99 to
to enable
enable the
the
current pulses to
to Oin and IIin to
to switch aa current
current ii to
to either
either
Oout or lout.
Iout.

unless it can switch an independent circuit; and Fig.
10 shows how another couple of cryotrons are connected to switch a current i to either Oout
Oout or llout.
0I1t.
And so
And
so aa complete
complete binary
binary computer
computer element
element is
is proprovided. Thanks to the compactness of the cryotrons,
a ten-digit multiplication table ,can, it is said, among
other facilities, be built into the one-cubic foot computer already mentioned. If you are well versed in
computers you will know what that means, and if
not it is too late to start explaining now.

MARINE RADAR
RADAR TRACK
TRACK INDICATOR
INDICATOR

MARINE

A NEW control unit has been designed for use with

M™
Marconi Quo Vadis XII and Radiolocator IV systems
which allows immediate selection of three types of radar
presentation-north stabilized
stabilized, ship's head up, or track
indication. The first two of these provide the usual
displays
anchor bearmgs,
displays-anchor
bearings, for example, can be quickly
m -j

Marconi Indicator fitted to
to Radiolocator
Radio/ocator IV equipment.
equipment.

obtained from the first, ,nl
and bOW
bow angles
or relative bear■nEle■ "
ings from the tiSf"
second.
The
third
of
these
disnlays
shows
true
The third of these displays shows true as
as distinct
distinct from
from
relative
relative motions.
motions. . The
The course
course and
and speed
speed of
of the
the observing
observing
vessel,
and
also
independently
the
tidal
drift
are
vessel, and also independently the tidal drift are fed
fed
through
through the
the control
control unit
unit to
to the
the centre
centre of
of the
the p.p.i.,
p.p.i., so
so
that it moves along the ship's course. True
True motions
motions
of
of the
the various
various objects
objects are
are therefore
therefore seen
seen on
on the
the screen;
screen;
and in particular
particular those
those which
which are
are stationary,
stationary, such
such as
as
buoys and light-ships, will remain so on
on the
the screen.
screen.
On the shorter
tail"
shorter ranges
ranges the
the c.r.t.
c.r.t. after-glow
after-glow gives
gives aa ""tail"
behind moving objects.
When the observer ship's
ship's position
position reaches
reaches aa suitable
suitable
selected distance from
from the
the edge
edge of
of the
the screen
screen aa warning
warning
note indicates that
that the
the display
display requires
requires re-setting.
re-setting. A
A
compass stabilized bearing indicator, which takes the
the
form of a dotted line
line (to
(to distinguish
distinguish it
it from
from the
the full
full line
line
heading marker) radiating
heading
radiating from
from the
the observing
observing ship's
ship's
position, is available. If
If this
this is
is set
set to
to cut
cut an
an object
object on
on
the display the true bearing of this object can be
be read
read
off on the scale provided.
"Transistor Communications Receiver."—In
Receiver."-In the
description of this instrument on page 281
description
281 of
of the
the June
June
issue the prices given were incorrect. The
The "Homer"
"Homer "
receiver now costs
costs £39
£39 and
and the
the "Heron"
" Heron " d.f.
d.f. aerial
aerial
£14 12s.
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the
with the
Ferrites with
New Microwave Ferrftes
controllable
of controllable
desirable properties of
dilow disaturation magnetization, low
reof redegree of
high degree
electric loss, and high
by
developed by
producibility have been developed
Telephone
Bell Telephone
G . Van Uitert, of Bell
L. G.
described
already described
Laboratories. As already
components
in Wireless World, ferrite components
perform
inserted into waveguides can perform
by
functions by
circuit functions
quite complex circuit
resonance
utilizing ferromagnetic resonance
Decemand other phenomena (see Decemnew
The new
ber, 1956, issue, p. 595). The
magnesium,
materials are essentially magnesium,
or
ferritess or
manganese, aluminium ferrite
with aa
nickel manganese ferrite with
replacing
small amount of copper replacing
nickel.
or nickel.
some of the magnesium or
quantiproper quantiThe addition of the proper
the
to the
m,anganese to
ties of copper and manganese
from
advantageous from
basic ferrite is advantageous
increasBy increasview. By
several points of view.
mixture,
the mixture,
of the
ing the reactivity of
firing
copper decreases the necessary firing
100°C.
temperature by at least
least 100°C.
rethis reconditions this
comparable conditions
Under comnarable
improved
porosity and improved
sults in lower porosity
The
material. The
uniformity in the fired material.
elecdecreases elecmanganese addition decreases
the
hence the
trical conductivity and hence
porosity
low porosity
dielectric losses in these low
with
materials. Microwave ferrites with
are
magnetizations are
low saturation magnetizations
magof
modification of magobtained by the modification
magsaturation magnesium ferrite. The saturation
debe decan be
netization of this ferrite can
substiby substiway by
controlled way
creased in a controlled
the
of the
part of
tuting aluminium for a part
compounded
materials compounded
iron. While materials
satisfacbasically satisfacare basically
in this fashion are
makes itit
nature makes
tory, their refractory nature
magnetic
the magnetic
difficult to reproduce the
microfor many microproperties required for
copper
added copper
wave applications. The added
also
and also
minimizes this difficulty, and
temperaCurie temperaincreases slightly the Curie
magsaturation magture for comparable saturation
netization.
consisting
Twin-Triode
Twin-T riode Transistor consisting
common
with aa common
of two n-p-n units, with
the
forming the
piece of germanium forming
of
collector of
the collector
emitter of one and the
by
developed by
the other, has been developed
The
General Electric in the U.S.A. The
of
left of
top left
the top
structure is shown at the

graphical
the graphical
the illustration, while the
below.
circuit below.
symbol appears in the circuit
the
reduce the
to reduce
The idea is, of course, to
broadcast
sound broadcast
cost of transistor sound
the
of the
two of
using two
receivers, and a set using
four
of four
tetra-junction units in place
place of
in
described in
ordinary transistors was described
Electronics.
the April, 1957, issue of Electronics.
as
circuit, as
the circuit,
end " of the
The "front end"
trantetra-junction transhown, uses a tetra-junction
freautodyne fresistor to provide an autodyne
pmplifier.
quency changer and an i.f. amplifier.
series,
in series,
are in
Since the two structures are
voltage isis
supply .voltage
twice the normal supply
two
uses two
receiver uses
required and the receiver
their
with their
series with
4.5-V batteries in -series
comthe comAs the
centre point earthed. As
tetra-junction
mon element of the tetra-junction
sections
two sections
the two
transistor is earthed the
half
top half
the top
function independently, the
earthed-emitter
as a common-emitter earthed-emitter
as aa
half as
lower half
stage and the lower
collector
earthed-- collector
common - emitter earthed
commontrantetra-junction transtage. The other tetra-junction
comas aa comused as
sistor in the set is used
audio
and audio
bined second i.f. stage and
driver stage.
high
of high
Printing of
Metal-screen Circuit Printing
rewas reaccuracy and consistency was
&
Gordon &
by Gordon
cently demonstrated by
screen
Germari screen
Gotch on a new German
designed
specially designed
printing machine specially
printScreen printfor this type of work. Screen
and
simple and
ing with a stencil is a very simple
heavy
convenient method of laying aa heavy
the
on the
ink on
acid-resistant ink
deposit of acid-resistant
the
when the
but when
copper to be etched, but
the
used the
is used
traditional silk screen
screen is
very
not very
is not
registration is
accuracy of registration
however,
machine, however,
high. The new machine,
with aa
screen with
uses a metal gauze screen
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by
made by
it, made
to it,
metal stencil bonded to
is
This is
The Royal Mint Refinery. This
tightened
and tightened
stretched over a frame and
round
by means of an inflatable tube round
the
which the
by which
edges-a system by
the edges—a
round
all round
equalized all
applied tension is equalized
Apart
stretching. Apart
to give very even stretching.
the
stability, the
from its dimensional stability,
way
this way
in this
metal screen stretched in
elasticity
greater elasticity
has the advantage of greater

msm

than the normal silk screen when
the
when the
with
through itit with
ink is being pressed through
the
that the
the squeegee. This means that
work
the work
from the
screen springs away from
has
squeegee has
immediately after the squeegee
for
time for
no time
is no
passed on, and there is
from
away from
slur away
the ink to drift and slur
steel
Stainless steel
the required pattern. Stainless
be
can be
cheaper) can
or bronze (which is cheaper)
printing
While printing
used for the screens. While
comheld comis held
is taking place the work is
machine
the machine
bed of the
fiat on the bed
pletely flat
system.
suction system.
by a powerful air suction
agents
sole agents
Gordon & Gotch are the sole
the
for the
Ireland for
in the U.K. and Ireland
Siebby Siebmade by
machine, which is made
Holzschuher.
druckgerate von Holzschuher,
has
Accelerator has
Linear Accelerator
Industrial ·Linear
giving
been built by Mullard for giving
radiographic
high-energy X-rays for radiographic
examination of large metal
specimens.
metal specimens.
MeV,
Despite its high energy of 55 MeV,
over
of over
and the large X-ray output of
metre,
at 11 metre,
500 roentgens per minute at
of
diameter of
has a diameter
the electron beam has
target.
the target.
only 2mm when it strikes the
the
of the
Moreover, the polar diagram of
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mercially for use in magnetic
magnetic tape
tape
The types
types
data storage systems. The
shown in the illustration
illustration (from
(from the
the
Data Recording Instrument
Instrument ComComand 44 tracks
tracks
pany) are for 10, 88 and
respectively. They give aa track
track
0.03in, with aa separation
separation
width of O.OBin,
between centres of 0.06in. The
The pole
pole
the
with the
face has 0.2in in contact with

output tends to be flatter than
than is
is nornormally associated with such
such aa high
high
energy beam because of a magnetic
magnetic
focusing device in
in the
the X-ray
X-ray head.
head.
Another feature of the
the machine
machine isis
its high degree of mobility—a
mobility-a desirdesirable thing when dealing with
with bulky
bulky
specimens. The X-ray
X-ray head
head itself
itself
rotates, while the
the whole machine
machine can
can
be tilted from vertical to horizontal,
horizontal,
turned laterally through 180°,
180°, raised
raised
or lowered 8ft, and
apd is mounted
mounted on
on
an overhead rail to permit
permit transverse
transverse
and longitudinal movements.
movements.

?1agnetic
~ape, while the gap
gap length
length
magnetic tape,
1s
0.0004m-a figure determined
determined
is 0.0004in—a
curve.
from the frequency response curve.
The bias current required
required is
is 8mA
8mA
r.m.s. and the recording current 1mA
lmA
(lOrnA for tape
tape saturation).
saturation).
r.m.s. (10mA
Output on replay is 0.25mV
0.25mV r.m.s.
r.m.s.
at lOkc/s with high tape
tape speeds
speeds in
in
the region of 100 inches per
per second.
second.

""Television"
Television " Electric-Field
Electric-Field MapMapper for high-speed plotting
plotting of
of
an electrolytic
electrolytic
analogue fields
:qelds in an
B. Burtt
Burtt and
and · J.J.
tank, built by R. B.
to be
be made
made
Willis, enables changes to
results to
to be
be
Irradiated-Polythene Encapsulation
Encapsulation in the tank and the results
moving picpicof small components is possible
possible by
by seen immediately as a moving
It avoids
avoids the
the
using extruded
extruded ture on a c.r.t. raster. It
a simple method using
of the
the
The inside
inside extreme slowness and tedium of
sleeving of this material. The
plotting equiequidiameter of the sleeving, initially
initially i-A- traditional method of plotting
probe has
has
irradiation, be
be en-,
en- , potential lines (in which aa probe
inch, can, after irradiation,
tank), and
and
inch or
or more
more to be moved about in the tank),
larged while cold to Jt inch
in l/25th
1/25th
Upon a complete field is mapped in
to fit over the components. Upon
135-150oC, itit
momentary heating to 135-150°C,
original i-in
-A--in
attempts to return to its original
inside diameter and so effectively
effectively
encapsulates the component.
component. IrradiIrradiated polythene is, of
of course,
course, well
well
SECOHDART EMISSION
known for its ability to
to withstand
withstand
ordinary
higher temperatures than ordinary
also free
free
untreated polythene. It isis also
from stress cracking in the presence
presence
of detergents and has increased
increased reresistance to the action of hydrocarhydrocarstrength and
and abraabrabons. Tensile strength
sion resistance are both
both improved.
improved.
The irradiated polythene
polythene insulation
insulation
of a new equipment wire
wire recently
recently
Cable Works
Works
introduced by Mersey Cable
the encapsulation
encapsulation
(who also supply the
maximum continuous
continuous
sleeving) has a maximum
operating temperature of 100
lOOoC
and
°C and
operating temperature
temperature
a short-term operating
of about 150°C. Whereas 0normal
normal
tank is
is built
built on
on
polythene melts at about 115
115 oC,
C, the
the of a second. The tank
tube as
as shown,
shown
irradiated version is
is merely
merely concon- the screen of a c.r. tube
signal from
from a~
substance at
at · and a 100-V carrier signal
verted to a rubber-like substance
across
75-kc/ss oscillator is applied across
this temperature and is
is claimed
claimed to
to 75-kc/
the seconseconhave some useful strength
strength even
even up
up it. This signal modulates the
dary emission current
current returning
returning
to 450
450°C.
"C.
the final
final anode,
anode,
from the screen to the
which acts as a collector.
collector. After
After
carrier signal
signal isis
Heads of
of amplification the carrier
Data Magnetic Recording Heads
envelope is
is aa lowlowmultiple concon- detected and its envelope
high precision and multiple
by the
the
struction are now being made
made corncom- frequency waveform produced by

scanning of the pattern of
of equi.
equipotential lines in the tank.
tank. This
This l.f.
1f
waveform
waveform. is then
tht;n divided up
up into
int~
seven equipotential
s~ve~
eqmp?tent1al values by
by trigger
trigger
c1rcuns., which
wh1ch apply corresponding
corresponding
circuits,
darkening pulses to the grid of
of the
the
darkemng
display tube. The timebases genergenerate a line scan frequency of
of 3,000c/s
3,000cfs
~nd a frame frequency
freq~ency of 25c/s,
25c/ s, givgivand
JUSt over
over 100
100 lines.
lines
mg a · raster of just
ing
Full details and examples
examples of
of field
field
May, 1957,
1957,
?1aps
maps appeared in the May,
of Scientific
Scientific
1ssue
issue of the Journal of
Instruments.
device
Electronic Photo Printer isis aa device
working . on a feedback
workitW
feedba~ principle
principle
~or
pnntmg photographic negatives
negatives
for printing
m
the maximum
maximum
in such a way that the
obtained regardregardpossible detail is obtained
exposure.
less of the amount of exposure.
comquite comNormally, of course, it isis quite
mon for a negative to have
have too
too great
great
the printing
printing
a range of densities for the
paper to reproduce all the
the detail.
detail
This is overcome in the
the electronic
electroni~
c.r. tube
tube
machine by using a scanning c.r.
as the
the
with a television-type raster as
and aa photophotoprinting light source, and
the transmitted
transmitted
cell for picking up the
light to give a signal for controlling
controlling
the brightness of the c.r. tube.
tube. Thus
Thus
areas of
of the
the
when the less dense areas
feedback
negative are scanned the feedback
printing light
light to
to be
be
signal causes the printing
more dense
dense
reduced and when the more
areas are scanned the
the light
light isis ininshows the
the
creased. The illustration shows
the CinemaCinemaproduction model of the
Television equipment which
which was
was
origina.lly
our June,
June,
originally described in our
1956, issue
Issue (p. 272). E.M.I.
E.M.I. ElecElecsecured the
the
tronics have recently secured
rights to manufacture in
in this
this councounprinter made
made
try an electronic photo printer
LogEtronics.
by the American firm LogEtronics.
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Transis tor Circuit Symbo ls

Transistor

Circuit

Symbols

M.l.£.£.
M.A •• M.I.E.E.
COOKE-YARBOROUGH,* M.A.,
By £. H. COOKE-YARBOROUGH,*

represent
to represent
used to
I. OR several years the
symbols used
the symbols
FOR
to
subject to
been subject
have been
diagrams have
circuit diagrams
transistors in circuit
has
Ray " has
" Cathode Ray"
discussion. "Cathode
of discussion.
a good deal of
pointing
in pointing
servicet in
therefore performed a valuable
valuable servicef
which
symbols which
circuit symbols
transistor circuit
out the need to use transistor
junction
and junction
point -contact and
distinguish between point-contact
symbols
various symbols
the various
transistors, and in tabulating
tabulating the
distinction.
this distinction.
make this
to make
which have been used to
compelmore compeleven more
perhaps even
There is a further, and
and perhaps
clearly
distinctionisisclearly
this distinction
that this
ensuring that
ling, reason for ensuring
difference
important difference
most important
made. Probably the most
elecpurely electransistor isis aa purely
between the two kinds of
of transistor

ChapFig. I. (a) G.B.B Chapp-n-p
for aa p-n-p
lin's symbol for
transistor; (b) " Cathode
-symbol
Ray's " proposed symbol
(inverted).
(a)

-(b)

juncof aa juncgain of
current gain
emitter current
the emitter
one: while the
trical one;
of aa
that of
one, that
than one,
less than
normally less
tion transistor is normally
Thus
one. Thus
exceeds one.
normally exceeds
transistor normally
point-contact transistor
base
and base
emitter and
the emitter
between the
~hase relationship between
the phase
that
to that
opposite to
is opposite
transistor is
junction transistor
currents of a junction
many
of many
action of
The action
transistor. The
of a point-contact transistor.
underreadily underbe readily
therefore be
cannot therefore
transistor circuits cannot
type
which type
clearly which
shows clearly
diagram shows
stood unless the diagram
of transistor is used.
transistor
junction transistor
the junction
rejects the
Ray " rejects
Cathode Ray"
""Cathode
in
been in
has been
which has
Chaplin,:j: which
by Chaplin,^
symbol proposed by
suphe supbut he
years, but
some years,
for some
general use at Harwell for
article)
his article)
of his
Fig. 33 of
in Fig.
(illustrated in
ports a symbol (illustrated
p-n-p
for aa p-n-p
symbol for
Chaplin's symbol
which differs from Chaplin's
respects.
three respects.
in three
only in
l(a)) only
junction transistor (Fig. 1(a))
moment
the moment
for the
and ifif for
polarity, and
of polarity,
The first is that of
Ray's"
turning ""Cathode
by turning
question by
we avoid this question
Cathode Ray's
"
have
we have
Chaplin's, we
as Chaplin's,
up as
way up
symbol the same way
l(b).
Fig. 1(b).
angle
the angle
now the
are now
differences are
The only significant differences
the
join the
leads join
collector leads
and collector
emitter and
at which the emitter
at
symbol.
the symbol.
enclose the
to enclose
circle to
of a circle
base and the use of
the
minor; the
relatively minor;
are relatively
These two differences are
leads
collector leads
and collector
emitter and
the emitter
joining the
reasons for joining
prevent
to prevent
first, to
are, first,
45 o are,
of 45°
to the base at an angle of
result ifif
might result
which might
confusion, which
possible visual confusion,
continuous
on aa continuous
lie on
to lie
appear to
emitter and collector appear
the
with the
link with
provide aa link
to provide
second, to
.straight
straight line, and second,
collecand collecemitter and
the emitter
where the
point-contact symbol, where
circle
The circle
45 o. The
of 45"'.
angle of
an angle
at an
base at
join the base
tor also join
the
When the
choice. When
individual choice.
can easily be left to individual
boldly
symbol isis boldly
transistor symbol
the transistor
and the
circuit is simple and
but ifif
superfluous, but
be superfluous,
to be
drawn the circle appears to
transistors,
many transistors,
containing many
complex, containing
the circuit is complex,
circle isis
the circle
small, the
therefore small,
and the symbols are therefore
undoubtedly helpful.
indivito indiviconcessions to
small concessions
these small
If one accepts these
Harwell.
Establishment, Harwell.
Research Establishment,
* Atomic
Energy Research
Atomic Energy
1957.
Apcil 1957.
194-198.!.April
I'P· 194-198,
Wirel~s World, pp.
Ray," Wirei&ss
t ""Cathode
Cathode Ray,"
1955.
liiO'Y. 1955.
118, Noy.
p. 7«8,
B, p.
Part B,
I .B.B. Part
t:j: G.
Proc. l.B.B,
Olaplin, Proc.
B. Chaplin,
B. B.
G. B.

ambiguity
to ambiguity
lead to
to lead
likely to
is likely
which is
dualism, none of which
symbol
p-n-p symbol
Chaplin's p-n-p
or misunderstanding, then
then Chaplin's
to
amount to
Ray" amount
and that advocated by
" Cathode Ray"
by "Cathode
polarity).
for polarity).
(except for
thing (except
the same thing
practically the
use
the use
for the
support for
considerable support
There is already considerable
Such aa
sort. Such
this sort.
of this
symbol of
of a junction transistor
transistor symbol
departUniversity departone University
least one
at least
by at
symbol is in use by
organization,
industrial organization,
ment, by at least one
large industrial
one large
establishresearch establishGovernment research
and by
by at least three Government
prepapers prethe papers
of the
one of
but one
all but
ments. Moreover, all
Convention
Computer Convention
I.E.E. Computer
the I.E.E.
sented last year at the
sort.
this sort.
of this
symbols of
transistor symbols
used junction
junction transistor
distinguishing
of distinguishing
question of
Turning now to the
the question
one
and one
base and
n-type base
an n-type
with an
between a transistor
transistor with
the
of the
direction of
the direction
of the
reversal of
with a p-type base,
base, reversal
provide
to provide
appear to
itself appear
by itself
emitter arrow does not by
supview isis supThis view
distinction. This
an obvious enough distinction.
the
of the
152 of
page 152
on page
diagram on
circuit diagram
ported by the circuit
appears.
article appears.
Ray's " article
issue in which " Cathode
Cathode Ray's"
to
hard to
quite hard
transistor isis quite
n-p-n transistor
Here the single n-p-n
draws
caption draws
the caption
that the
fact that
recognise, despite the fact
distinction
obvious distinction
more obvious
Some more
attention to it. Some
Chaplin,
by Chaplin,
used by
that used
and that
desirable, and
therefore seems desirable,
appears
2, appears
Fig. 2,
of Fig.
symbol of
the symbol
in the
which is shown in
n-type
the n-type
trouble, the
save trouble,
to save
if, to
Even if,
to be logical. Even
" Cathode
in "Cathode
as in
line as
thin line
by aa thin
base is represented by
to
difficult to
too difficult
be too
not be
should not
Ray's" Fig. 33 (a), itit should
p-type
when aa p-type
rectangle when
make the base an open rectangle
base is being represented.
polarity
the polarity
of the
question of
the question
This brings us to the
Cathode
As "" Cathode
diagrams. As
circuit diagrams.
convention used in circuit
nearly
circuits, nearly
valve circuits,
in valve
has, in
this has,
Ray " points out, this
negative
line, negative
earth line,
the earth
above the
always been ""positive
positive above
whether
uncertain whether
seems uncertain
Ray" seems
"Cathode Ray"
below." "Cathode
transistor
in transistor
used in
be used
should be
convention should
the same convention

Fig. 2.
Fig.

n-p-n
an n-p-n
(or an
symbal for
Chaplin's
Chaplin"s symbol

transistor.
transistor.

1

_
_)

argument
often-heard argument
the often-heard
circuits, and puts forward the
easier
makes itit easier
convention makes
up" convention
that a "negative up"
circuits
valve circuits
between valve
parallels between
to parallels
to draw attention
attention to
and transistor circuits.
~impli
circuits isis simplitransistor circuits
of transistor
True, the teaching of
valve
and valve
these and
between these
similarities between
fied if the similarities
choose aa
to choose
right to
is itit right
but is
out, but
circuits are brought out,
to
out to
sets out
deliberately sets
polarity convention which
which deliberately
valves
between valves
difference between
obscure a most important difference
to
lead to
only lead
will only
This will
and p-n-p transistors? This
truly
in truly
Admittedly in
on. Admittedly
later on.
greater difficulties later
about
much about
worry much
to worry
have to
not have
linear circuits we do not
class-B
consider class-B
to consider
come to
we come
polarities, but when we
an
in an
overloading in
of overloading
effect~ of
the effects
amplifiers or the
positive
whether aa positive
wondering whether
amplifier, we begin wondering
collector
decrease collector
or decrease
increase or
base voltage will increase
starts.
trouble starts.
the trouble
current, and here the
for
still, for
trouble still,
worse trouble
in worse
are in
circuits we are
In pulse circuits
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such diagrams often
often include
include sketches
sketches of
of waveforms.
waveforms.
If a circuit diagram
diagram is
is made
made "negative
" negative up,"
up," what
what
convention is to be
be used
used for
for the
the waveforms?
waveforms? If
If
these are made " negative
negative up
up "" also,
also, we
we must
must reverse
reverse
the connections of our
our oscilloscopes
oscilloscopes and
and many
many of
of
us must reverse some
some connections
connections in
in our
our minds!
minds!
One even encounters
encounters transistor
transistor pulse
pulse circuit
circuit
diagrams, using a ""negative
negative up
" convention,
up"
convention, which
which
include waveform diagrams whose
whose polarity
polarity isis not
not
indicated, but which turns
turns out
out on
on inspection
inspection to
to be
be
"positive up." Presumably
Presumably itit is
is possible
possible to
to school
school
oneself to correlate ""positive
positive up
up "" waveforms
waveforms with
with
a "negative up"
up " circuit
circuit diagram,
diagram, but
but are
are such
such
mental gymnastics really
really necessary?
necessary? Can
Can itit be
be said
said
that they help the student?
student? When
When p-n-p
p-n-p and
and n-p-n
n-p-n
transistors are mixed,
mixed, the
the last
last shred
shred of
of justification
justification
for a "negative
" negative up"
up " convention
convention disappears.
disappears.
It does seem, therefore,
therefore; that
that there
there isis aa strong
strong
case for keeping to the
the "negative
" negative down"
down" polarity
polarity
convention already established
established with
with valve
valve circuits
circuits
and accepting the fact that
that the
the newcomer
newcomer to
to trantransistor circuits may at
at first
first be
be aa little
little shocked
shocked by
by
seeing the earth line at
at the
the top
top of
of the
the diagram
diagram and
and
the rest of the circuit "" underground."
underground." As
As "" Cathode
Cathode

Ray , suggests, this blow
Ray"
blow can
can be
be softened
softened by
by rereferring initially to
to n-p-n
n-p-n transistors.
transistors.
Last, but not least, we must consider
consider the
the current
current
recommendations of the British
British Standards
Standards InstituInstitution. So far as the polarity
polarity convention
convention isis concerned,
concerned,
there already exists
exists aa B.S.I,
B.S.I. recommendation
recommendation for
for
"positive up, negative
negative down."
down." With
With regard
regard to
to
symbols, the writer is in
in no
no position
position to
to speak
speak for
for
B.S.I. but itit is
the B.S.I,
is not
not difficult
difficult to
to see
see why
why the
the
"point-contact"
" point-contact" symbol
symbol is
is at
at present
present recommended
recommended
for both types of transistor.
transistor. To
To quote
quote from
from aa letter
letter
written by the late L.
L. H.
H. Bainbridge-Bell,
Bainbridge-Bell, "B.S.I,
"B.S.I.
exists to standardize
standardize usage
usage and
and not
not to
to invent
invent
symbols." Now "usage"
"usage" is
is determined
determined ultimately
ultimately
not by committees but
but by
by everybody
everybody concerned
concerned with
with
transistor circuits. Already
Already many
many people
people are
are using
using
symbols like
junction transistor symbols
like those
those of
of Fig.
Fig. 1.1. We
We
need not worry too
too much
much about
about the
the odd
odd details,
details,
but if enough people
people subscribe
subscribe to
to the
the view
view that
that
a symbol of this sort
sort is
is the
the right
right one
one for
for junction
junction
transistors and that circuit
circuit diagrams
diagrams should
should be
be
drawn " negative down,"
down," then
then this
this can
can quickly
quickly
become "usage,"
" usage," to
to the
the ultimate
ultimate advantage
advantage of
of all
all
who work with transistor circuits.
circuits.
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Using Post-detector
Post-detecto~ Selectivity,
Selectivity, by
by R.
R. V.
V. Harvey,
Harvey, B,Sc.,
B.Sc.,
A.M.I.E.E., and
and J.
J. G.
G. Spencer.
G. F. Newell, A.M.LE.E.,
Spencer. B.B.C.
B.B.C. En~n
The Instrument Directory
Directory and
and Buyer's
Buyer's Guide.
Guide. 1957
1957
Monograph No.
No. 66 describes
gineering Monograph
describes measuring
measuring
edition covers all types (including
(including electronic)
electronic) of
of industrial
industrial
equipment, and discusses gain
gain in
in signal-to-noise
signal-to-noise ratio
ratio
instruments. Pp. 244. Price
Price 10s.
lOs. United
United Trade
Trade Press,
Press,
obt;ained
type of
of circuit.
circuit. Pp.
obtained by using this type
Pp. 26;
26; Figs.
Figs. 19.
19.
Square, London,
Ltd., 9, Gough Square,
London, E.C.4.
E.C.4.
Engineering Training in
in the
the B.B.C.,
B.B.C., by
by K.
K. R.
R. Sturley,
Sturley,
Metal Industry Handbook and
and Directory.
Directory. 1957
1957 edition
edition
Ph.D., M.I.E.E. - B.B.C.
B.B.C. Engineering
Engineering Monograph
Monograph No.
No. 11
11
covers metal and alloy
alloy properties,
properties, general
general data
data and
and
organization, types
types of
of training
training and
describes organization,
and facilities
facilities
tables and various directories.
directories. Pp.
Pp. 566.
566. Price
Price 15s.
lSs.
available. Pp. 24;
24; Figs.
Figs. 9.
9.
Iliffe and Sons, Ltd., Dorset
Dorset House,
House, Stamford
Stamford Street,
Street,
An Improved "Roving Eye,"
Eye,., by
by T.
T. Worswick,
London, S.E.I.
Worswick, M.Sc.,
S.E.l.
M.Sc.,
A.M.I.E.E., and G. W. H.
H. Larkby.
Larkby. B.B.C.
A.M.LE.E.,
B.B.C. Engineering
Engineering
Handbook, 1957
The Radio Amateur's Handbook,
1957 edition;
edition; by
by the
the
Monograph No. 12
12 gives full
full details
details of
of cameras,
cameras, radio
radio
technical staff of the A.R.R.L.
A.R.R.L. Comprehensive
Comprehensive manual
manual
equipment and vehicle in
in this
this second
second design;
design; and
and also
also
for the radio amateur, explaining
explaining basic
basic radio
radio principles,
principles,
includes a new method of
of providing
providing "" in-shot"
in-shot., warning
warning
current operating procedure,
procedure, layout
layout of
of stations
stations and
and
for television operators.
operators. Pp.
Pp. 20;
20; Figs.
Figs. 11.
11.
design and construction of
of aerials
aerials and
and equipment
equipment for
for all
all
The above B.B.C. Monographs are
are each
each priced
priced 5s,
Ss, and
and
Pp. 608, including
including 32
amateur bands. Pp.
32 pp.
pp. of
of tabulated
tabulated
can be obtained from B.B.C.
B.B.C. Publications,
Publications, 35,
35, MaryleMarylevalve and transistor data;
data; over
over 1,350
1,350 illustrations.
illustrations. ObObbone High Street, London,
London, W.l.
W.l.
Modern Book
tainable from The Modern
Book Co.,
Co., 19-23,
19-23, Praed
Pra~d
to Printed
Printed Circuits,
Introduction to
Circuits, by
by R.
R. L.
L. Swiggett.
Swiggett.
Street, London, W.2, or from
from the
the R.S.G.B.,
R.S.G.B., New
New Ruskin
RusJ?n
Describes construction, components,
components, assembly
assembly and
and serserHouse, Little Russell Street,
Street, London,
London, W.C.I;
W.C.l; price
pnce
vicing of various basic types
types of
of printed
printed circuit.
circuit. Pp.
Pp. 98;
98;
32s 6d (34s by post).
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Instruments
Electronics
ond Automation
Instruments

Electronics

and

SOME
THE

Automation

INTERESTING
INTERESTING

OLYMPIA

ITEMS
ITEMS

FROM
FROM

EXHIBITION
EXHIBITION
" 950" transistor
transistor digital
Metropolitan-Vickers "950"
digital computer.
computer.

A T an exhibition
exhibition primarily
primarily directed
directed
j\.T
at the user of electronic
electronic instruments
instruments
and devices one
one would
would not
not necesneceslarge number
number
sarily expect to find aa large
of new and advanced
advanced techniques,
techniques.
plenty of
of wellwellThere were, in fact, plenty
at the
the recent
recent
established products at
had previously
previously
I.E.A. Show which had
more restricted
restricted
appeared in other, more
exhibitions. It
It must
must be
be remembered
remembered
electronics technician
technician
that things the electronics
years may
may still
still
has known about for years
the potential
potential user
user
be quite novel to the
public.
and the general public.
mind, Wireless World
With this in mind.
selective in
in its
its review
review
has been fairly selective
itemof the Show, and the following itemrestricted to
to things
things of
of
ized report is restricted
interest which
outstanding technical interest
which
previously described
described
have not been previously
in the journal.
journal. Laboratory
Laboratory test
test ininand at
struments shown at this and
at the
the
R.E.C.M.F.
Physical Society's and R.E.C.M.F.

exhibitions
exhibitions are
are dealt
dealt with
with elsewhere
elsewhere
the issue.
issue.
inin the
Transistor
Transistor Digital
Digital Computer,
Computer, the
the
ppear ^in Britain
first to aappear
Britain in
in commercommercial form,
form, was
was shown
shown by
by AletropoliMetropoli.vickers. ItIt isis aa serial
tan
tan-Vickers.
serial binary
binary
machine
based
on
a
magnetic
machine based on a magnetic drum
drum
storage
storage system
system which
which provides
provides aa
;n store
f 44,096
095 «c<words
" (of
ma
main
store 0of
words"
(of 32
32
binary
binary digits
digits each)
each) and
and various
various regisregisg
g
e
tive
ters
en ra
ters workin
working on
on the
the reregenerative
principle
read "
prL'lciple (the
(the output
output from
from aa ""read"
:n„ fed
hhead
ad be
k ttorh
being
fed bback
the«"record
record»"
head
head onT
on the sLefrack)
same track). The
The torn
drum
also generates
generates the
the basic
basic clock
clock pulse
pulse
also
frequency .of
of 57kc/s.
57kc/ s. The
frequency
The transistransistorized arithmetic
arithmetic circuits
circuits are
are
torized
mounted on
on plug-in
plug-in printed-circuit
printed-circuit
mounted
boards. Point
Point transistors,
tr:;msis,tors, using
using the
the
boards.
well-known regenerative
regenerative switch-over
switch-over
well-known
action, provide
provide the
the two-state
two-state eleeleaction,
ments, while
while junction
junction transistors
ments,
transistors are
are
used for
for inverter
inverter and
and power
power ampliampliused

S.
T. C. ".. Zebra
Zebra"
computer with
with doors
doors open
S.T.C.
" digital computer
open showing
showing the
the magnetic
magnetic
desk isis on
on the
the left.
left.
drum store. The control desk
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fier
fier circuits.
circuits. The
The logical
logical gates
gates for
for
performing
performingthe
thebinary
binaryarithmetic
arithmeticare
are
constructed
constructed from
from point-contact
point-contact didi ...
0 e
d s. These
odes.
These basic
basic arithmetic
arithmetic eleelements
ments are
are organized
organized into
into an
an adderaddersu
btractor unit
subtractor
unit(using
(usinga aregenerative
regenerative
trac < 011
ru
' on the ^drum
m asas a a two-word
track
two-word
accumulating
register)
and
accumulating
register)
and aa multimultiplier whic
h itself
plier which
itselfincludes
includesthe
themultimultiplicand
plicandregister.
register. The
Thecontrol
controlsystem
system
for orderin
g
the
sequence
of
arithfor ordering
the
sequence
of
arithmetic 0 era
P tions isisactuated
metic operations
actuatedby
bycoded
coded
instructions
instructionsofofthe
thetwo-address
two-addresstype,
type.
Th
^ and the
These,
the actual
actual numbers
numbers for
for
computation, are
are fed
fed into
into the
themachmachcomputation,
ineby
byfive-hole
five-holepunched
punchedpaper
papertape,
tape.
tne
Outputdata
dataalso
alsoappears
appearson
onpunched
punched
Output
ta
can
tape
canhe
beprinted
printedautomatically
automatically
Pe oror
on
age
on aa Ppage.
Basic-Instruction Computer,
Basic-Instruction
Computer, a a
digital machine
digital
machine shown
shown by
by Standard
Standard
Telephones,
Telephones, has
has been
been designed
designed inin
collaboration
collaboration with
with the
the Netherlands
Netherlands
P.T.T. and is based on
on logical
logical prinprinciples devised by
by Prof,
Prof. van
van der
der Pol.
Pol.
The instruction code is built
built up
up from
from
"operational
" operational"" digits, each
each of
of which
which
actuates a basic logical
logical operation
operation in
in
the machine.
machine. This allows
allows more
more
flexible programming than
than in
in comcomputers where the code
code is
is restricted
restricted to
to
a small number of predetermined
predetermined
operations and also simplifies
simplifies the
the
arithmetic and control
control circuitry.
circuitry.
Again, the computer is aa serial
serial binary
binary
dock-pulse fretype, working at aa clock-pulse
frequency of 128kc/s
128kc/s and based
based on
on aa
magnetic drum store with aa capacity
capacity
"words" (of
of 8,192 "words"
(of 33
33 binary
binary
digits each). Symmetrical
Symmetrical junction
junction
transistors are used
used for
for switching
switching
of the
the drum.
drum.
between the tracks of
provides the
the input
Punched tape provides
input and
and
output media
media (with
(with the
the alternative
alternative
output
direct page
page printing
printingfor
forthe
theoutoutofof direct
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control
and control
arithmetic and
put). The arithmetic
and
Qiodes and
crystal diodes
circuits, using crystal
as
constructed as
are constructed
thermionic valves, are
inserwith inserplug..in functional units with
plug-in
the
and the
valves, and
tion handles
handl·es over the valves,
are
them are
between them
interconnections between
panels
printed-circuit panels
made by large printed-circuit
of
feature of
unu-sual feature
An unusual
at the rear. · An
wrapof wrapuse of
the use
the construction
co.nstruetion is the
plug-in
the plug-in
on the
ped-joint oonneotions
connections on
connections
soldered connections
units instead of soldered
the
from the
borrowed from
—a . technique borrowed
-a
excllanges.
manufacture of telephone exchanges.
shown
Computer shown
Decimal Digital Computer
simple
by Southern Instruments isis aa simple
can
which can
machine which
inexpens.iye machine
and inexpensive
ele<:tronic
fast electronic
be considered as aa fast
Priincalculator. Primversion of a desk calculator.
calcuengineering calcuarily intended for engineering
registers
storag.e registers
lations, it has storage
tubes,
Dekatron tubes,
of Dekatron
consisting of rows of
12
of 12
capacity of
each register having a capacity
operaArithmetic operadecimal digits. Arithmetic
accumulating
in accumulating
tions are performed in
tiom
numbers
and numbers
type, and
registers of this type,
formparallel form—
are transferred in parallel
simulmove simuldigits move
the digits
that is, all the
The
bus-bars. The
taneously on multiple bus-bars.
actual
the actual
switching which performs the
conwhole conthe whole
transfer, and indeed
indeed the
computer, isis
the computer,
trol sequence of the
relays,
electromechanical relays,
done by electromechanical
speed
the speed
limits the
and this, of course, limits
numof aa numoperation . . The transfer of
of operation.
include
necessary include
ber, which can if necessary
another
with another
addition or subtraction with
milliseconds.
180 milliseconds.
number, takes 180
take
Multiplication and division
division take
however, itit
several seconds. Later, however,
will
speeds will
is expected that higher speeds
switchelectronic switchbe obtained when electronic
the
in the
feeding in
For feeding
used. for
ing is used,
instructions,
numbers and coded instructions,
Manual
provided. Manual
three facilities are provided.
used
be used
can be
operation of a keyboard can
prono prowhere no
tor single calculations where
for
plug-board
gramming is involved; a plug-board

speed
high speed
the high
calcula- width) and runs at the
for calculaplay for
can be brought into play
speed
This speed
steps-the of 100 inches per second. This
100 steps—the
tions requiring up to 100
access
the access
of is necessary to reduce the
patterns of
rows of plugs setting up patterns
sequenin aa sequeninherent in
in time to data inherent
scanned in
are scanned
connections which are
the
also the
i.'s also
storage-as is
while tial method of storage—as
unit; while
programme unit;
sequence by a programme
mechanism
whenever · fast start/stop/reverse mechanism
punched tape is employed whenever
milli'to millithan 10
repeated which operates in less than
be repeated
a programme has to be
electro-pneumatic
An electro-pneumatic
data. seconds.
input data.
different input
many times with different
mechanism,
this mechanism,
is aa system is used for this
Correction is
Continuous Drift Correction
sudden
into sudden
brought into
in the tape being brought
amplifiers in
new feature of the d.c. amplifiers
by
capstans
driving
contact
with
the
driving
capstans
by
anaelectronic
the general-purpose electronic anathe
in the
holes in
Short air suction .through holes
by Short
made by
logue computer made
deal capstans.
good deal
A good
Harland. A
Brothers and Harland.
radar
for radar
Line, for
Variable Delay Line,
with
done with
is done
computation is
of analogue computation
purposes,
other purposes,
signal simulation
simulation and other
being -signal
results being
repetitive operation (the results
It
Mullard. It
by Milliard.
c.r.t.) was demonstrated by
on aa c.r.t.)
continuously on
displayed continuously
variable
continuously variable
correction isis has a delay continuously
and here the drift correction
and
microseconds and
intervals from 25 to 330 microseconds
the intervals
normally applied during the
centre
on aa centre
8Mc/ s on
between a bandwidth of 8Mc/s
between solutions (i.e., between
Mercury isis
15Mc/ s. Mercury
.o f 15Mc/s.
With frequency of
timebase). With
strokes of the c.r.t. timebase).
the
and the
compu- used as the delay medium and
shot " compucontinuous or " single shot"
ultrasonic
into ultrasonic
amplifier signals are converted into
d.c. amplifier
the d.c.
tation, however, the
transcrystal transof energy by a quartz crystal
periods of
may be in operation for periods
it.
through it.
technique ducer for transmission through
this technique
several minutes, and this
crystals
and The sending and receiving crystals
Short and
The Short
cannot be used. The
transand transby side, and
an are mounted side by
uses an
Harland method, then, uses
other isis
the other
to the
con- mission from one to
which con. auxiliary a.c. amplifier which
reflector
comer reflector
drift 'voltage
the drift
tinuously samples the
voltage effected by a corner
driven
piston driven
correcting mounted on a sliding piston
and applies appropriate correcting
which
of which
position of
connected by a lead screw, the position
signals. This amplifier isis connected
delay. ·
of delay.
computing determines the amount of
the computing
in cascade with the
such
is such
screw is
lead screw
being The pitch of the lead
is being
integration is
amplifier when integration
to aa
corresponds to
automatically that one revolution corresponds
performed, but isis automatically
microseconds.
lO microseconds.
for delay change of 10
connection for
parallel connection
switched into parallel
addiin addicontains, in
avoid The complete unit contains,
to avoid
being to
adding—the
adding-the idea being
input
proper, input
line proper,
introduce tion to the delay line
could introduce
phase shift which could
suppower supand output amplifiers, power
operation.
errors into the adding operation.
and
motor and
Velodyne motor
for plies, and a Velodyne
Storage, for
Magnetic-Tape Data Storage,
screw
lead screw
the lead
has amplifier for driving the
applications, has
digital computing applications,
posis posoperation is
over (although manual operation
capacity over
large capacity
the advantage of large
unit
Velodyne unit
The Velodyne
machine sible as well). The
new machine
other methods, and a new
an
either an
by either
1t · can be controlled by
accommodate IJ
will accommodate
shown by Pye will
shoWn
and
voltage and
internal voltage
in aa external or an internal
channel in
million binary digits per channel
change
of change
rate of
density it gives a maximum rate
at aa density
tape at
2,400-ft spool of tape
per
microseconds per
tape of delay of 33 microseconds
The tape
the inch. The
of 100 pulses to the
f-inch second.
on i-inch
channels on
will take eight channels
radio
by radio
Telemetering Heartbeats by
t-inch
on f-inch
width (or four channels on

Mir

'**■
r>

unit
amplifier unit
Drift-corrected d.c. amplifier
analogue
from the Short and Harland analogue
computer.

...

Deciplex '"
Southern Instruments " Deciplex
decimal digital calculator.
JULY
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Electronic digital weighing system
system (E.M.I.
(E.M.I. Electronics)
Electronics) with
with automatic
automatic "print
"print out"
out on
on
the right.

Above;
Above : Pye magnetic tape
data storage equipment.

Right : Variable ultrasonic
Right:
(Muliard).
delay line (Mullard).

vigorous
from
rom a person engaged
engaged in
in vigorous
demonstrate d by
activity
ictivity was demonstrated
by the
the
Ministry
Ministry of Supply as a means
means of
of
testing
;esting clothing for
for soldiers-th
soldiers—thee
heart
leart rate being used to
to establish
establish the
the
exhaustion
exhaustion limit of the subject.
subject.
Electrical
Electrical activity from the
the surface
surface
both heartof
of the body, containing both
heartmuscle
-nuscle potentials and voltages from
from
other
other muscles, is taken from
from three
three
areas and amplified. The amplified
amplified
signals are then fed into
into aa coincicoincidence gate circuit so that
that only
only the
the
to all
all
electrical activity common to
at of the · heart-is
channels-th
channels—that
heart—is
transaccepted for pulsing the radio transion of
mitter. Discriminat
Discrimination
of the
the rerequired potentials is, in -fact,
fact, very
very
difficult, and · to assist the process
process aa
used in which
regenerative circuit is Used
the coincidence gate output is fed
fed
back to the input of the system.
system.
When the gate output is of large
th€ gain round
enough amplitude the
round the
the
loop is sufficient to start an a.f.

displacemen t of the disc and
angular displacement
and
hence to the measured weight. These
These
pulses are counted by _aa Dekatron
Dekatron
counter which has bi-directiona
bi-directionall proproperties; the digitizer rotating in
in the
the
weight " direction causes
" increasing weight"
causes
the glow discharges to move clockclock■*14
wise and in the " decreasing weight
weight ""
direction causes them to move anticlockwise. The damped mechanical
oscillation when the weighing
machine is settling down produces
correspondi ng fluctuation in
a corresponding
in the
the
count, and it is the cessation:
cessation of
of this
this
oscillation which allows the Dekaoscillation
tron count to be ""read
read out"
out" as
as true
true
weight to the automatic typewriter.
typewriter.
In the Elliott electrical weighing
weighing
system, which has been applied in
in
s,
crane load weighers, weighbridge
weighbridges,
~tc., the distortion of a
a ring
ring isis
oscillation, and the final result isis to
to etc.,
resistance
produce a short " pip " of tone when- measured by means of resistance
on aa
ever a heartbeat potential is detected. strain gauges. Direct reading on
given - by a self-balancin
self-balancingg
The radio transmitter i-iss a tiny
tiny twotwo- dial is given'
valve unit weighing only 3-!oz
Sfoz and
and bridge.
operating on 40Mc/s c.w. Its oscillaMachine Tool Control involving
grid-modula ted by the
tor is grid-modulated
the "pips
" pips "" direct measurement
measuremen t of the position
position
of a.f. tone.
the ideal
of the work table is the
ideal method
method
elaborate and
and
-Electronic Weighing system shown but can become quite elabLiate
kco Type Ell7
E117
by E.M.I. Electronics indicates
indicates aa expensive. In the -EEkco
required isis
measured weight in digital ·pulse
pulse system the equipment required
form which can be used for
for direct
direct simplified by controlling the rotation
on existing
existing machmachprinting on an automatic typewriter of the lead screws on
driving the
the
or for triggering other processes
processes in
in ines. Electric motors driving
controlled . by
by
an automation system (e.g., when
when the
the lead screws are controlled
countefs which record complete
weight reaches a certain value). A
A counters
360°o . master
master
conventional
has revolutions and by 360
conventiona l weighing machine has
conjunction with
potentiomet ers in conjunctio,n
optical"" digitizer."
an optical
digitizer " (a
(a commutator
commutator .· potentiometers
disc with black and white
white graduagradua- Wheatstone bridges for intermediate
to give
give
tions) attached to its pointer shaft.
shaft. settings. These are arranged to
The rotation of the digitizer causes
causes decade control in inches and have aa
aspulses of light transmitted through
through potential accuracy of O.OOOlin, asAs an
an
the graduations to fall
fall on
on aa photophoto- suming perfect lead screws. As
cell, so that the number of
of electrical
electrical alternative to the existing dial-setpunched card
card
pulses generated corresponds to
to the
the ting control unit, aa punched
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Left : Ekco machine tool control
Left:
control system
system
E//7).
(Type El
17).

information storage system
system with
with up
up
to twelve locations is under developdevelopworn or
ment. Errors from worn
or otherotherwise imperfect
imp~rfect lead screws can
can be
be
offset by inserting corrective
corrective data
data in
in
the control information, or
or simply
simply by
by
a calibration run each
each time
time the
the
machine is set up.
up. Such
Such errors
errors do
do
not affect the repeat accuracy
accuracy of
of the
the
machine.
In a system of machine tool
tool control
control
under development by
by Lawrence,
Lawrence,
Scott and Electromotors,
Electromotors, Ltd.,
Ltd., disdisplacement is converted
converted to
to angular
angular
motion by an arm of fixed length
length
attached 'to
to the spindle
spindle of
of aa magslip
magslip
resolver. The voltage output
output from
from the
the
resolver is proportional
proportional to the
the sine
sine of
of
the angular movement and
and so
so to
to
the distance of the probe arm
arm from
from aa
zero reference plane such as
as the
the face
face
of a gauge plate. Readings accurate
accurate

One · form
form of the Kelvin
Kelvin Hughes
Hughes
''" Autosonic " inspection system.
system.
to 0.0002 in in 55 inches are
are possible.
possible.
The range can be extended
extended and
and the
the
system controlled by reference
reference to
to
voltages provided by toroidal
toroidal voltage
voltage
dividers.
Structures is
Moisture in Building Structures
is
a difficult quantity to measure
measure by
by conconventional methods, but
but it
it has
has been
been
established that a linear
linear relationship
relationship
exists between moisture
moisture content
content and
and
the absorption of centrimetric
centrimetric waves
waves
when expressed as attenuation
attenuation in
in

decibels. In order to
to exploit
exploit this
this
method of non-destructive
non:-destructive testing
testing
W. H.
H . Sanders (Electronics),
(Electronics), Ltd.,
Ltd.,
have developed a system
system in
in which
which
microwave transmitting
transmitting and
and receivreceiving horns are applied to
to opposite
opposite
sides of a wall or to any
any bulk
bulk specispecimens of which the moisture
moisture content
content
is required.
Ultrasonic Inspection
InspeCtion of
of raw
raw
materials and finished structures
structures isis
now widely accepted as
as aa necessity
necessity
and has long passed the
the laboratory
laboratory
and development stage. In
In the
the KelKelvin Hughes system of ""Autosonics
Autosonics ""
continuous routine inspection
inspection can
can be
be
carried out without the need
need for
for aa
skilled operator, and can
can be
be adapted
adapted
to a variety of industrial
industrial requirerequirements. One essential feature
feature of
of the
the
system is the use of automatic
automatic gain
gain
control from one
one of the
the fixed
fixed return
return
pulses to compensate for
for variations
variations in
in

Mi~rowave
Microwave attenuation as aa means
means of
of measuring
measuring
mo1sture content (W. H.
moisture
H. Sanders
Sanders (Electronics),
(Electronics), Ltd.).
Ltd.).

Right : Acoustic burglar alarm
Right:
alarm
(CinemaTelevision).
(Cinema-Television).
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the acoustic coupling between the
probes and the specimen under test.
The other is the use of electronic
""gates"
gates" to select defects above a
given amplitude, and to select, when
required, different strata of the
material for detailed inspection. The
output can be applied either to a

microphone is set some distance
away near one of the vibrational
nodes. The entry of a person anywhere in the room disturbs the
standing wave pattern and so increases the output frDm
from the microphone, which can be arranged to set
off an alarm.

recorder or to an automatic alarm.
An Intruder Alarm developed by
Cinema-Television, Ltd., works on
acoustic principles and has many
advantages over trip wires or infrared beams. An electrostatic loudspeaker establishes a standing wave
pattern in the air of the room and a

NOISE

copious emitter of microwave noise
extending at least from S-band
(around 3,000 Mc/s) to beyond Qband (around 36,000 Mc/s). The
noise probably arises from inherent
instability in the cathode electron
emission. More puzzling are the
larger peaks of noise also observed
at various frequencies, which may
give of the order of t■) mW power.
Froome in
K. D
by K.
letter by
See letter
* See
D.. Froome
in Nature
Nature

pen Day
Open
Day
Un usual Aspects seen at this Year's N.P.L. O
Two Unusual
NORMALLY thermal noise in resistors is a limiting factor of performance to be circumvented as far
as possible. It was therefore surprising to find deliberate use being
made of such noise in temperature
measurement at one of the exhibits
shown at the recent open day of the
National Physical Laboratory. Two
very thin platinum-rhodium wires
of about 2,000 ohms resistance are
used as noise sources, one being at
a standard, and the other at the ununThe noise
temperature.
known temperamre.
voltages for each of these (proportional to their absolute temperature)
are connected in rapid succession by
a vibrating switch to a high-gain
amplifier. The larger signal passes
through a precision attenuator and
the final voltage difference between
the two signals is stored in condensers and displllyed
displayed on a cathoderay tube. The attenuator is adjusted
until the fluctuating difference is
small. This difference is then read
a large number of times, and from
the relative frequency of the various
individual readings the mean can be
determined. It is hoped by this
method to
to obtain an accuracy somewhat greater than the standard gas
thermometer at temperatures around
and above 1,000
1,000°° C.
Grid's " miniature mag" Free Grid's"
netron transmitter mentioned in last
month's issue (p. 302) does not seem
to be so absurdly beyond the
bounds of possibility when we consider another N.P.L. ex}libit,
exhibit, the
"dimple
" dimple arc
arc"" microwave source*
which consumes only one or two
watts at six volts. This source is
based on a very short (probably less
10,u long) mercury discharge
than 10/a
arc, which is obtained by striking
a normal vacuum arc between a
liquid mercury cathode and a vertical
thin tungsten wire anode. If this
wire is thin enough to become redhot when the arc is started, and is
carefully lowered towards the cathode
pool, its tip makes a dimple in the
l?ool,
hquid surface. The arc immediately
liquid
!ransfers to within this dimple which
transfers
Is kept in being by vapour evolution
1s
from the cathode spot. The very
WIRELESS
Wireless

short arc is obtained by careful
adjustment of the penetration of the
wire below the free mercury surface,
and of its temperature (by varying
the arc current). This arc is a for
2nd, 1957.
for February
1957.
Februar y 2nd,

Pickup
Pickup Alignment
Alignment Protractor
Protractor
provides a check on a possible cause
The method of
of distortion.
measurement suggests a less obvious
way in which such error can creep
in. It assumes that the needle axis
is at right angles to that of the outer
shell. Where a cartridge is fixed to
this shell through slots to allow play
for positioning this may not be exactly
so, and a corresponding error may
be introduced. A similar error may

TO keep the distortion introduced
by pickup tracking error to an acceptably low figure only small amounts
of this error up to a few degrees can
be tolerated. The BB-JJ protractor
enables the tracking error to be
measured at any radius on the record.
It is based on
on a 1925 design by
Wilson.
The instructions are simple to
follow but care must be taken over
QH9nmeot
( ~

~

fly

protractor
pr~troct~r
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For instance,
the measurement.
some play of the stylus in the seating
provided is possible. This can lead
to
to some uncertainty in the measured
tracking error up to between about
Jt and 11}t degrees at the outer and
inner record grooves respectively.
By carefully centralizing the stylus in
in
the seating, or taking the mean of the
to
difficult
not
is
it
two extremes,
eliminate this error.
error measurement
This tracking error

also arise due to inaccurately shaped
cartridges or shells. In at least one
pickup the cartridge is actually deliberately misaligned with the outer
shell to provide the necessary offset,
and so an equal allowance would
have to be made in measuring the
tracking error of this pickup.
This protractor is manufactured by
Burne-Jones and Co., Ltd., Sunningdale Road, Cheam, Surrey, and costs
costs
7s.
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Portable Transistor Receiver
Portable

Transistor

Receiver

SUPERHETERODYNE
A SENSITIVE SUPERHETERODYNE

2.CIRCUIT DETAILS
DETAI LS
2.—CIRCUIT

CIRCU
IT
CIRCUIT

* B.B.C.
B.B.C. Engineering
Engineering Training
Training Department.
Department,
fERRITE

R. F.
R.F.

TRAN
SISTORS
TRANSISTORS

B.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.
A.M.I.E.E.
By S. W. AMOS*, B.Sc.fHons.),

THE
portable transistor
transistor superheterosuperheteroJ. HE circuit of a portable
dyne receiver was discussed in
in general
general terms
terms in
in last
last
article is
is examined
.examined in
in detail.
detail.
month's issue and in this article
The circuit is given in
in full
full in
in Fig.
Fig. 11 and
and at
at first
first
sight may appear complicated,
complicated, but
but much
much of
of the
the
circuitry is required as aa protection
protection against
against thermal
thermal
circuits are
are important
important in
in equipequiprunaway. Protective circuits
ment incorporating transistors
transistors and
and their
their basic
basic prinprinciples will be considered
considered first.
The collector current of
of aa transistor
transistor depends
depends not
not
only on the operating voltages
voltages but
but also
also on
on the
the temtemperature of the junction,
junction, increase
increase in
in temperature
temperature
causing an increase in collector
collector current.
current. If
If no
no preprecautions are taken, any
any increase
increase in
in collector
collector current
current
whether due to a rise in
in ambient
ambient temperature
temperature or
or to
to aa
change in operating conditions
conditions can
can cause
cause an
an increase
increase
in collector dissipation which
which raises
raises the
the collector
collector
temperature, so increasing
increasing collector
collector current
current still
still
further. In this way a regenerative
regenerative rise
rise in
in temperatemperature can occur and, if not checked,
checked, can
can cause
cause damage
damage
or even destruction of
of the
the transistor.
transistor.
In a class-A stage the
the dissipation
dissipation at
at the
the collector
collector
is a maximum when there is
is no
no input
input signal.
signal. If
If the
the
collector current can be
be stabilized
stabilized against
against changes
changes in
in ·
ambient temperature under
under quiescent
quiescent conditions
conditions
there can be no danger
danger of
of thermal
thermal runaway
runaway when
when

INCORPORATING
INCORPORATING

signals are
ate applied because
because the
the collector
collector dissipation
dissipation
then falls. Stabilization
Stabilization of
of the
the collector
collector current
current
can be achieved by the potential
potential divider
divider circuit
circuit illusillusThe base
base of
ofthe
the transistor
transistor isis given
given aa
trated in Fig. 2. The
the junction
junction point
point of
of aa
particular voltage from the
R 1 R22 connected
connected across
across the
the battery
battery
potential divider R,
supply. The emitter is connected
connected to
to the
the positive
positive
by aa resistor
resistor R
R33 which
which isis bybyterminal of the supply by
cl to
to avoid
avoid feedback
feedback and
and
passed by the capacitor Q
Under
consequent reduction in
in gain.
gain.
Under normal
normal
operating conditions the
the emitter
emitter of
of aa transistor
transistor isis
respect to
to the
the base
base by
by aa small
small
usually positive with respect
voltage such as 0.1 · or
or 0.2
0.2 volt.
volt. Thus
Thus the
the voltage
voltage
across R3
R 3 is slightly
slightly smaller
smaller than
than that
that across
across RR22. •
potential at the
the base
base isis constant,
constant, the
the
Provided the potential
collector current cannot
cannot increase,
increase, for
for any
any tendency
tendency
to do so results in
in aa decrease
decrease of
of the
the base-emitter
base-emitter
voltage which in turn tends
tends to
to decrease
decrease collector
collector
current. The stabilization
stabilization achieved
achieved ·by
by this
this circuit
circuit
therefore depends on
on the
the steadiness
steadiness of
of the
the base
base
transistor did
did not
not require
require an
an input
input ·
potential. If the transistor
(bias) current the base
base potential
potential would
would depend
depend
entirely on the battery voltage
voltage and
and the
the ratio
ratio of
of Ri
R1
to R22 and stabilization
stabilization would
would be
be perfect.
perfect. However
Howeverthe
the
take a base
base current
current which
which passes
passes
transistor does take
through Ri
R 1 and therefore affects
affects the
the base
base potential.
potential.
current is
is small
small compared
compared with
with
However, if the base current
R,

~00

c,
22opF

R, r---.-------------------~----~'lMaA~--~~------r-------~------~----------6 skll
R•
4'7 ...11.

c.,

a fpf

c.
C, lOOpFMAX.
SOOpF MAX. /
I C,
Cg poopF
-lOOpF MAX]
R, J i C4
2-2kfl| To-lpF
Fig. I.

R.a Rii i
♦■7k II 470il|
Complete circuit diagram
diagram of
of portable
portable transistor
transistor superheterodyne
superheterodyne receiver.
receiver.
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through Rj
R 1 and
and R
R22 from
from
the steady current flowing through
base potential
potential is
is not
not greatly
greatly
the battery supply, the base
affected by the base
base current
current and
and stabilization
stabilization isis
good. It is common practice
practice to
to make
make the
the potentialpotentialdivider current approximately
approximately ten
ten times
times the
the base
base
and the
the current
current
current; this gives good stabilization
stabilization and
taken by the potential divider
divider from
from the
the battery
battery isis
usual)"
usuall~r less than one-third of
of the
the transistor
transistor collector
collector
current and is negligible.
negligible. This
This isis the
the type
type of
of circuit
circuit
used to stabilize the collector
collector current
current of
ofthe
the frequency
frequency
changer, second i.f. amplifier
amplifier and
and driver
driver stages
stages in
in
the receiver.
The component values
values required
required in
in this
this type
type of
of
stabilizing circuit can be
be calculated
calculated in
in the
the following
following
way. Suppose the collector current
current is
is to
to be
be stabilized
stabilized
at 11 mA and the current gain
gain of
of the
tl1e transistor
transistor isis 50.
50.
The base current is approximately
approximately 1/50
1/50 mA,
rnA, i.e.
i.e.
20 /xA
t-tA and the current taken
taken by
by the
the potential
potential divider
divider
from the battery should
should not
not be
be less
less than
than 200
200 nA
t-tA
to give effective stabilization.
stabilization. If
If the
the battery
battery supply
supply isis
4.5 V the total resistance
resistance (R,
(R1 +
+ R,)
R:J
of the
the potential
potential
of
6
divider must be 4.5/(200
4.5/(200 Xx 10"
10- 6)) =
= 22.5
22.5 kn.
kn. A
A
suitable value for the emitter
emitter resistor
resistor R
R33 isis 500
500 ohms,
ohms,
current of
of 11 mA,
rnA, the
the emitter
emitter
and, with a collector current
potential will be -0.5 V with
with respect
respect to
to the
the positive
positive
terminal of the supply.
supply. If
If we
we neglect
neglect the
the potential
potenti::..i
difference between base and
and emitter
emitter to
to obtain
obtain an
an
approximate answer, the base
base potential
potential must
must also
also be
be
-— 0.5 V and, to give this the
the voltage
voltage drop
drop across
across R,
R1
must be 4 V. The current
current in
in R
R11 is
is 220
220 nA
p,A (made
(made up
up
of 200 /xA
t-tA for the divider
divider chain
chain and
and 20
20 fiA
p,A for
for the
the
transistor) and
and R,
R 1 is
is thus
thus given
given by
by
base of the transistor)
10- 6) =
= 18
18 kfi.
kn. R22 is
is thus
thus 22.5
22.5 k-O
kn4/(220 Xx 10-s)
18 kn = 4.5 kfl.
kn.
The problem of protecting
protecting aa class-B
class-B amplifier
amplifier
(used in the output stage) against
against thermal
thermal runaway
runaway isis
different. In the absence
absence of
of an
an input
input signal
signal the
the colcollector current is small and
and the
the heat
heat generated
generated at
at the
the
collector is low. It
It increases,
increases, however,
however, as
as the
the input
input
signal is made larger and such
such aa stage
stage needs
needs protecprotecambient temperature
temperature increases
increases
tion not only against ambient
but also against rise of temperature
temperature due
due to
to increase
increase
in the amplitude of the
the input
input signal.
signal. The
The heat
heat
generated at the collector
collector is
is aa maximum
maximum when
when the
the
output power is approximately
approximately 0.4
0.4 of
of the
the maximum
maximum
transistors. This
This isis an
an output
output
rated value for the transistors.
power level likely
likely to be
be encountered
enconntered frequently
frequently in
in
practice.
provided in
in two
two ways,
ways, one
one
Protection can be provided

R,
nkil.

j

R11

R11

BOil

33Qil.

R19

-5(VF
c„
~ : rO'OT
T "T
111 T
CM

lkfi

..

1

R,,
J:4pJl
Rio
7ii

R,.
IOil.

SIGNAL
INPUT

I

SIGNAL
OUTPUT

j
+
Fig. 2. Potentiometer method of
of stabilizing
stabilizing the
the collector
collector
current of a transistor amplifier.

mechanical and the other electrical.
electrical. The
The mechanical
mechanical
method is to clamp the body
body of
of the
the transistors
transistors against
against
a mass of metal having aa large
large thermal
thermal capacity
capacity
and whose temperature
temperature cannot
cannot therefore
therefore change
change
method of
of achieving
achieving this
this
rapidly; a practical method
is suggested later. · Electrically
Electrically protection
protection can
can be
be
provided by using the
the potential
potential divider
divider method
method
the mean
mean collector
collector
just described. Even
Even though
though the
current of a class-B stage
stage is
is not
not constant
constant (as
(as itit isis
in a class-A stage) this
this circuit
circuit can
can still
still be
be used
used
provided the emitter resistance
resistance isis kept
kept small
small enough
enough
to permit collector
collector currents
currents to
to rise
rise to
to 100
100 mA
rnA on
on
both these
these methods,
methods, effeceffecpeak signals. By using both
tive protection is achieved against
against thermal
thermal runaway
runaway
due to increase in ambient
ambient temperature
temperature and
and to
to
increase · in collector
collector dissipation
dissipation in
in normal
normal operaoperation. These advantages
advantages are
are not
not achieved,
achieved, howhowever, without cost. The
The use
use of
of an
an external
external emitter
emitter
resistance slightly reduces
reduces the
the maximum
maximum power
power
output available from the
the class-B
class-B stage
stage but
but an
an
output of nearly 300
300 mW
m W can
can still
still be
be obtained
obtained
0
at ambient temperatures
temperatures below
below 35
35°C.
The ininC. The
clusion of the resistor
resistor reduces
reduces the
the collector-tocollector-toload resistance
resistance to
to 180
180 ohms
ohms
collector optimum load
and increases the input current
current necessary
necessary for
for maximaximum output, necessitating
necessitating aa collector
collector current
current of
of
3 mA
rnA in the driver stage.
We
shall now
now examine
examine the
the circuit
circuit of
of the
the receiver
receiver
We shall
in detail stage by stage,
stage, beginning
beginning at
at the
the output.
output.
The potential divider R
R2244R
R2s
is part
part of
of the
the circuit
circuit
25 is
protecting against thermal runrunaway and also provides the base
base
to secure
secure aa quiquinecessary to
—px
bias necessary
-6v
escent
current
of 2 mAin each
escent
current
of
2
mA
in
each
output transistors.
transistors. The
The
—Ha
of the output
signal-frequency input currents
currents
for the output transistors flow
flow
c
'rri
in
R n25 and,
toi •prevent
prevent undue
undue
IOOMFT
, R,,
'and,\ to
loss of signal, this resistor
resistor must
must
too small,
small,
be small. If it isis too
however, the
the current
current taken
taken by
by
IjU however,
the potential divider
divider R^R^
R 24R 25
'
becomes
becomes excessive
excessive and
and in
in the
the
compromise adopted R
R2255 is
is
made 120 ohms. To give the
the
desired quie
quk•cent collector
collector curcurrents R24
cust be 3.3 kk £2
n and the
the
24 must
has aa drain
drain of
of
potential divider has
v
nearly 22 mA
rnA from
from the
the battery
battery
~
f
°°
nearly
The network
network RR2,C
supply. The
supply.
27 C28
29
across the primary winding
winding of
of
341.
341
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the output transformer
transforme r is
is included
included to
to improve
improve . from a pentode
pentode driving aa loudspeaker.
loudspeake r. The
The emitter
emittet
the output waveform at
at the high
high audio
audio frequencies.
frequencies . resistor of the first a.f.
a.f. stage
stage must
must be
be small
small for
for
The driver stage is
potential
is conventional,
convention al, the
the potential even a value of 20 ohms
ohms can
can cause
cause aa noticeable
noticeable
divider R20
R
i
and
emitter
resistor
R
being
chosen
emitter resistor R2222 being chosen reduction in gain due to
20 221
to current
current feedback.
feedback. A
A value
value
to give a collector current
current of
of 33 mA.
rnA. The
The reason
reason for
for of 4.7
4. 7 ohms is used. The
RR2233 deterThe series
series resistor
resistor
deterthe decoupling circuit R
C
,
feeding
the
potential
R19
C
feeding
2
the
potential
19 27
mines the overall feedback fraction
fraction and
and the
the value
value
divider is interesting. This
This and
and the
the decoupling
decoupling of this resistor must be
be chosen
chosen with
with care.
care. To
To minimininetworks R1S
C
5,
R
C
4
in
earlier
stages,
are
neces17
18 C225 ,
1 7 C224 in earlier stages, are necesmize distortion the feedback
feedback fraction
fraction should
should be
be as
as
sary to minimize harmonic
harmonic distortion
distortion caused
caused by
by large as possible but there
there are
are two
two a.f.
a.f. transformers
transformer
s
audio harmonics generated
generated in
in the
the output
output stage
stage and
and within the feedback loop
loop and,
and, when
when more
more than
than aa
fed back to earlier a.f.
a.f. and
and pre-detector
pre-detecto r stages.
stages. particular value of feedback is
is used,
used, the
the amplifier
amplifier
Each output transistor
transistor handles
handles one
one half
half of
of each
each goes unstable, usually generating
generating supersonic
supersonic osciloscilcycle of input signal; thus
thus the
the collector
collector current
current lations. It is therefore
therefore desirable
desirable to
to use
t>se the
the lowest
lowest
of the output stage includes
includes two
two pulses
pulses for
for each
each value of R221, which gives
gives no
no danger
danger of
of instability.
instability.
cycle of input signal.
signal. In
In other
other words
words the
the collector
collector The determination
determinati on of the
the minimum
minimum usable
usable value
value
current has a strong
component
strong second-harmonic
second-har monic component should be made on a strong
strong signal
signal because
because this
this gives
gives
generates
across
the
of the signal frequency. This
This generates across the maximum gain from the first
first a.f.
a.f. stage.
stage. If
If deterdeterinternal resistance of the
the battery
battery aa voltage
voltage which
which minations are made on a weak
weak signal
signal the
the amplifier
amplifier
amplitude-m odulates the supply
amplitude-modulates
supply to
to the
the earlier
earlier may go unstable when aa strong
strong signal
signal isis tuned
tuned in.
in.
stages of the receiver, causing
distortion.
causing harmonic
harmonic distortion. For the particular
particular transistors
transistors and
and transformers
transformer s
Even with a new battery
battery the
the internal
internal resistance
resistance isis used in the author's receiver
3 of
receiver aa value
value of
of R
R223
of 1.8
1.8 kn
kn
sufficient to cause noticeable
noticeable distortion
distortion and
and for
for gave complete stability
stability but
but if
if different
different components
components
an old battery the distortion
distortion can
can be
be severe.
severe. The
The are used a larger value
3 may
value of
of R
R223
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to
decoupling networks are necessary
necessary to
to minimize
minimize avoid instability. Alternatively
Alternative ly itit may
may be
be possible
possible
distortion due to this cause.
cause.
to use a smaller value
3 without
value of
of R
R223
without instability.
instability.
The input resistance of aa common-emitter
common-em itter transtransAutomati c Gain Control
Automatic
Control
istor amplifier is low
low (approximately
(approxima tely 11 kn)
kn) and
and the
the
design of a preceding detector
detector stage,
stage, if
if capacitively
capacitively
The first a.f. stage isis coupled
coupled to
to the
the diode
diode detecdetec- coupled to the amplifier,
amplifier, is
is particularly
particularly difficult.
difficult.
tor by the volume control and
and coupling
coupling capacitor
capacitor For low distortion operation
of aa diode
operation
diode detector
detector
which are arranged
arranged to
transmit
the
d.c.
component
to transmit the d.c. component the ratio of the a.c. resistance ofofthe
resistance of the load
load to
to its
its d.c.
d.c.
of the diode output to the
the a.f.
a.f. stage.
stage. This
This transistransis- resistance should be as
as high
high as
as possible.
possible. This
This
tor has no source of
of bias
bias and,
and, in
in the
the absence
absence of
of aa requires that the
the diode load
load should
should be
be small
small comcomsignal from the detector,
detector, is
is normally
normally near
near cut-off,
cut-off, pared with the input resistance
of
the
following
resistance
of
the
following
the collector potential being
at
—
4.5
volts
with
respect
being at -4.5 volts with respect amplifier. When this is as low as 1 kn the
is as low as 1 kn the diode
diode
to earth. When a signal
signal is
is tuned-in
tuned-in the
the negativenegative- load should ideally be
be so small
small to
to minimize
minimize distortion
distortion
going d.c. output of the
the diode
diode causes
causes the
the collector
collector that the diode efficiency is
is very
very poor
poor and
and design
design of
of
current of the transistor
transistor to
to increase
increase and
and itit then
then the preceding i.f. coil difficult.
can
be
difficult. Performance
Performanc
e
can
be
amplifies normally. Although
gives
a
measure
Although this
this gives a measure improved by making the diode load into the volume
diode load into the volume
of inter-station
inter-statio n quieting it
it was
was adopted
adopted merely
merely for
for control for this reduces
reduces distortion
distortion for
for all
all settings
settings
simplicity. The increase
increase in
in collector
collector current
current causes
causes except the maximum. However
However these
these difficulties
difficulties
potential to
the collector potential
to fall
fall from
from the
the quiescent
quiescent can be minimized by d.c.
d.c. coupling
coupling the
the diode
diode load
load
value. This potential isis used
used as
as aa source
source of
of a.g.c.
a.g.c. to the following amplifier
such
aa coupling
isis
amplifier and
and
such
coupling
bias by the first i.f. amplifier;
thus
the
first
a.f.
amplifier; thus the first a.f. necessary in this receiver
to
give
amplified
a.g.c.
receiver
to
give
amplified
a.g.c.
amplifier acts as aa d.c.
d.c. amplifier
amplifier for
for the
the a.g.c.
a.g.c. bias.
bias. In fact the diode load
load used
used has
has aa value
value of
of 10
10 kn
kn
The emitter of the a.g.c.-controlled
a.g.c.-contr olled i.f.
i.f. stage
stage isis but the a.c. load is larger
load
over
most
larger than
than the
the d.c.
d.c.
load
over
most
connected to a potential
the
battery
potential divider
divider across
across the battery of the range of the volume
volume control.
control. This
This isis possible
possible
supply which gives an emitter
emitter potential
potential of
of —
- 11volt
volt partly because of the d.c. coupling
and
partly
coupling
and
partly because
because
approximat
ely. In the
approximately.
the absence
absence of
of aa signal
signal the
the base
base of the negative feedback which
which increases
increases the
the a.c.
a.c.
potential is negative with
with respect
respect to
to the
the emitter
emitter resistance of the first a.f.
d.c.
a.f. stage
stage but
but leaves
leaves its
its
d.c.
potential and the transistor
transistor has
has aa collector
collector current
current resistance unaffected. A
A diode
diode load
load of
of 10
10 kO
kn gives
gives
nearly 11 mA
rnA but when
when aa signal
signal is
is timed
tuned in
in the
the reasonable diode efficiency
and
also
gives
increased
efficiency
and
also
gives
increased
base potential approaches that
that of
of the
the emitter.
emitter. It
It gain compared with that
that of
of aa circuit
circuit using
using aa lower
lower
cannot equal that of the
the emitter
emitter for
for if
if itit did
did so
so load because the step-down
prestep-down ratio
ratio required
required in
in the
the
prethe transistor would be
be cut
cut off
off and
and there
there would
would ceding i.f. transformer
not
have
to
be
so
gre
.•
transforme r does
does
not
have
to
be
so
gre
be no i.f. output. Thus
the
collector
potential
of
Thus the collector potential of
the first a.f. stage cannot
cannot fall
fall below
below —
- 11volt.
volt. There
There I.F. Transformers
Transform ers
is no need for d.c. stabilization
stabilization because
because the
the colleccollector load of 3.3 kQ
a
k n limits
limits the
the collector
collector current
current to
to a In the first part
part of this
this article
article itit was
was explained
explained
value of just over 11 mA
rnA which
which gives
gives little
little collector
collector that the i.f. tuned circuits
circuits must
must be
be designed
designed as
as
dissipation.
transforme rs and must
matching transformers
values.
must have
have high
high Q
Q
values.
A.L
A.f. feedback is derived from
from the
the secondary
secondary Pot-type, dust-iron cores
cores were
were chosen
chosen because
becaus ~ these
these
winding of the output transformer
transforme r and
and is
is injected
injected readily give the required
required Q
Q values
values and
and in
in addition
additioP
into the emitter circuit of
a.f.
stage.
This
of the
the first
first a.f. stage. This give unity coupling between
between the
the windings
windings which
wh1ch
feedback is necessary not
not only
only to
to improve
improve the
the greatly simplifies calculation
of
calculation of
of the
the number
number
of
linearity of the ·a.f. amplifier
amplifier but
but also
also to
to level
level turns required.
By
By using
using aa tuned
tuned (secondary)
(secondar~)
the frequency response. The
The output
output resistance
resistance of
of the
the winding of 9/45 "Litz
"Litz wire
wire aa Q
Q of
of nearly
nearly 300
300 isIS
class-B stage is greater than
than the
the optimum
optimum load
load and
and obtainable at 465 kc/s. To
To resonate
resonate with
with 200
200 pF,
pF, 99
99
in the absence of feedback the
amplifier
has
a
rising
the amplifier has a rising turns are required but
but silk-covered
silk-covered Litz
Litz wire
wire fully
fully
high-freque
ncy response similar
high-frequency
similar to
to that
that obtained
obtained
(Continued
{Continued on page
page 343)
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EACH
40TURKS 9/45 LITE
(SECONDARY)

10 TURNS
32 s.w.g. ENAM.
:t'URNS 32
10
(TERTIARY)
(teRTtAflY)
25
TURNS 40 s.w.g. ENAM.
25 TURNS
(PRIMARY)
(PRIMARY)
19 TURNS
LITZ
tc/4S LIT!
TUBNS 9/45
19
(SECONDARY)
( SEtoND'AIW)
TUNING PLUG

- POT-TYPE
POT-TYPE
DUST-IRON CORE
DUST-IRON
coil.
i.f. coil.
Fig. 3. Winding details of fourth i.f.

no
sections of the former leaving no
occupies all the sectioas
. room for the primary and tertiary windings. However
coveringt
using 9/45 Litz wire without silk coveringt
by "smg
accommodate d without
all three windings can be accommodated
all
difficulty.
The size of .the primary and tertiary windings
The
can be calculated in the following manner. The
windjng is given
dynamic resistance of the tuned winding
= .#5
f =
300, /
= 300,
Q/24C and substituting Q =
by Q/2w/C
465
k n.
ke/s
kc/s and C = 200 pF gives nearly 480 kO.
To
T o give the desired working Q of 100 this is reduced
the
to the
due to
1/3rd i.e., 160 kO by the damping due
to l/3rd
transi~tors. This is achieved
preceding and following transistors.
these
of these
each of
to ·each
due to
by arranging for the damping due
k 0 across the secondary
sow-ces to amount to 480 kn
two sources
winding. This also ensures that the turns ratio of
primary to tertiary windings gives correct impedance
and
matching between the output of one transistor and
the input of the next. Now ·the
the output resistance
common-emi tter arrangeof the r.f. transistors in the common-emitter
turns
n and thus the turns
ment is approximately 30 k £2
must
ratio between primary and secondary windings must
winding
secondary
The
1.
:
4
i.e.
v(480/30) : 1,
4:1.
winding
be VC^SO/SO):
25.
have 25.
thuS the primary must have
has 99 turns and thus
half
dampmg due to the detector is taken as one half
The damping
between
k n and the turns ratio between
the diode load, i.e., 5 k£2
1,
v(480/5): 1,
secondary
secondsry and tertiary windings is V(480/5):
winding
10:: 1. The tertiary winding
approximatel y 10
i.e., approximately
is
winding is
tums. The primary winding
thus requires 10 turns.
tertiary
of 40 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire and the tertiary
the
although the
is 32 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire although
be
can be
Wlimportant provided the winding can
gauge is unimportant
the former. The winding arrangeaccommodatedd on die
accommodate
how
shows how
ment used is illustrated in Fig. 3 which shows
over
wonnd over
t:he primary and tertiary windings are wound
the
is
It is
(~he end of the tuned secondary winding.
. the
It
essential that this end of the secondary winding
e~. If this precaution is not observed
should be earthed.
and
will show little evidence of resonance and
the i.f. coil wfll
details
the working Q value will be very low. Full details
of the fourth and .other i.f. coils ·are given at the end
of this article. The inductance of the secondary
the
at the
slug at
coil .:tan be adjusted by movement of a slug
is
"· ctntre
centre of the core but the range of adjustment is
close-toleranc e capacitors
thoug4 dose-tolerance
limited
ed and, even though
limit
may be used across the secondary windings, it
brought
be brought
etimes happens that the circuit cannot be
sometimes
som
to
to resonance at 465 kc/s by adjustment of the slug.
Edgware
287 Edgware
Lttl., 287
t Supplied
Supplied in this instance by H. L. Smith & Co. Ltd.,
·
W .2.
Road,
London, W.2.
Road, London,

of
number of
This can be remedied by adjusting the number
tuning
rums but it is easier to adjust the tuning
secondary turns
be
insNad. If the capacitance has to be
capacitance instead.
increased it is usually sufficient to add 10 pF or
the
if the
capacitor; if
20 pF in parallel with the 200 pF capacitor;
pF
2,000 pF
capacitance needs to be decreased a 2,000
capacitor can be connected in series with the 200 pF
is
capacitance correction is
capacitor. The need for capadtance
circuit.
probably connected with the neutralizing circuit.
amplifier
The collector current of the second i.f. amplifier
method
is stabilized at 11 mA by the potential divider method
c20
and the circuit is neutralized by the capacitor C20
final
connected between the tertiary winding of the final
Neutralizatio n
i.f. coil and the base of the transistor. Neutralization
is desirable to eliminate the positive feedback which
which
capacitance.
otherwise occurs via the base-collector capacitance.
so
is so
Because the input resistance of the transistor is
but
low this capacitance may not cause oscillation, but
cw-ve.
aifect the symmetry of the i.f. response curve.
it may affect
neutralizing
internal feedback the neutralizing
To offset this intemal
i.f.
capacitor must be fed from a source at which i.f.
collector. ·
signals are in anti-phase to those at the collector.
tertiary
Thus the connections to the primary and tertiary
that
such that
be such
windings of the fourth i.f. coil must be
the
at the
signals at
the signals
there is phase opposition between the
can
non-earthy ends. The sense of the windings can
of
experiment.- If
usually be found by experiment.
If connection of
or
gain or
increased . gain
tlu: neutralizing capacitor gives increased
the
tertiary
or tertiary
oscillation the connections to primary or
the
of the
windings should be reversed. The value of
windmgs
neutralizing capacitor can be calculated simply from
windings
the ratio of the primary to the tertiary windings
turns
the turns
and the collector-base capacitance. If
If the
should
: 1 the neutralizing capacitor should
ratio were -11:1
pF.
12 pF.
be equal to the collector-base capacitance, say 12
2.5:: 11
of 2.5
There is, however, a step-down ratio of
pF.
30 pF.
= 30
12 =
and the capacitor should hence by 2.5 XX 12
of
The value is not critical and a fixed capacitor of
this value has proved satisfactory.

First I.F. Amplifier
from
differs from
The circuit of the first i.f. amplifier differs
that of the second because it is controlled from the
be
a.g.c. line. The value of the resistor R88 should be
transistor,
i.f. transistor,
collector current of the i.f.
such that the collector
mA.
0.7 mA.
in the absence of a signal, is approximately 0.7
If it is made more than this, say 11 mA, automatic
the
of the
gain control is not so effective. The value of
empirically,
resistor is probably best determined empirically,
manner.
but it can be · calculated in the following manner.
If the current gain · of the i.f. transistor is 35, the
20 p.A.
0. 7 mA collector current is 20/j.A.
base current for 0.7
Rs8
In the absence of a signal the voltage across R
with
negative with
volts, the base being slightly negative
is 3.0 voks,
the
- 11 volt and the
respect to the emitter potential, say —
the
for the
other end at the decoupled supply voltage for
- 4 volts. The value of the resistor
first
tl,st i.f. stage say —
to
included to
is included
10- 6)=
X 10-°)
is thus 3/(20
3/(20x
= 150 kO. C 14 is
the
to the
reduce the amplitude of a.f. signals applied to
coupling
first a.f. stage. The i.f. coil coupling
base from the fest
and
the first .to the second i.f. amplifier has primary and
secondary windings similar to those of the fourth
this
tw-ns; this
coil but the tertiary winding has only 4 turns;
second
is necessary because the input resistance of the second
i.f. stage is much lower than that of the detector.
for
Thus the value of the neutralizing capacitor for
pF
68 pF
A 68
pF. A
75 pF.
= 73
X 25/4 =
the first i.f. stage is 12 X25/4
pr0ved satisfactory. It is, of course,
component has proved
componcm.t
3..3
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again necessary to obtain a phase reversal between
between
signals at the collector of the first i.f. amplifier
amplifier and
and
the base of the second i.f. amplifier to
to secure
secure neutralneutralization. These phase relationships
also enter
enter into
into
relationships also
the negative feedback circuit.
As mentioned
mentione d in the previous article negative
negative
feedback is applied over the final i.f. stage
stage ·in
in order
order
to obtain a bandpass characteri
characteristic
from the
the third
third
stic from
and fourth i.f. coils. The signals at
at the
the collector
collector and
and
base of a common-emitter
are in
in antiphase
antiphase
common- emitter amplifier are
and such feedback could be achieved very
very simply
simply by
by
connectin
connectingg a resistor between the
the collector
collector and
and the
the
base of the second i.f. ·amplifier
amplifier.. However
However the
the base
base
circuit is of low resistance and, to
to obtain
obtain the
the feedback
feedback
required, the resistor would need to
to be
be so
so small
small
that it would constitute a serious shunt
shunt of
of the
the colcollector circuit. In place of the base circuit
circuit of
of the
the
second i.f. amplifier we can use the
the collector
collector circuit
circuit
of the first i.f. amplifier and here
here the
the resistance
resistance level
level
is higher—about
higher-a bout 10 kQ.
The feedback resistor
resistor
k 0.
cannot, however, be connected directly
directly between
between the
the
two collectors because the signals at these
these two
two points
points
are in phase, due to one phase reversal
reversal between
between the
the
primary and tertiary windings of the
the i.f.
coil and
and
i.f. coil
another between base and collector in the second
second i.f.
i.f.
amplifier. Instead, the feedback resistor is connected
connected
between the collector of the first i.f. amplifier
amplifier and
and the
the
tertiary winding of the final i.f. coil, which
which gives
gives the
the
required phase relationship.
value of
of the
feedrelationship. · The value
the feedback resistor can be determine
determinedd experimen
experimentally
tally
using an oscillator and wobbulato
wobbulatorr to
to display
display the
the i.f.
i.f.
response curve or can be calculated in
in the
the following
following
way.
The maximum gain theoretically
obtainable from
from
theoretically obtainable
the i.f. transistors
transistor s is 36 dB (about 60).
60). Because
of
Because of
the finite Q values of the i.f. coils this is
is reduced
reduced
by 4 dB to 32 dB ((40).
gain measured
measured
40). This is the gain
between two points of equal resistance such
such as
as
between collector and collector. Between the
the collector
collector
of the first i.f. stage and the tertiary
winding of
of the
the
tertiary winding
second i.f. stage the gain is 40/2.5, i.e.
i.e. 16.
16. To
To give
give
6 dB loss (which correspon
corresponds
to critical
coupling)
ds to
critical coupling)
the step-down ratio of the feedback potentiom
potentiometer
eter
must be equal to the reciprocal of
of this,
this, i.e.
1/16.
i.e. 1/16.
The collector circuit has a resistance of
of 10
10 kfl
and
kO and
the feedback resistor R88 should be 160
160 kO.
kO.

Frequen
cy Changer
Frequency
The bandpass filter between the frequency
frequency changer
changer
end
tnd the first i.f. amplifier is
is composed of
of two
two i.f.
i.f.
coils similar to that used between the
the first
first and
and second
second
i.f. amplifiers.
amplifiers. Although the first coil
coil does
does not
need aa
not need
tertiary winding and the second does
does not
not need
need aa
primary winding these windings are nevertheless
nevertheless
included to avoid the necessity for
four different
different
for four
types of i.f. coil. The two coils forming
forming the
bandpass
the bandpass
filter are each damped by one
one transistor
transistor only
only and,
and,
if nothing were done about this, the
the working
working Q would
would
be 150; moreover the Q
Q of the second
second i.f.
i.f. coil
coil would
would
rise to nearly 300 in the presence of
of aa large
large a.g.c.
a~g.c.
voltage which removes the damping due to
to the
the input
input
of the first i.f. stage. Artificial damping
is therefore
therefore
damping is
employed to reduce the working Q
Q values
values to
to 100
100
and this takes the form of 30
30 kn
R44 and
and R
R5
k 0 resistors
resistors R
connected across the primary windings. Top-end
Top-end5
capacitanc
capacitancee· coupling is employed in the
the bandpass
bandpass
filter and a capacitor of 2.
2.77 pF is
is suitable.
suitable.
The frequency changer is a single transistor
transistor operatoperating as a combined oscillator and
and mixer.
Optimum
mixer. Optimum

conversio
conversionn gain occurs with a collector current
current of
of
0.7 mA
is used
used to
to
rnA and the potentiometer
potentiom eter method
method is
stabilize the current at this value. The input
input signal
signal
is applied to the base as·
as in other stages
stages of
of the
the receiver
receiver
and oscillation is obtained by
by coupling
coupling the
the collector
collector
to the emitter circuit. A small
small inductor
is included
included
inductor is
and another
another is
is included
included in
in the
the
in the collector circuit and
emitter circuit. Both inductors are
are unity
unity cou.pled
coupled
oscillator coil
coil in
in another
another
to a Litz-wound
Litz-wou nd tuned oscillator
dust-iron, pot-type core. For a tuning capacitor
capacitor of
of
500 pF maximum capacitance
number of
of turns
capacitance the
the number
turns
required to cover the medium waveband is
39.
is 39.
With a transistor having a high cut-off
frequency
such
cut-o;fffre
quency such
as 8 Mc/s the circuit will oscillate
oscillate when
when the
the emitter
emitter
coil has only two and the collector
collector coil
coil only
five turns,
turns,
only five
but to permit the use of transistor
transistorss with
with lower
lower cutcutcoil should
should preferably
preferably
off frequencies
frequencies the emitter coil
have three and the collector coil seven
seven turns
turns as
as given
given
in the coil data.
When the receiver is switched to long
long waves
waves aa 500500pF fixed capacitor C99 is connected in
parallel with
with the
the
in parallel
oscillator winding to give oscillation at
665 kc/s.
kc/s.
at 665
Although the medium-wave
medium-w ave performance
is not
not
performan ce is
materially affected by using an oscillator coil
coil of
of
solid wire the use of Litz wire brings about
signifiabout aa significant improvement
improvem ent in long-wave performan
performance.
ce.

Input Circuit
The input resistance of the frequency changer
changer is
is
approxim
ately 11 kn
kO and a small winding is used
approximately
used to
to
couple the medium-w
medium-wave
on the
the ferrite
ferrite
ave tuning coil on
rod to the base input. 50 turns of
of 9/45
9/45 Litz
Litz wire
wire
are used for the tuned winding which
which is
is wound
wound on
on aa
paper sleeve free to . slide along the
the ferrite
ferrite rod.
rod.
The position of the coil is located during
during alignment
alignment
to give an inductance
approximately
160 fLH.
^H.
inductanc e of approxim
ately 160
The Q is nearly 300 and the dynamic resistance
at
resistance at
11 Mc/s is 300 kn.
load re.,.
rek o. To match this to aa 11 kkn
0 load
quires a turns ratio of v(300/l)
v/SOO/l):: 1, i.e. 17 :: 1.
1. If
If we
we
assume unity coupling between tuned and
and · coupling
coupling
windings the latter should have 50/17, i.e. three
turns.
three turns.
Experime
nts with different numbers of turns for
Experiments
for the
the
coupling winding confirmed that three
gives
three turns
turns gives
maximum input to the frequency changer. The
The three
three
turns are wound directly over the
the earthy
earthy end
end of
of the
the
tuned winding. It was found that
that the
the trimmer
trimmer
capacitors C2
c2 and C
capacitancee
ell8 must be of larger capacitanc
than in a valve receiver and maximum values
values of
of 100
100
pF are desirable This is presumably
the
presumab ly because
because the
signal-fre
quency and oscillator windings are"
signal-frequency
are "free",
free",
i.e. have no transistor input capacitances
directly
capacitances directly
across them.
·
The long-wave signal-frequency
consists
signal-frequency winding consists
of 200 turns of 40 s.w.g. enamelled
enamelled copper
copper wire
wire
close-wou
nd on a paper sleeve mounted on the
close-wound
the ferrite
ferrite
rod at the end opposite to that carrying the
the medium:mediumwave coil. This is tuned by a 220-pF fixed
fixed capacitor
capacitor
C33 and resonance is obtained by
by sliding
sliding the
coil
the coil
along the rod. The number of
of turns
on Li
and L
L22
turns on
L 1 and
are so chosen that resonance occurs
when the
two
occurs when
the two
windings are near the ends of the rod, thus minimizin
minimizingg
coupling between them. In practice the
the inductanc
inductancee
of the long-wave coil is approximately
mH and
and the
the
approximately 33 mH
Q approximately
approximately 100. At 200 kc/s the dynamic
dynamic
resistance is 400 kkfl
transformer
0 and the matching transform
er
coupling this winding to the frequency changer
changer needs
needs
a turns ratio of 20 : 1. The coupling coil
coil thus
thus conconsists of ten turns wound directly over the
the earthy
earthy end
end
of the tuned winding. Full details of
of both
both ferriteferrite-
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COIL DATA
coils
3rdi.j
i.f.. coils
1st, 2nd and 3rd
10D
type 10D
Neosid type
former: Neosid
Core and former:
, withou t
wire without
Litz wire
9/45 Litz
of 9/45
turns of
99 turns
Secondary
winding: 99
dary winding:
Secon
second
in second
turns
40
slot, 40 turns in
first slot,
in first
silk covering,
covering, 40 turns in
slot.
third slot.
in third
slot and 19 turns in
coppe r
enamelled copper
s.w.g. enamelled
40 s.w.g.
of 40
turns of
25 turns
Primary
winding: 25
ry winding:
Prima
winding.
secondary winding.
of secondary
top of
on top
slot on
wire wound in third slot
coppe r
enamelled copper
w.g. enamelled
of32s.
turns of
ing: Four rums
Tertiary
winding:
32 s.w.g.
Tertia rywind
winding.
prima ry winding.
ofprimary
top of
on top
slot on
wire wound in third slot
ten
windin g isis ten
tertiar y winding
that tertiary
except that
above except
As above
4th i.f,
cot'!. As
t'.j. coil.
wire.
coppe r wire.
enamelled copper
turns of 32 s.w.g. enamelled
Oscillator
tor coil
Oscilla
10D .
type 10D
former: Neosid type
Core and former;
. silk covered
wire silk
Litz wire
9/45 Litz
of 9/45
turns of
39 turns
Tuned winding;
covered
winding: 39
slot.
second slot.
in second
19
and
slot and 19 in
first slot
in first
wound with 20 turns in
lled
ename
s.w.g.
32
of
turns of 32 s.w.g. enamelled
seven turns
winding: seven
Collector
tor winding;
Collec
slot.
third slot.
copper
coppe r wire wound in third
coppe r
ename lledcopper
s. w.g. enamelled
32 s.w.g.
of32
turns of
Emitter
winding: three turns
Emitte r winding;
winding.
collector winding.
of collector
top of
on top
slot on
wire wound in third slot
Cot'!
signal-frequency Coil
Medium-wave
. ... covere,d
Medium-wave signal-frequency
silk covered
wire silk
Litz wire
9/45 Litz
of 9/45
Tuned winding:
winding: 50 turns of
rod.
ferrite
on ferrite rod.
close wound on paper sleeve on
ename lled
s.w.g. enamelled
32 s.w.g.
of 32
turns of
three turns
winding: three
Coupling
Coupl ing winding:
tuned
of tunea
end of
earthy end
over earthy
close-wound over
wi-re close-wound
copperr wire
coppe
winding.
windin g.
article .
the article.
of the
end of
the end
at the
given at
windi ngs are given
od windings
rod
this
of
er
receiv
a
for
eaker
loudsp
a
choosing loudspeaker for a receiver ot this
In choosing
comp romis e
proble ms, aa compromise
radio problems,
type, as in so many radio
diame ter
12in diameter
accepted.
be accepted.
solution
AA 12in
solutio n must be
with aa
suppl ied with
and supplied
baffled and
adequ ately baffled
loudspeaker
loudsp eaker adequately
ent
suffici
than
more
ce
produ
can
input
W peak
300-mW
can produce more than sufficient
300-m
such aa
Howe ver, such
room. However,
living room.
volume
volum e to fill a small living
receiver
portab lereceiver
in aa portable
used in
be used
scarcely be
loudspeaker
loudsp eaker can scarcely
practice.
in practice.
used in
be used
must be
smaller model must
and a smaller
that aa
suggest that
autho r suggest
the author
by the
out by
carrie d out
Some tests carried
such
for
size
le
suitab
a
is
eaker
loudsp
diame ter loudspeaker
is a suitable size for such
Sin diameter
in a
easily m
accom modat ed easily
be accommodated
can be
receiver. It can
a receiver.
a
reas isis resuch as
4in, such
6in xx 4in,
measu ring 9in Xx 6in
cabinett measuring
cabine
and
rod and
ferrite rod
Sin ferrite
horizo ntal Sin
the horizontal
quired to hold the
reasonprovid e reasoncan provide
loudsp eaker can
batter y. Such aa loudspeaker
the battery.
suffer
not suffer
does not
reprod uction does
the reproduction
volume, and the
able volume,
smaller
from smaller
that from
as that
bass as
ofbass
lack of
obvious lack
from such an obvious
s.
models.
„ ,
,
model
given
are given
receiver are
the receiver
of the
No mechanical
mechanical details of
prefer
may prefer
uctors
constr
that constnictors may
proba ble that
because
because it is probable
that
cabine t that
any cabinet
suit any
to suit
layou t to
physic al layout
to adopt a physical
for
stions
sugge
ing
follow
the
but
have,
may
they
but the following suggestionsnient
for
conve
A
.
useful
be
may
mechanical
nical design may be useful. A convenient
mecha
compo nents,
all components,
moun t all
to mount
is to
constr uction is
methodd of construction
metho
on aa
loudsp eaker, on
and loudspeaker,
rod and
including
includ ing the ferrite rod
ted
moun
itself
is
which
ial
mater
ting
insula
of
panel insulating material which is itself mounted
comThe
front.
the
near
t
cabine
the
vertically
vertic ally in the cabinet near the front. The companel
the panel
of the
rear of
the rear
to the
secure d to
be secured
shoul d be
ponents
ponen ts should
dust-i ron
of dust-iron
adjust ment of
conve nient adjustment
permi t convenient
to permit
windi ngs
ferrite -rod wmdmgs
and ferrite-rod
capacitors and
trimm ing capacitors
slugs, trimming
tag
of tag
er
numb
A
on.
positi
in
is
when the panel is in position. A number ot
coil
for coil
termin ations for
provid e terminations
panel provide
strips on the panel
tranand trancomp onent s and
for components
moun tings for
windings
windi ngs and mountings
betwe en
neces sary between
be necessary
may be
screening may
sistors.
sistors. Some screening
partic ularly itif
instab ility, particmarly
preve nt instability,
to prevent
the i.f.
i.f. coils to
metal
earthe d metal
small
er;
togeth
close together; small earthed
the coils are close
in
effective in
usually effective
are usually
coils are
the coils
betwe en the
plates between
should
rod should
ferrite rod
The ferrite
instab ility. The
preventing
preve nting such instability.
sheet,
the sheet,
of the
top of
the top
near the
horizo ntally near
be mounted
moun ted horizontally
as
such as
objects such
condu cting objects
from conducting
possib le from
as far as possible
rubtwo rubin two
suppo rted in
be supported
can be
the loudspeaker,
loudsp eaker, and can

r

Coil
signal-frequency Coil
Long-wave
Long-wave signal-frequency
coppe r
enamelled copper
s.w.g. enamelled
40 s.w.g.
of 40
turns of
Tuned
winding: 200 turns
Tuned winding:
rod.
ferrite rod.
on ferrite
sleeve on
paper sleeve
on paper
wire close-wound
close- wound on
coppe r
enamelled copper
s.w.g. enamelled
32 s.w.g.
of 32
turns of
Coupling
winding: ten turns
Coupl ing winding:
g.
windin
tuned
of
end
earthy
over
wire
close-wound
over
earthy
end
of
tuned
winding.
wound
closewire
FERRITE
„ j
FERR ITE ROD
1247.
FX 1247.
type FX
Mulla rd type
diameter. Milliard
8in long. 3/8in diameter.
8in
TRANSFORMERS
TRAN SFOR MERS
KS-1c YQ-43
type KS-lcYQ-43
Belclere type
Class-B
Class-B input Belclere
929/6
WO 929/6
type WO
R.F. Gilson type
KS-OO cYQ-2 1
type KS-OOcYQ-21
Belclere type
Class-B
Class-B output Belclere
930/6
WO 930/6
type WO
R.F. Gilson type
G.E.C.
G.E.C.
Brimar
Brimar
Ediswan
TRANSISTORS
Ediswan
Brimar
G.E.C.
TRAN SISTO RS
TK20A
TK20 A
102
XA 102
Freauency
TK20A
chang er XA
Freque ncy changer
TK20A
TK20 A
101
XA 101
amolifiers
I.F. amplifiers
XA
TK20A
CG 12E
Detector
CG12E
Detect or
TS2
102
XB 102
amplifier
First a.f. amplifier
XB
TS2
_ 3
GET
TS3
103
XB 103
Driver
XB
TS3
GET
3
GET
TJ2
XC 101
Outpu t
gutput
XC101
TJ2
GET 33
MINIATURE
ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
RS
MINI ATUR E ELEC TROL YTIC CAPA CITO
CE68D A
type CE68DA
T.C.C. type
workin g
50-vol t working
0,1-uF
50-volt
T.C.C.
0.1-fLF
CE69A
type CE69A
T.C.C . type
working
8-iiF
6-volt working
T.C.C.
8-fLF
CE59B E
type CE59BE
T .C.C. type
workin g
12-volt working
50-fiF
12-volt
T.C.C.
50-fLF
CE59A E
type CE59AE
T.C.C . type
working
100-itFF
6-volt working
T.C.C.
100-fL

some
at some
placed at
be placed
should be
which should
gromm ets which
ber
her grommets
do
they do
that they
so that
rod so
the rod
of the
ends of
distance
distance from .the ends
along
d
move
being
L
and
L
coils
the
2
nt
not prevent
preve the coils Li1 and L, being moved along
The
receiver. The
the receiver.
of the
alignm ent of
durin g alignment
the rod during
U-sha ped
by U-shaped
panel by
the panel
to the
clamp ed to
be clamped
grommets
gromm ets can be
form
not form
do ' not
but do
grooves but
the grooves
wires which fit in the
ferrite
The
rod.
ferrite
the
d
aroun
loops
closed
around the ferrite rod. The ferrite
detecthe detecor the
coils or
i.f. coils
the i.f.
to the
close to
be close
rod should not be
i.f.
of i.f.
dange r of
there isis aa danger
otherw ise there
circui t otherwise
tor circuit
instabihty.
instability.

Dissi patio n
Heat Dissipation
to
precau tions to
that precautions
earlie r that
menti oned earlier
It was mentioned
temstor
transi
t
outpu
in
es
chang
prevent
rapid
changes
in
output
transistor
temnt
preve
mechanical
the mechanical
that the
and that
desirable and
perature
peratu re are desirable
achieve
to achieve
arrang ed to
be arranged
can be
receiver can
the receiver
design of the
on
moun ted on
be mounted
can be
transi stors can
outpu t transistors
this. The output
this
to
ed
clamp
nium
alumi
uge
16-ga
of
sheet
small
a
sheet of 16-gauge aluminium clamped
to
drilled
holes
in
fits
push
being
paxolin sheet, being push fits in holes drilled
the paxolin
can
plate can
metal plate
The metal
paxolin. The
the paxolin.
in the plate and the
the
hold the
which hold
bolts which
the bolts
by the
panel by
secure d to the panel
be secured
position.
in position.
transf ormer s in
outpu t transformers
class-B input and output
therm al
in thermal
placed in
be placed
can be
transi stors can
the transistors
In this way the
sufficient
havin g sufficient
metal having
of metal
mass of
contact
contac t with aa mass
heat)
specific heat;
and specific
mass and
of mass
(prod uct of
inerti a (product
thermal
therm al inertia
tempe rature .
transi stor temperature.
in transistor
changes in
preve nt rapid changes
to prevent
of
capacitors ot
of capacitors
numb er of
includes aa number
circui t includes
The circuit
rated ·
be rated
only be
need only
thes~ need
but these
capacitance but
50-mF
50-fLF capacitance
comp onent s
electrolytic components
minia ture electrolytic
at 66 volts and miniature
in
use in
for use
manu factur ed for
specifically manufactured
available specifically
are available
very
also
are
There
stors.
transi
using
equipment
using
transistors.
There
are
also
very
equip ment
Type
capacitors. Type
electrolytic capacitors.
50-volt electrolytic
0.1-fLF, 50-volt
small O.l-^F,
article.
the article.
of the
end of
the end
at the
given at
numbers
numb ers of these are given
cabine t
its cabmet
in its
aligned in
be aligned
shoul d be
receiver should
The receiver
outpu t
the
ct
Conne
s.
follow
as
is
dure
proce
and the procedure is as follows. Connect the output
the
switch
Lu
across
ator
gener
signal generator across L,, switch the
of an a.m. signal
gener ator
the generator
set the
and set
waves and
mediu m waves
receiver
receiver to medium
Adj\,lst
kc/s. Adjust
465 kc/s.
at 465
outpu t at
modu lated output
to give a modulated
the
from
t
outpu
um
maxim
give
to
coils
i.f.
the i.f.
to give maximum output very
fromsmall
the
a
with
time
the
all
ng
worki
receiver
all the time with a very small
receiver working
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i.f. input to avoid the
the masking
masking effect
effect of
of a.g.c.
a.g.c. If
If
indication of the output
output is
is wanted
wanted aa meter
meter measurmeasuring the collector current
current of
of the
the output
output stage
stage or
or of
of
the a.g.c.-controlled
a.g.c.-controlled i.f. stage
stage can
can be
be used.
used. The
The
adjustments are carried out
out to
to give
give maximum
maximum colcollector current in the
the output
output stage
stage or
or minimum
minimum
current · in the i.f. stage.
stage. The
The current
current changes
changes
in the i.f. stage
stage wiH
will be
be rather
rather indeterminate
indeterminate ifif
the input signal is such
such as
as to
to reduce
reduce the
the collector
collector
current of this stage
stage to
to near
near zero
zero and
and itit isis preferpreferable to reduce the output
output from
from the
the signal
signal generator
generator
to give a collector current
current only
only slightly
slightly less
less than
than
the no-signal value.
Now set the signal generator
generator to
to 1.6Mc/s
1.6 Mc;s and
and
looped
connect the output to a few turns
turns of
of wire
wire ·looped
around the ferrite rod
rod near
near the
the long-wave
long-wave coil.
coil. ,
Set the receiver tuning capacitor
capacitor to
to minimum
minimum and
and
tune in the signal by
by adjustment
adjustment of
of C
C88.• Set
Set the
the
signal generator to 550
550 kc/s
kc/s and
and the
the receiver
receiver tuning
tuning
capacitor to maximum and tune
tune in
in the
the signal
signal by
by
adjustment of Lj.
L 3 • Now
Now repeat
repeat the
the adjustments
adjustments
at 1.6 Mc/s and 550 kc/s
kc/s and
and continue
continue repeating
repeating
them until no further adjustment
adjustment is
is required.
required. The
The
medium-wave frequency coverage
coverage of
of the
the receiver
receiver
ig
is now correct.
Set the signal generator to
to 1.53
1.53 Mc/s
Mc/s and
and tune
tune
in the signal on the receiver.
receiver. Now
Now adjust
adjust C
C22 to
to
give maximum output. Set
Set the
the signal
signal generator
generator
to 620 kc/s, tune in the
the signal
signal on
on the
the receiver
receiver and
and
slide Lj
L 1 along the ferrite
ferrite rod
rod to
to give
give maximum
maximum
output. Repeat the adjustments
adjustments at
at 1.53
1.53 Mc/s
Mc/s and
and
620 kc/s and continue
continue repeating
repeating them
them until
until no
no
further adjustment is
is required.
required. The
The mediummediumwave alignment is now complete
and
the
paper
complete and the paper
sleeve of Lj
L 1 should be fixed to
to the
the ferrite
ferrite rod.
rod.
The long-wave alignment
alignment is
is best
best carried
carried out
out on
on
the B.B.C. transmission from
from Droitwich.
Droitwich. Switch
Switch
the receiver to the long
long waves,
waves, tune
tune in
in the
the longlongwave station and adjust
adjust L,
L 2 by
by sliding
sliding the
the paper
paper
sleeve along the rod to
to give
give maximum
maximum output.
output.
Finally secure the sleeve
sleeve to
to the
the rod
r.ad at
at the
the optimum
optimum
position.

SHORT
-WAVE
SHORT-WAVE
MONTREAL

German Radio Telescope
Telescof'e nearing
nearing completion
completion on
on Mount
Mount
Stockert has been constructed
constructed under
under the
the supervision
supervision of
of
Telefunken for
for the University of
of Bonn.
Bonn. ItIt will
will be
be used
used for
for
studying radio noise emissions
emissions from
from space,
space, particularly
particularly
those from
from interstellar gas
gas on
on about
about 21cm,
21cm, and
and also
also for
for
radar research. The 820-ft paraboloid
is
steered
paraboloid is steeredautomaticautomatically by servo-mechanisms
continuous
control
servo-mechanisms under the
the continuous control of
of
co-ordinate computers, and for
for tracking
tracking purposes
purposes can
can move
move
at the rate of II degree per
second.
The
receiving
equipper second. The receiving equipment has to deal with noise signals
signals which
which are
are one
one or
or two
two
orders of magnitude below its own
own noise
noise background.
background. For
For
this aa differential measuring
technique
is
used
in
which
measuring technique is used in which aa
500-cfs
sampling
500-cjs
system compares
compares aa local
local signal
signal plus
plus local
local
noise with another local signal
signal plus
plus received
·received noise
noise and
andlocal
local
noise. Full details are given
given m
in Telefunken
Telefunken Zeitung
Zeitung ·for
for
September, 1956.

CONDITIONS
COND ITION S
BUENOS AIRES

Prediction for
for July
July

JOHANNESBURG
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THE full curves given here
here indicate
indicate the
the highest
highest frefrequencies likely
likely to be usable
usable at
at any
any time
:time of
of the
the day
day or
or
night for reliable communications
four
longoight
communications over
over four longdistance paths from this
July.
this country
country during
during July.
Brokea
...line curves give the
Broken-line
the highest
highest frequencies
frequencies that
that
will sustain a partial
partial service
service throughout
throughout the
the same
same period.
period.
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FREQUENCY BELOW WHICH COMMUNICATION SHOULD
BE P0SSIBU FOR 25% OF THE TOTAL TIME
PREDICTEDAVERAGE
AVERAGEMAXIMUM
MAX-IMUM
PREDICTED
USABLE
FREQUENCY
USABLE
FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY
BElOW WHICH
WHICH OOMMUNICATION
(lOMMI:INICATION SHOULD
FREQUENCY BELOW
SH04LD
BE POSSIBLE
POSSlBLE ON
ON ALL
ALL UNDISTURBED
BE
UNDISTURBED DAYS
DAYS
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LEJrTE S TOT

E ITO

The Editor does not necessarily endorse the
the opinions
expressed by
by his
opinions expressed
his correspondents
correspondents
" Off the Record "
"
FOR 30 years or
Wireless
or so
so II have
have been
been studying
studying Wireless
World and endeavouring to
standards of
of
to improve
improve my
my standards
domestic reproduction thereby; and for some time now
now
my ears, even with the merciful filtering of
of the
the falling
falling
top response of age, have convinced me
me that
that the
the present
present
L.P. disc is not a suitable medium
repeated
medium for
for the
the repeated
reproduction of a piece of good music. Having learnt
learnt
in the last two issues
issues of
of your
your journal
journal some
some of
of the
the
June
reasons why, I am disconcerted to read in
in your
your June
editorial that we should, after all, be
be well
well satisfied.
satisfied.
This leader seems to waver a little towards the
the end;
end;
for the sake of a valuable emotional
emotional experience
experience we
we can,
can,
you aver, accept even a severe degree of
of harmonic
disharmonic distortion.* This may well be true for one
one or
or two
two hearings,
hearings,
· but after a few repeats severe harmonic distortion
becomes like a raging toothache, destructive of
of all
all
pleasure and enjoyment. To record Toscanini's Eroica
was a service to posterity, but it has not, in my opinion,
opinion,
resulted in something that the average
average music lover can
can
continue to play with any enjoyment.
We all owe the gramophone companies a great deal for
for
the cultural standards they have maintained, but
but much
much
of the gramophone Press these days suggests a mutual
admiration society; if W.W. join the chorus the improvement necessary for our happiness may be needlessly
delayed.
T ape quality appears to be comparable to that of a
Tape
good f.m. broadcast, whilst this latter is beyond question
much superior to that of the disc. Here surely
surely is
is aa
challenge that the gramophone must meet.
Felixstowe.
L.
L . E. SMITH.
[*
We did
[* We
voluntary acceptance
did not
not advocate
advocate the
the voluntary
acceptance of
of audible
audible
distortion;
distortion; our
our point
point was
was that
that in
in some
some circumstances
circumstances it
it introduces
introduces
no
passes
unnoticed.—Ed.]
no incongruity
incongruity and
and passes unnoticed.-ED.]
WHILE it may sometimes be desirable to ""edit"
edit"
orchestral and choral performances for recording purposes, Mr. Salter's
Sailer's suggestion, recorded in your report
last month of the National Gramophone Conference,
that it is legitimate to use the volume control to fade
fade
aa choir in a manner incapable of
by any
of performance
performance by
any
existing choir is surely appalling; once such practices are
established, where will they end?
If this is reasonable, it is equally so, for instance, to
adjust
adjust tape speed and choir tempo so that the ·sopranos
sopranos
appear to produce an impossibly high note, or .uuse
the
se the
tone controls to produce from an orchestra sounds that
no instrument ever created; there
limit to
there is
is no
no limit
to the
the ways
ways
in which such practices
spread.
practices can
can spread.
Already, I understand, top notes sung by someone else
have been dubbed into performances by
by popular
popular but
but
fadjng
facijng singers. Such records may be
be interesting
interesting stunts,
stunts,
but their artistic level is
Dogs' Chorus.
is that
that of
of the
the Dogs'
Chorus.
Richmond.
BARRY J. DAVIS.

Television Coverage
AA LOGICAL
comLOGI CAL method
method of
of dealing
dealing with
with the
the situation
situation complained
of by T. Payne in your June issue is the use
0
off a wired method of distribution.

Television relay systems employing carrier technique
and " amplified aerial"
aerial " networks enable many
many
thousands of licence-holders to obtain satisfactory
satisfactory viewviewing in areas where B.B.C. and
field strengths
and I.T.A.
I.T.A. field
strengths are
are
low, by reason of their distance from the transmitters
and the shadow effect of high ground. Correspondingly,
Correspondingly,
in towns where field strengths are
are high,
high, aa master
master receivreceiving station with carefully designed aerial
can
aerial arrays
arrays can
eliminate reflections and can feed satisfactory signals
signals
over a cable network to subscribers' homes.
homes.
'rn
In addition to the reason already mentioned, wired
distribution will surely achieve increasing importance
importance
owing to the lack of channels in the TV frequency
spectrum. Already in Southern England we experience
interference with I.T.A. transmissions on channel 9 by
the Winter Hill transmitter, which is
is also, of
of course,
course,
on channel 9. The problem is not likely to become
easier and one can therefore envisage the time when
many programmes will be transmitted over long-distance
long-distance
cable links to central amplifier stations in all
all the
the larger
larger
towns and then distributed by means of wired systems.
systems.
Portslade-by-Sea, Sussex.
D.
D . C. BOND.

Colour Television
REGARDING reports of the disappointingly slow
development of colour television in U.S.A., I would like
to make the following comments.
I have seen colour transmissions during the last few
months in Chicago and New York, and although techtechmeally the pictures were reasonably good, one is left
nically
with a vague impression of something lacking. During
a visit to station WNBQ in Chicago I spoke to a few
people who were watching a colour programme and
their reactions, to put it mildly, were far from
enthusiastic.'
enthusiastic.
In order to test a theory I had regarding this inexplicable lack of interest by the general public, I made the
following experiment. A number of friends were invited
invited
to see some home movies
rnovies in colour then in black and
white. The size of the projected picture was then
varied at intervals from about one foot in width to six
feet. I then asked each viewer:
viewer : " What would be the
minimum size of picture that you would tolerate for
ordinary home viewing? " The results were interesting.
With black and white film the answers ranged from one
to two feet, while with colour, the answers were from
three to four feet. This might indicate the key
key to the
the
problem of general apathy to colour television. It would
seem that a larger screen is the answer.
U .S.A. and Canada, about 90 per cent of
Now, in U.S.A.
· receivers are 21-inch with the 24- and 29-inch screens
slowly pulling up. I suggest that the sales of colour
receivers will start climbing rapidly if and when screens
of 30 to 40 inches, or even larger, can be used.
I disagree completely with the contention that the
the
high price is a deterring factor. On the contrary I
believe that sales would start shooting up even if the
price was as high as three times that of the black and
white .receiver.
SIDNEY GOULD.
Montreal.
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New s /rom I be Indu stry

News

from

awarded aa
been awarded
G.E.C.
has been
G~E.C.
of
Mini£'try of
the Ministry
by the
£25,000 contract by
Governof GovernSupply for the supply of
screened
Z77 screened
ment versions of the Z77
for
calls for
contract calls
The contract
pentode. "The
operation
for operation
valves for
"fully-reliable"
"fully~reliable " valves
mechof mechunder arduous conditions of
vibration.
anical shock and vibration.
equipradio-telephon e equipf.m. radio-telephone
Marine fun.
Storno, aa
by Storno,
maaufactured by
ment manufactured
TeleNorthern Teledivision of the Great Northern
beis beDenmark, is
graph Company, of Denmark,
and
country and
ing marketed in this country
overseas
territories overseas
Briti-sh territories
in many British
Com~
Communicatio ns Comlay
by Cossor Communications
last
our last
in our
pany. As announced in
radio--telef.m. radio-teleBritish fun.
issue the first British
in
open-ed in
been opened
phone station has been
the Clyde estuary.
Godlee,
& Godlee,
Fabric.-Simp son &
Fret Fabric.—Simpson
l>rincess
30 Princess
of 30
textile manufacturers of
produced
have produced
1, have
Street, Manchester 1,
which isis
fabric which
a loudspeaker fret fabric
brand
Company's brand
the Company's
marketed under the
openrigid openi~ aarigid
name of Sknplan.
Simplan. It is
is
which, itit is
weave fibre fabric which,
weave
to
up to
heat up
by heat
claimed, is unaffected by
220 degree F.
produced
sleeve produced
A polythene film sleeve
now
Ltd., isis now
by British Cellophane, Ltd.,
the
protect the
used by the B.B.C. to protect
transits transfor its
long-playing records for
broadoverseas broadservice to overseas
cription service
film,
The film,
The
casting organizations.
normal
the normal
to the
which forms a lining to
circle ""
title circle
the "" title
paper sleeve, leaves the
sealed
when sealed
and when
in the centre visible, and
dust-proof
completely dust-proof
provides a completely
cover.

the

Industry

that
announce that
Coastal Radio,
Radia, Ltd., announce
radiotheir new Stentor/Comet
Stentor/Come t radiopridesigned pri290),, designed
telephone (Type 290),
small
vessels, small
marily for fishing vessels,
in
now in
is now
yachts, is
cargo ships and yachts,
the
by the
approved by
production. Type approved
ships
"volun.tary fitted" ships
G.P.O. for "voluntary
50-watt
the 50-watt
gross, the
up to 500 tons gross,
to
supplied to
be supplied
transmitter can be
crystal-conor ·88 crystal-conoperate on either 55 or
1,600
between 1,600
trolled frequencies between
for
provides for
It provides
kef s. It
and 3,700
3,700 kc/s.
and
operation.
duplex operation.
or duplex
either simplex or
and
long- and
the longThe .receiver covers the
in
bands in
medium-wave
inedlum.:wave broadcasting bands
radiocraft radiosmall craft
the small
addition to the
telephone band.
Glasof GlasLtd., of
Elesco Electronics, Ltd.,
&
Speight &
of Land, Speight
gow, associates of
Grenv!•lle
]. Grenviie
Co.,
Co~ have appointed J.
manager .
sales manager
Robertson as technical
t-echnical sales
Buchanan
0. Buchanan
W. O.
in succession to W.
Mr.
College. Mr.
who has gone to Stow College.
with
years with
many years
Robertson was for many
Company.
the English Electric Company.

for
tape for
Polythene
l»ol>'thene self-adhesive tape
now
is now
purposes is
electncal insulating purposes
Industrial
the Industrial
being marketed by the
and
Gordon and
of Gordon
Divi'Sion of
Seliotape Division
London,
Street, London,
t ch, 8-10 Paul Street,
Gotch,
Go<
E.C.2.
covers,
"" Visqueen,"
fihn covers,
polythene film
Visqueen," polythene
ManuGoods ManuPaper Goods
supplied by the Paper
used
being used
now being
facturing Co. are now
packing
the packing
in the
Radio in
by Murphy Radio
sets.
television sets.
of a number of their television
supare supLtd.. are
Ekco
Electronics, Ltd.,
Ek.c.o Eleotronies,
nuauto--etanda.rdiz-ation nuplying three auto-standardization
the
to the
gaug-es to
clcomc
cleonic "substance" gauges
the
of the
Two of
Organization. Two
Bowater Organization.
paper
on paper
installed on
gauges are being installed
and
Sittingbourne .and
machines at the Sittingboume
will
third will
t:h~ tlrird
Kemsiey
Kemsley Divisions, and the
Division.
be used by the Research Division.
51,
of 51,
Ltd., of
Ehoden
Pcutners, Ltd.,
Rhoden Partners,
provide aa
W.l~ provide
North Row, London, W.1,
developand developdesign and
service for the design
manufactaring
ment of specialized manufacturing
themnot themate not
equipment. They are
underwill underbut will
manufactarers , but
selves manufacturers,
or
equipment or
new equipment
of new
take the design of
assembly
existing assembly
modifications to existing
introduction
the mlroduction
by the
lines necessitated by
circuitry.
printed circuitry.
of, for instance, printed
installed aa
Wireless installed
British Relay Wireless
the
in the
system in
closed-circuit television
television system
and
Science and
Imperial College of Science
the
that the
so that
Technology, Kensington, so
memorial
unveiling aa memorial
ceremony of unveiling
Mother,
Queen Mother,
The Queen
plaque by H.M. The
students
and students
staff and
by staff
could be seen by
buildings ·comprising
in the various buildings
comprising
were
monitors were
30 monitors
the College. Some 30
used.

EXPORT NEWS

1

loud(including loudradio {including
car radio
a.m. /f.m. car
Philips a.m./f.m.
new Philips
RAD/0.-The new
F.M./AM.
F.M. tA.M. CAR RADIO.—The
its
ofits
first of
thefirst
be the
believed toto be
equipment), believed
suppression equipment),
stJpply and suppression
speaker, power supply
f.m.
andf.m.
medium and
long, medium
for long,
(+rectifier) for
valves (+rectifier)
seven valves
employs seven
kind in England, employs
electric
•Philishave'electric
the •Philishave'
operating the
for operating
socket for
outlet socket
an outlet
wavebands. There is also an
long)
40 inin long)
about40
(preferably about
aerial (preferably
car aerial
ordinary car
an ordinary
found an
have found
shaver. Philips have
tax.
purchasetax.
including purchase
guineas including
49 guineas
price isis 49
The price
set. The
this set.
with this
satisfactory for
for use with

U.S:A.
Overseas . Markets.—The
Markets.-The U.S.A.
British
of British
purchaser of
was .the biggest purchaser
imIts
year.
la&t year. Its imradio equipment last
which
of which
£3.2M of
t.atalled over £3.2M
ports totalled
reprosound reprowas sound
about 75 per cent was
was
Australia was
ducing equipment. Australia
and
worth, and
£3M worth,
second with nearly £3M
second
An
(£2.8M). An
third (£2.8M).
the Netherlands third
InRadio ·Inby the Radio
analysis prepared by
per
38.8 per
that 38.8
shows that
dustry Council shows
exported
of exported
worth of
cent of our £40M worth
CommonBritish Commonequipment went to British
to
cent to
per cent
wealth countries, 38.6 per
North
to North
cent to
Europe, and 9.6 per cent
America.
is
CR21) is
(Type CR2I)
Surveillance radar (Type
and
Radar and
Cossor Radar
by Cossor
to be installed by
Australian
the Australian
for the
Electronics, Ltd., for
the
at the
Aviation at
Ministry of Civil Aviation
airports.
Sydney and Melbourne airports.
wire-distributi on
Rediffusion.—A
Rediffusion.- A wire-distribution
introbeen introhas been
television service has
Kong
Hong Kong
in Hong
Rediffusion in
duced by Rediffusion
sound
operated aa sound
where they have operated
405British 405The British
1949. The
service since 1949.
The
employed. The
are employed.
line standards are
4.95Mc/s,
is 4.95Mc/s,
vision carrier frequency
frequem:y is
over
a.f. over
at a.f.
sound being distributed at
equipped
studio equipped
the same network. A studio
three
and three
chains and
with five camera chains
up.
set up.
been set
film scanners has been
edge~gluing
G.E.C.-Fielding
G.E.C.-Fieldin g r.f. edge-gluing
panels
up panels
making up
equipment for making
supbeen suphas been
from strips of wood has
apthe apfor the
Except for
plied to Russia. Except
stri~s
the strips
to the
glue to
plication of the glue
process isIS
whole process
before assembly the whole
automatic.
research
radio research
the radio
" Elettra II," the
Marthe Marof the
vessel of
and demonstration vessel
completing
coni Marine Company, isis completing
ports.
Continental ports.
a six-week tour of Continental
JULY
WoRLD, Julv
WIRELESS World,
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new

Marine
new 500-ton
500-ton
R./T.-The new
Marine R/T.—The
port tender, the Salam, being fitted
fitted new
out in
for the
the GovernGovernDartmouth for
in Dartmouth
out
ment of Zanzibar, will be equipped
by Woodsons, of Aberdeen, with
their " Clipper " radio-telephone and
d.f. unit.

t1ffim
_

D

DYNAMIC
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Electrothermal Engineering, Ltd.,
of 270 Neville Road, London, E.7, MICROPHONE
have taken over a factory in Southend, Essex. The additional 10,000
square feet of manufacturing space
will be used by the components section and industrial heating division.
Venner Accumulators, Ltd., which
formerly occupied a section of the
main Venner factory on the Kingston
PROTECTION FOR C.R. TUBES.-A
TUBES—A new By-Pass, have now taken over aa
packing
devised Jointly
whole floor (6,000 square feet)
feet) of a
jointly by
packing method, devised
Venesta and
and Evans Bel/house,
Bel I house, uses a new building on the same site.
Venesta
plywood outer barrel with an inner
Electronics Division of Gresham
protective packing of wood-wool, suit- Transformers, Ltd., of Hanworth,
ably impregnated and moulded to shape. Middlesex, has been transferred to
ably
Lion Works, Hanworth Trading
Feltham, Middlesex. (Tel.:
Estate, Fdtham,
Multi-channel R/T equipment is Feltham 6661.)
Multi-channel
being supplied by Pye Telecommunications to the Socony Mobil Oil
Company, of Venezuela. It will link NEW ADDRESSES
the company's head offices in Anaco
Burne-Jones, manufacturers of
Borne-Jones,
and an oil field at Guico, 25 miles
radio and electronic equipment, have
away. The f.m. system, which will moved
from south-east
south-cast London to
be linked into the public telephone Sunningdale
Road, Cheam, Surrey.
service, will provide six channels
(Tel.: Fairlands 8866.)
over one pair of carriers.
Communication Systems, Ltd., a
Telegraph Equipment for Turkey.
member of the A.T. and E. group,
—Thirty-three telegraph distortion has
-Thirty-three
transferred its Bristol office and
measuring sets, for the detection of
depot to Strowger
faults and distortion on line and radio maintenance
2, St. Paul's Road. (Tel:
teleprinter circuits, are being sup- House,
plied by -Automatic
Automatic Telephone && Bristol 33088-9.)
Marconi Marine's Northern IreElectric Company to Societa Telettra, of Milan, for installation in land depot is now at Marconi House,
Corporation Square, Belfast.
Turkey.

NEWS
CLUB NEWS

CLUB
Birmingham.-Slot beam aerials
Birmingham.—Slot
will be demonstrated to members of
the Midland Amateur Radio Society
by B. Sykes (G2HCG) of J. Beam
Aerials, Ltd., at the club meeting on
July 16th. Meetings are held at 7.30
in the Midland Institute, Paradise
C. J. Haycock
Sec. :
Street.
Sec.:
(G3JD!),
(G3JDJ), 360, Portland Road, BiTmBirmingham
iagham ·17.
17.
Nottingham.—The
Radio
. . Radio
A.mateur
.•- T. he Amateur
Nottingham
Club of Nottingham (G3EKW)
meets each Tuesday at 7.15 at Woodthoxpe House, Mansfield Road.
t:ltorpe
activitie& inclade
Present activities
include the buikibuildreceiving
tmnsmitting and receiVing
ing of transmitting
provisinn of slow
equipment and the provision
equipment
mo-rse practice periods both in the
morse
dub
~ub room and, at weekends, over the
air.
Sec.: F. V. Farnsworth.
Farnswonh, 32,
au. Sec.:
Harrow Road, West Bridgford,
Nottingham.
Downham.-Preparations
Downham.—Preparations are in
hand by the Ravmsbourne
Ravensbournc Amateur
Radio Club to conduct a radio course

for beginners in
in September.
September. One
One
his
has obtained
club has
the club
of the
member of
member
. his
.
. obtained
1
Tv· transmitting
amateur
tcence
transmtttmg licence
amateur TV
(G3LNT/T).
club meets
each
meets. each
(G3LNT /T). The c;lub
Wednesday at 8.0 m
in the Sctence
Science
DownSchool,
Hill
Room, Durham
ham, Kent. Sec.:
Sec.; J. H. F. Wilshaw,
Road, Bromley;
4, Station Road,
Bromley, . Kent.
Kent.
.
Sidcup.—The next meetmg
meeting of the
Sidcup.-The
Cray Valley
Valley Radio Club will be
he held
issue,
on the publication date of this iss!-le,
June 25th, at 8.0 at the Station
Hotel, Sidcup. A film lecture will
Mullar<l. Sec.
be given by Milliard.
Sec.:: S. W.
Coursey
CoW'Sey (G3JJC), 49, Dulverton
Road, London, S.E.9.
British Two-Call Club.-The.
Club.—The new
president of this club, membership
is limited to those who
of which Is
have held an overseas eall
call sign and
country, is
one
one in this
this country,
is K.
K, E.
E. s.
S. Ems
Ellis
(G5KW)
(GSKW) and the vice-president Jack
Cooper (G3DPS). Sec.: G. V. Haylock {GZDHV).,
lock
(G2DHV), 6-3,
63, Lewisham
Lewisham Hill,
Hill,
London, S.E.13.
S.E.l3.

THE MICROPHONE ILLUSTRATED

is our
type <:!7850,
G7850, aa dynamic
dynamic mi~ro
micronew type
our new
is

phone of
contemporary des~gn.
design.
out~tandmg contempora~y
~f outstanding
ph~ne
It islS finished in
carries a rmgringm bronze black, carnes
locking plug connector and is suitable for
for
hand and stand use. Owing to its excepgives
it
tional top response characteristic,
particularly good reproduction of speech
and
to its
its distinguished
distinguished looks,
~ed to
this, allied
a~d this,
will
make ittt aa welcome
and handsome
handsome
welcome and
will. ~e
addition to
to our range of Sound Reproducing Equipment. (Dimensions:
{Dimensions: Head diam.
liin.; Overall length 8fin.)
IJin.;
SJin.)
Price:
Price: 15 gns.
gllS.
Please write for full details of
oar complete range of Sound
our
Reproducing Equipment.
a& product
product of
of

IRIX
TRIX ELECTRICAL COMPANY LTD.
. ·
Tottenham Court Road,
Road,
Tottenbam·
W.11
London W.
Tel;MUSeum
5817 Grams:
Trixadio Wesdo
Wesdo London
London
Grams: Trixadio
Tel: MUSeum 5817

1-5 Maple
Maple Place,
Plac~.
1-5
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RANDOM RADIATIONS
By

"DIALLIST"

Higher and Higher
Higher??
TO MY way of thinking, at
at any
any rate,
rate,
the future of sound broadcasting
broadcasting
doesn't lie on the long
long or the
the medium
medium
waves. Some people hold
hold that
that sound
sound
broadcasting hasn't much of
of aa future
future
anyhow, believing that itit will
will eveneventually be entirely superseded
superseded by
by teletelevision. But I can't agree
agree with
with that,
that,
for some things such
such as
as concerts
concerts are
are
probably more pleasing ifif they're
they're
heard without being seen
seen as
as well—
wellunless of course you have aa profesprofessional interest and want to
to watch
watch the
the
conductor and the technique
technique of
of the
the
players. I've an idea
idea that
that sound
sound
broadcasting will go on
on for
for aa long
long
time to come and that
that f.m.
f.m. services
services
on Band II, or on even
even higher
higher frefrequencies will gradually replace
replace most
most
of the present long- and
and mediummediumwave a.m. systems. Both
Both of
of these
these
bands are subject to atmospheric
atmospheric ininterference and are so badly
badly overovercrowded that mutual interference
interference
between stations is rife.
rife. Worst
Worst of
of
all, the very narrow
narrow channels
channels which
which
must of necessity be used make
make really
really
high quality out of the question.
question.

What of TV?
What I feel about television
tclevision isis that
that
it too should begin to
to look
look to
to the
the
higher frequencies of Bands
Bands IV
IV and
and
V. When the Television Committee
Committee
produced its report towards
towards the
the end
end

of the war one of its recommendarecommendations was, if you
you remember,
remember, that
that
efforts should be made to
to develop
develop aa
system of the order of 1,000
1,000 lines,
lines, the
the
present 405-line system being
being carried
carried
on as well
wel1 for some years.
years. Why
Why
shouldn't we do that
that by
by continuing
continuing
the B.B.C. and I.T.A. services
services as
as they
they
are and by gradually building
building up
up serservices at least as good
French
good as
as the
the ·French
with its 819 lines on the
the higher
higher frefrequencies? The cost should
should not
not be
be
same programmes
enormous, for the same
programmes
could be sent out by both
both the
the 4054051000-line (let's
line and the 1000-line
(let's call
call itit
convenience) services.
that for convenience)
services. If
If
1000-line cameras were used
used in
in all
all
studios, conversion to 405
405 lines
lines for
for
the Band I and Band
Band III
III services
services
could be made by the methods
methods now
now
used for the Eurovision programmes.
programmes.
No receivers would be
be rendered
rendered obobsolete and the purchase of
·Of 1000-line
1000-line
sets would be purely aa matter
matter of
pf
choice.

The Interference Problem
Problem
Then there's the business
business of
of interinterference, which in many places
places isis now
now
so severe that there's
there's little
little pleasure
pleasure
in viewing. Would not
not that
that caused
caused
by motor vehicle ignition
ignition systems
systems
and by electrically
electrically driven machinery
machinery
be less troublesome on
on the
the higher
higher
frequencies?
And
And
interference
interference
r2.diated
radiated by other receivers?
receivers? The
The
greater field-strengths for the
the higher
higher
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frequencies tolerated in
in the
the standards
standards
accepted by both British
British and
and AmeriAmerimanufacturers suggest
can set manufacturers
suggest that
that
it would be reduced. And
And there
there are
are
two other interference
interference problems
problems
associated with Band I.
I. The
The first
first isis
·that
interference between
that of mutual interference
between
stationS
considerable distance
stations at a considerable
distance
from one another: Norwich
Norwich disturbs
disturbs
the Liege pictures, unless
unless its
its power
power
is kept quite low, and
and viewers
viewers living
living
on or near the south and
and south-west
south-west
coasts know what a nuisance the
the Caen
Caen
station can be. These
These may
may be
be
" freak"
freak " effects due to
to sunspot
sunspot acactivity; we shall know in
in aa few
few years
yeaf!s
time as the maximum period
period is
is left
left
behind. But there's nothing
behind.
nothing freakish
freakish
about the second bit
bit of
of bother,
bother, patpatterning caused by f.m. sound
sound transtransmissions from the same aerial
aerial mast.
mast.
The use of much higher frequencies
frequencies
for television should
should mean
mean shorter
shorter
1
andb therefore
ranges and
therefore less
less risk
risk of
of
interstation interference
interference and
interstatibn
and I've
I've an
an
idea that it should be
be possible
possible to
to
eliminate the patterning
patterning mentioned
mentioned
by the very careful choice
choice of
of each
each
station's TV frequencies.

Measuring by Wireless
Waves
THE degree of accuracy with
with which
which
distances can be measured by
by radar,
radar,
by the Tellurometer
Tellurometer and
and other
other
methods making use of radio waves,
waves,
must depend, when you
you come
come to
to
think of it, on two things.
things. You
You must
must
know the precise speed of radio
radio waves
waves
through air and you must
must be
be able
able to
to
time a particular journey
journey that
that they
they
make correctly to aa tiny fraction
fraction of
of
a microsecond. The speed
speed of
of radio
radio
and light waves has been investigated
investigated
many times, but no two
two investigainvestigations have so far produced
produced exactly
exactly
the same answer. The
The differences
differences
are minute; still they are
are differences
differences
and Il am tempted to wonder
wonder whether
whether
the speed does in fact remain
remain always
always
fixed and unchanging. With
With modem
modern
apparatus times can be
be measured
measured
better than
than 10"'
with an accuracy better
w-v
second. Then even ifif there
there isis aa
minute variation in the
the speed
speed of
of wirewireless waves and a similarly
similarly minute
minute
error in the timing, surveyors
surveyors and
and
geographers can now pin-point
pin-point posipositions to within aa few centimetres
centimetres at
at
the very outside. But
But do
do things
things on
on
the surface of this earth
earth of
of ours
ours stay
stay
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exactly put? It doesn't seem
seem imposimpossible that there should
should be
be very
very small
small
tidal movements
moveme nts in
in the
the land,
land, as
as well
well
as the vastly greater
greater ones
ones in
in the
the sea.
sea.
It wouldn't
wouldn' t surprise
surprise me
me if
if as
as time
time
goes on it's discovered
discovered that
that no
no point
point
on earth has an immutably
immutab ly fixed
fixed posiposition. Is there geographical
geographical as
as well
well
as TV spot-wobble?
spot-wob ble?
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X-ray s from
X-rays
from the Sun
THE Geophysical
Geophys ical Year,
Year, which
which
starts on July 1st,
1st, is
is bound
bound to
to inincrease to an important
importa nt extent
extent our
our
knowled ge of the long-distance
knowledge
long-dis tance propropagation of wireless waves.
waves. One
One
rather surprising
surprisin g discovery
discovery has
has
already been made on
on the
the other
other side
side
of the Adantic
during
experimental
Atlantic during experim ental
tests of rocket-borne
rocket-b orne instruments.
instrume nts.
This is that at
at times
times of
of great
great solar
solar
activity, and particularly
particula rly when
when flares
flares ·
occur, X-rays from the
sun
penetrate
the sun penetrat e
the upper layers
layers of
of the
the atmosphere.
atmosph ere.
Measure ments so far made at
Measurements
at heights
heights
up to 60 miles
miles show
show that
that aa few
few
minutes after the appearance
appearan ce of
of even
even
a small flare the
the quantity
quantity of
of XXradiation received may
may be
be sufficient
sufficient
to double the
the electron
electron density
density at
at such
such
altitudes
altitudes.. It is suggested
suggested that
that further
further
observat
ions at greater heights
observations
heights may
may
show that this solar
solar X-radiation
X-radiat ion is
is
responsible for fading and
responsible
and black-outs
black-outs
on the
rhe short waves.
waves. It
It may,
may, in
in fact,
fact,
turn the Heaviside
Heavisid e and
and Appleton
Appleto n
layers temporarily
tempora rily into
into absorbers
absorber s ininstead of reflectors
reflectors of
of wireless
wireless waves.
waves.
It has, of course, long
long been
been known
known
that radiation from the
the sun
sun was
was resresponsible for interrupting
interrup ting longlongcommun ications; but,
distance communications;
but, so
so far
far
as I know, it hadn't been
been discovered
discovered
that this included any
any appreciable
apprecia ble
amount of X-rays.

Useful in the Workshop
Workshop
DO YOU, I wonder, know
know and
and use
use
that very useful piece of
of workshop
worksho p
equipme nt, the file card? The
equipment,
The name
name
at first glance might suggest
suggest somesomething for office use; actually
actually it's
it's an
an
array of claw-shaped
claw-sha ped thin
thin steel
steel wires
wires
mounted on a stout cloth backing and
and
is used in the textile industry
industry for
for
""carding"
carding , wool. Most of
of us
us have
have
an aversion from using
using good
good files
files on
on
soft metals for fear of clogging
clogging them
them
up. If you have aa file
file card
card and
and use
use
it, there's no need
need to
to worry.
worry. The
The
claws soon clean away any
any bits
bits of
of soft
soft
metal and leave the teeth
teeth of
of the
the file
file
clean and sharp. File card can
can be
be
bought from most ironmongers
ironmon gers by
by
the piece from which aa strip
strip is
is cut
cut
and fastened by screws
screws to
to aa flat
flat
piece of wood. Besides its
its main
main use
use
it is very effective for cleaning
cleaning the
the
cutter wheel of your cigarette lighter.
lighter.
WiRELES
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Ele
ctro nic components
Electronic
com pon ents
FOR all
ALL industries
IND UST RIE S
(RES
EARC H)
(RESEARCH)

Used in the thousands
thousan ds of
of sensitive
sensitiv e
instrum ents which today control the
instruments
the
process
es of modern industry,
processes
industr y, BULGIN
BULG IN
electron
ic components
electronic
compon ents are helping
helping to
to
overcom
overcomee problems
problem s in the
the industrial
industr ial
and scientific
scientif ic fields,
fields, and
and are
are faithfully
faithful ly
serving the majority
majorit y of
of the
the Country's
Countr y's
greates
greatestt organisations.
The
organis ations.
The Bulgin
Bulgin.
researc h department
departm ent and its
research
its manumanufacturin g units with their unique
facturing
unique skills
skills
experie nce build good
and experience
electronic
good 'electro
nic
compon ents upon which you
components
you can
can
depend.
Over 10,000 different
differen t comcomponents are available.
availab le.

*

For full
full details of Bulgin Com★
ponents send for
for fully
fully illustrated
illustrated
Catalogue 196/WW (free to trade letterCatalogue
letterheading or order).
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Sabulgin,
A. F. BULGIN
BULGlN &&CD.;
CO., LTD.
lTD.
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BARKING,
Tel.:
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R/Ppleway 5588
5588
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URERS OF
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UNBIASED
Horseless-Carriage TV
I FULLY agree with "Diallist's
"Diallist's""
complaint (June issue) about the difficulties of viewing in comfort because
of the insufficient height of the
screen in a console TV set. I tried
to solve this problem years ago by
building my own set into a disused
grandfather clock case, the · screen
being where the dial is normally.
The screen was then much too
high but I corrected this by buying a
couple of dentist's chairs for Mrs.
Free Grid and myself. These enabled
us to tilt ourselves into a comfortable
viewing position. However, Mrs.
Free Grid took a strong dislike to
this arrangement, as sitting in the
dreaded chair brought · painful
memories to her which became unbearably realistic whenever a screeching soprano appeared on the screen.
The truth of the matter is that both
" Diallist " and I have failed to realize
that TV is now emerging from its
" horseless carriage " era. Console
and table receivers have served their
purpose and it is time that we consigned them to the dustbin. TV sets
-and
too-must
—and sound-radio ones too—must
go to the wall; in other words they
must be built-in.
For rooms in the smaller type of
house this is a necessity, while even
in the largest rooms it is a great convenience. It may be objected that
TV tubes are too long, and that my
idea would mean that the tail of the
tube would stick out of the wall into
the adjoining room. Even if that
were so, of course, it could at least
be used as a support for a picture
but in actual fact the ·full-size
full-size tube
is on its way out. The set of the
future will be of the projection type
using a miniature c.r.t. Thus the
set and its tube will be built into
one wall of the room and the screen
in the opposite wall, the beam being
shot above the heads of the viewers.

Viewing in comfort

By

FREE GRID

For sound broadcasting, a built-in
set would be ideal as
a's tire
the loudspeaker
could do double duty, the two sides
of the diaphram feeding the programme into rooms on both sides of
the wall, which would act as a perfect bafifie.
baffie.

The Radiotherm

shameful that we should have to be
sacrificed to make a Roman holiday
for music lovers. Fortunately I have
found the ideal way out of the difficulty whereby we can all get what
we wan:t
want rather than what the B.B.C.
thinks is good for us.
My idea is based on the American
technique, already described in these
columns, whereby certain transmitters radiate a special muting signal on
another frequency when they are
broadcasting interlarded advertiseadvenisements, which even some Americans
find irritating. This signal is picked
up by all receivers fitted with the
necessary extra apparatus and used
to mute the loudspeaker until the
advertiser's announcement is ended.
The B.B.C. could easily radiate a
similar signal which, by suitable
arrangements in the sets of us Philistines, could be used to turn down
the wick of our receivers, and so reduce Sousa and his sound-barrierbreaking brass to Mrs. Dale's level.
Can you see any snags in my decibel
dousing idea?

IN the March issue . I mentioned
thinkini of discarding
that I was thinking
my electric blanket in favour of the
electronic-cooking
technique of
keeping myself warm in bed.
I really thought I was on to something entirely original, but I have
received a very interesting letter
from a medical pundit of Portsmouth, who telk
tells me that there is
nothing new in my idea of torso
toasting by electronic means. His
own experience of it dates back to
the early part of the war. I am
reminded, too, that the correct name
of the apparatus used is radiotherm
and not
not torsothermer, as I suggested.
I dare say many of you have heard
of the treatment of certain diseases
of the central nervous system by
means of an artificial fever. In 1917 Radio Fluologist
it was done by injecting the patient CAN any of you tell me why a
with malaria, but later an electric- chimney sweep always seems to desally heated cabinet was used to raise cribe himself on his signboard as a
the patient's temperature. Eventu- practical chimney sweep. The O.E.D.
ally electronic means were used, the tells me that one of the subsidiary
patient's temperature being raised by meanings of the word practical is best
induction of r.f. currents in his body, illustrated in the sentence "practical
care being taken not to devil his politics is to do what you can and not
kidneys or parboil his pancreas.
what you ought."
Whether he intended to do so or
I can hardly believe, however, that
not, my medical correspondent has the synthetic negroes who sweep our
put me off the whole business, and I chimneys read the O.E.D.
O,E.D. or have
shall stick to my electric blanket.
anything in common with Oxford.
On the contrary, one of them who
has appeared in the news recently is
Decibel Dousing
obviously a Cambridge man as he is
FROM time to time I have pro- an outstanding scion of science. He
tested in these columns about the has shown this by equipping himself
reprehensible practice of the B.B.C. with mobile radio. His wife operates
of switching over from a quiet item the H.Q. transmitter and he is able
Diary " to Sousa to receive his late orders without
like "Mrs. Dale's Diary"
in full blast without any apparent · returning home.
effort on the part of the control-room
I naturally suppose that in addition
engineer to even
everi things out.
to the main apparatus in his van he
If we adjust our volume control carries a battery-operated transmitterso that Mrs. Dale's voice is at a receiver ·. strapped to his person for
pleasant conversational level we are use when actually at work as he is
nearly blasted out of our seats when then in a unique position to employ
Sousa is let loose on us. Then, hav- a really efficient aerial. Obviously he
ing jumped up and softened Sousa could have his rods specially made
the announcer is barely audible as a concentric feeder.
These
when he
be tells us about the next item. rods would
wou1d pass through the operatWhenever I have protested, however, ing brush and continue on to a simple
I have been assailed on all sides by rod aerial sticking out of the chimney.
Thus he is really entitled to call
W.W.
those readers of W.
W. who are music
lovers. They point out that the himself a practical chimney sweep in
B.B.C. control-room is right and I the fundamental sense of the word.
am wrong, for in real life Mrs. Dale But does he do so? Not on your
cannot and does not compete with life, for he describes himself by the
new horror-word ""fluologist
Sousa in the decibel stakes.
fluologist"" as do
unlike himself,
I am perfectly well aware that I many of thos.e
those who, unjike
am a musical Philistine but there are have adopted the new vacuum-cleaner
many millions like me and it is method of cleaning our chimneys.
WIRELESS
WoRLD, July
JULY 1957
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